


The highest strength, most accurate arrow shaft in the world is now 
hard anodized "Eas1on Blue." Sizes available for target and field 
shooting, plus, a new size for heavy compound bows-2115. 
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~astonc51J.utumn0rangeXX75® 
A non-glare hard "X7® type" anodized finish for bowhunting, 
field and target archery. This tournament tested shaft is 
available in a lull range of sizes - for the lightest recurve 
to the heaviest compound bow-and a new size-2117. 
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The bow is a primitive instrument •.• 
and a historical instrument. 
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WHY MORE PEOPLE BUY FROM 
THE WORLD'S LARGEST ARCHERY SUPPLIER 

CD MONEY: 

@MONEY: 

BUYING AT THE LOWEST 
PRICES SAVES THEM MONEY. 

WE GUARANTEE TO SHIP ALL ORDERS THE SAME 
DAY RECEIVED. NO DELAY SAVES THEM MONEY. 

@MONEY: 
ONLY THE TOP BRANDS ARE SOLD. BEAR, 
EASTON, WING, MICRO· FLITE, PEARSON, KING, 
SAUNDERS, BTIZENBURGER, ETC. AVOIDING 
OFF BRANDS SAVES THEM MONEY. 
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MONEY ONLY NU~BE.R·ONE GRADE MERCHANDISE IS 
• SOLD. NO SECONDS. BUYING TOP QUALITY AT 
• LOWEST PRICES SAVES THEM MONEY. 

M WE HAVE BEEN SERVING ARCHERS - BOW· 

ON Ev• HUNTERS - DEALERS, IN SEVERAL DIFFERENT 
• COUNTRIES OVER 20 YEARS. OUR EXPERIENCE 

SAVES THEM MONEY. 

M WE HAVE THE LARGEST ARCHERY WAREHOUSE 
FEATURING CONVEYORS AND ELECTONIC ONEY: EQUIPMENT, WHICH REDUCES ORDER PROCESSING 
COST. THIS SAVES THEM MONEY. 

OVER2000 
COMPOUND 

BOWS 
IN STOCK 
PRECISION 

WING 
BEAR 

JENNINGS 
ALLEN 

Nation's lowest price on new 
Jennings Model T Compound. 

Shouldn't You Be One 01 Them? 

~
. ..,_ 

,,) . FOR OUR ALL NEW 
., ~!; 1975 CATALOG AND 

... ·~ f ·:. PRICE LIST- FREE 

Oct. and Nov. 

GUARANTEED 
SAME-DAY 

SERVICE 
.-..........-.DRPDRATIDN 
GRAND LEDGE, MICHIGAN 48837 

Phone 517-627-4021 



l'SE once aoal~eatellshes Its Engineering Superiority with 
the completely re..ftllgned Citation•, the Ultimate In 
Compound Performance, Convenience, Rellablllty, and 
Beauty. This stunning all-new version of the 
Citation sets the standard for modern archery 
with a one-piece, Die-Cast Magnesium 
Handle, featuring non-slip replaceable 
grip and Integrally molded limb sockets 
(eliminating side plates), for totally 
precise limb alignment and superior 
strength. Innovative PSE-developed 
Speed Brackets pivot for full
range Eccentric Wheel 
Adjustment via our unique 
11tenslon-lock" system 
that's the easiest yet; 
release tension 
completely to 
change strings 
or cables. 

PRECISION 
SHOOTING 

EQUIPMENT 
MAHOMET, ILLINOIS 61853 



Bakertlie JI 

'tree staad' 
~ , .. people 

Mighty·Mite Tree Stand $24.95 
Comes in economic kit form 

I for Home Assembly. So light· 

8 

weigN: you can hardly feel it 
on your feet when you climb. 

" · UGHT WT. 7LBS. TESTED TO 375 LBS. 

- ~ · 

1 Hand Climber I Seat $15.95 
Eliminates hugging the tree 
and makes a seat. Easier. fast· 
er. safer and quieter. Can also 
be used with the deluxe Baker 
Tree Stand. 

The Deluxe Baker Tree Stand $49.95 
...,..._..,,..._Continues to be the most pop-

. ular portable tree stand. It is 

:'II . .,.-

the only patented one that 
will actually CLIMB a tree and 
offers a firm, secure platform 
to sit or stand on. 

-~ -r 
• ,.. , Strap Assembly $3.95 
, . f- For back-packing the Baker 
·• I Tree Stand and Hand Climber 
~ . /Seat. It snaps onto the frame 
:it · with no tools needed. 

• Baker Game Gambrel 
~:O'<ll~ Provides a rack for field dres

sing and skinning your game. 
It is made of rustproof alumi· 

... num and weighs 9 oz. Tested 
to 380 lbs. 

$6.95 

Baker Wire Sports Saw Baker Safety Belt 
Can be carried in your shirt 
pocket. It will cut off a limb 
or a deer's feet with ease. 

$2.25 

Holds you securely with one 
loop around hunter and one 
around tree. 

$8.95 
Available at leading sports departments or direct from 

POST OFFICE BOX 1003-AW 
VALDOSTA, GEORGIA 31601 

on 

Archery World welcomes your comments on sriy topic relative to arch· 
ery. Address your letters to Write On, Archerv World, 534 N. Broed· 
way, Milwaukee, Wi. 53202. 

BOW TEST COMPLAINTS 
Your compound bow test reports would be more meaningful if 
test results were included for maximum peak weight. Hunters 
seeking compounds obviously want the "big but controllable 
punch," and this group must be large and growing, according 
to your recent articles . 

Secondly, all bow limbs worth mention, including 
compound limbs, should achieve their best efficiency at maxi· 
mum rated capacity. For this reason, a compound should be 
selected with a maximum peak weight as close to what the 
shooter plans to shoot as possible. Do you agree? What do the 
compound manufacturers say? 

Addition of a bow st~ing-to-cable-clearance heading in the 
technical data section of your compound bow reports would be 
helpful. My Herter's Magnum has a measured clearance 
slightly more than 5/ 8-inch, the greatest of any compound I've 
examined. This allows for a large three-feather hunting fl.etch 
without any contact between the feathers and cable 
whatsoever. 

Your statements on Herter's cable clearance were not all that 
clear, and this feature should be a very important considera
tion, as expressed by my fellow club members who are faced 
with this problem. 

Cecil D. Johnson 
Rockford, Ill. 

• We concttr; generally co1npound bow efficiency should be 
highest at maximum rated peak draw-force. 

Perhaps you 1nissed the compound bow test report in the 
June/July 1975 4ssue of Archery World. We reported on a test 
of the Allen 7306 Black Hunter and covered this point in some 
detail. However, note we've qualified the statement with 
"generally." As draw weight is tncreased, friction in the com· 
pounding system also increases, substantially reducing the 
expected increase in ejfic.iency. Under specific conditions, the 
Increased system friction could offset the gain from limb effi· 
ciency [as the Umb·materials are worked. cwser to their design 
limits] and the net result would be Ut.tle or no gain in overall 
bow ejft.ciency. 

In testing the Herter's Compound Power Magnum, we were 
faced with an unusually large range of peak draw weight 
adjustments [40 to 65 pounds] ln a single bow. We decided to 
cover the 45 to 55 pound spread In five-pound increments since 
this ts the peak draw force range into which most of our bow 
tests have fallen. When we select a bow for test we look for 
something in that general draw-force range fa which we feel 
most of our readers would be shooting. Perhaps on the cofl'V 
pound tests we should hit the top, middle and bottom of the 

Archery World 

peak draw wetght range of the test bow when the bow is 
adfustable. 

With regard to cable clearqnce, on many compound bows, 
cable clearance can be varied by the. manner in whicli the,bow 
is-rigged. The Herur's compound requires part replacenfent t? 
increase the cable clearance. Five-eighths-inch clearance 1s 
quite good - in fact, better thari most. On compounck with 
mid-limb idlers, the cable clearance can usually be improved 
by angularly offsetting the idler wspension brackets or hang~rs 
within reasonable limits, or by increasing the diameter of the 
idler pulleys· [or both]. The latter approach may require new 
cables if sufficient adjustment js not present tn t1ie cable 
adjustment system. 

Ever sit down and trrJ to diagram a consistent and foolproof 
method to me~sure cable clearance that will cover all types of 
compound bows? Remember, arrow pressure point lateral 
location is one element in the geometry, and pressure point 
position can vartJ with draw weight, draw length, shooting 
style, arrow spine, arrow mass distribution and a few other 
elements. Perhaps· we shotild agree to l.lSe·the vertical centerline 
of the bow at the pressure point location and the string at the 
nocking pcnnt loca~ion an4 measure the cable offset from a 
theore"tical straight line fointng these two points. Or, as a more 
direct method, we could standardize on a 5116" diameter 
arrow, nock it on the string, align the inner surface tangent to 
the vertical centerline of the bow, using a spacer blqck of 
appropriate thickness, and tllen measure the shortest distance 
from the side of the arrow to the nearest cable. We think you 
have cited a char.acteristic worth thinking abotit - we haue 
also heard a number of complaints about inadequate cable 
clearance. (continued on page 10) 

Why not subscribe to Archery World? 
Six times each year we'll provide the most comprehenslv.e archery 
magazine you'll find anywhere. Delivered to your mailbox. Only 
$4. Send your chec;k or money order, with name and address, to 
Archery World, 534 N. Broadway, Milwaukee, Wis. 53202. 

WORLD'S FIN EST CROSS BOWS by oave senedict 
Check our Model SK-1 with Peep Sight - Draw weight - 140 lbs. , 

$199.00 Plus Tax F.O.B. $239.00 with Scope 
Additional charge for draw weights to 200 lbs. 

For information write to: Da11e Benedict Crossbow 
P.O. Box 343, Dept. AW. Chatsworth, Cal. 91311 (213) 998·_9450 

FREE >•!!BJ------>..,. 
1975 BOWHUNTING CATAl.OG 

2227 Lincoln 

BOWS -ARROWS -ACCESSORIES 
CREDIT TERMS WITH BIA & MIC 

BOWHUNTING SUPPLIERS 
Dealers lnQuire on Lettemead& 

Cedar Falls. Iowa 50613 

Now Booking 
Bowhunts Only 

For Mule deer 

Contact: 
Bob Norman 

Professional Bowhunting 
Guide and Outfitter 
Bob's Bow Hut, Inc. 
1431 Eubank N.E. 

Albuquerque, N. M. 87112 
Phone 505-294-2575 

October/November 1975 

SAVORA 
GIVES YOU THE 

''HUNTIAJG.-J-IEAD'' 
TM 

SLJPER-5 
TM 

The New standard in Broadhead 
design and sharpness . 

Sharpest 
SCALPEL SHARP 

Pre-sharpened Replaceable Blades. 
6.8 inches of Micro-honed cutting edge. 

Strongest 
Solid one-piece body 
High carbon steel blades. 

WEIGHT: 4 61..AOE. 137 GRAINS 

WE THINK YOUR HUNTING HEADS SHOULD BE 
READY WHEN YOU BUY THEM. 

Ullllllll ) 
51=/VCJR;:::/ 

[911 J 
SRVORR ARCHERY. INC.c 

1 l039 118th PLACE N. IL KIRKLAND, WA. 98033 

CALL US TOLL FREE (800) 426-8045 

'-----------------------..,,9 
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Perfect 
Hunting Partners 
BOD~-111· 

THE ORI GIN AL ~ 
3 BL ADE 

HUNTING PO INT 

21 / 64 Ferrule · 

Easy to f ield sharpen - Get your 
gam e with a lon g t ime w in ner! 

The Wl,FER 
0 BOWOUIVER 

ARROW CLIP 
FITS ANY S I ZE 
H UN T I NG AA RO W 

O NE M O DEL FITS 
RIGHT OR LEF T 

S TURD Y 
LIGHTW E IGHT 
CONSTRUCTION 

~I G1 
11 WHIFFEN 

I ,ij ~p 
l.C. Wi-rlFFEN fco., INC. 

92'3 So 16th Street-Miiwaukee. Wis 53204 

At Your Dealer o r Order Direct 

(Continued from page 9) 

HIDDEN HUNTER? 
In the camouflage story i.n the August/ 
September issue, you mentioned that a 
camouflaged hunter was hidden in the 
left side of the photos 1-4 on pages 
40-41. Where? 

Grant Terroon 
Dallas, Texas 

• The sapling splits the outline of his 
Jones-style cap. To the left of the sapling 
is his shoulder outline; to the right of the 
sapling is the upper limb of the bow. 

Emits an odor similar to that of the female 
deer during the mating season. Helps eliminate 
human odor. Send $1.50 for each full size 

bar of DEER HUNTER SOAP. We will 
ship same day as order is received. Postage, 
handling & hunting tips brochure included. 

From the Heart of America's Deer Country 

ATTRACTS BUCKS 

Alaltcc'" ~~ 
2120 Ludington St. · Escanaba, Michigan 49829 

ROMAN ARCHERY COMPANY 

We book 
bear and lion hunts 
for Ed Vance 

GameGetter Aluminum Arrows F.L. with B.H.A. loose 
(Specify 2016, 2018, 2117, 2219) . 
Shafts only, F.L. with B.H.A. loose 

Sabre-Glass Arrows with Nok-serts F .L. 
T.P. or B.H.A. loose 

Wood Arrows-premium shafts, 5 inch fletch 
(fSp11cify 45#. 50#, 55#. 60#, 65#, 70#) 

r----------, Bumper stickar-50c each 

$ 18.00/doz. 
$ 12.50/doz. 

$ 14.00/doz. 

$ 8.00/doz . 

92041 

THE P.S.E. 
"NEW" "PACER" 

COMPOUND BOW 
and 

NOW IN HEAVY HUNTING Weights!! 
55-65 and 60-70 lbs. 

Our Price $124.50 
plus $3.50 shipping and handling in the U.S. 

"New" Pacer riow comes with a new risor desi(ln, a 
hard plastic slip-on grip, a stabilizer insert, a springy 
rest installed. and is drilled for Killian sighrs. 

Other features! High Performance • 50% holding 
advantage • 10 lb. weight adjustment • Draw 
weights: 45-55, 50·60, 55·65, 60·70 • No tuning 
R.H. or L.H. • Use for target or hun.tlng • Fixed 
draw length 28", 29", 30", 31", • Long sight 
window • Bow string In center of limb to prevent 
limb twisting • Wide limbs for extra dureblllty • 
Quick take-down • Bow quiver easily mounted • 
Use wood, glass or aluminum arrows. 

Send ca1h, certified check. 
Include for U.S. <lellvery: or money order to: BOW HUNTERS 00 IT 

THE HARD WAY 
One free with each order 

$1.00 hand l ing fee/do z. arrows 
$3.50 handling feo for e1el> bow 

Prices subject to change without notice 

ROMAN ARCHERY COMPANY 
7309 EL CAJON BLVD. 
LA MESA. CALIFORNIA 92041 

Archery World 

•We wggest you contact two c?m· 
ponies for infoNnation about straaght 
bows of the type Howard Hill and D~n 
Brown are known for: Howard Hill 
Archery, Rt. 1, Box 1397'. Hamilton , 
Mont. 59840, and Herter s, Archery 
Division, Waseca, Minn. 56093. The 
first company makes several models of 
longbow. Herter's has a longbow called 
the "Itasca." 

SEEKS STRAIGHT BOW . 
According to Don Brown's comments in 

your article about his incredible exploits 
("Don Brown Wants To Sh~~t The 
Heaviest Hand-Held Bow Ever, March 
issue) he uses very heavy straight bows. 
I dr;w a 75-pound, 60-inch Damon 
Howatt bow and would like to dra\; a 
heavier, 100-pound bow but cannot find 
one in France. Could you supply me 
with the address of a manufacturer of 
straight bows such as those used by Don 
Brown or Howard Hill? 

Jean-Marie Coche 
Chateauneuf D'Isere 

France 

ARCHERY WORLD 
welcomes 

Letters to the Editor 

WILSON-ALLEN 
ARROW NOCK LOCKS 

Arrow Nocked 
Lnstantly and 

Stays Nocked ! 
Pi11Cl'll N a 2711437 

E li .. iHlll A!"~1ry 
Glev• ~' • .,., 4 
Nack Leclts ~.iow 
Nesk 1n• 2 lllev1 
~•Nock. 

2 
for 

Nock Locks increase •ccuracy .b.ecauae 
affOW ls nocked In same po11t1on on 
bow etrlng for every ahot . Holds arrow 
firmly at desired position. 

Protects bow from snagging 
brush and 11.raN betwffn 
bow and string. Mede of 
pure gum rubber. S8'Ves es 
a "sllencer" by hushing 
etring slsp. 

October/November 1975 

A must for all compound bow owners. The 
"NEW" B&W bow .cale. Jjjo more " DOUBT" 

('.ct . ii • I! • : !''t 
"' ,...;., 1hnm';l\t • r . 
that your compound has slipped or changed 
after adjustment. Compact for use anywhe~e 
in seconds. $22.95 Post Paid. 

The new B&H Bow hanger. 
Install in seconds at home 
OI" hunting. Coated to pre· 
vent noise and protect bow. 
2 for $1.95 Post Paid. 

E _ z OUT ARROW TIP TOOL 
At last , an essential pocket tool made to 

remove converta-tip broadheads and 
field points from trees, stumps, 

targets, e tc. Simply screw oft 
shaft, screvv on E-Z OUT 

RROW TIP TOOL 
-Takes seconds · 

Saves time, 

··~=~~-~ Shafts, Broadheads, 
and Field points. 

Also, use the E-Z OUT 
ARROW TIP TOOL as a 

holding device when sharpen-
ing broadheads. Distributor and . 

dealer inquiries invited. Patent pending. 
B & H ARCHERY 
RT. 2 Dept A 
Armstrong, la. 50514 Send $3.90 postage paid to : EZ-OUT TOOL 

130 Rimmon Rd. Beacon Falls Conn. 06403 

Ac:curocy • 
Stability • 
Speed • 

Ultra's 
All New Large Edition 
Archery Accessoiy Catalog 

A Fully illustrated catalog ~eatur~ng 
items of distinction for the d1scernmg 
sportsman. 

Write For Your Personal 

fR££ Copy • WaterP.-f 
• Flexibility 
• Silent 

SHIELD STYLE - - FRENCH CURVE - PARABOLIC STYLE -
U-SSJ U-SS U-35 U-25 u 3FC u-;Fc u;,l,FC ~.;! 

5v•· ,,,,.. 3'11" 2~l 3~'6 ) (2)1 ) ( ar. ) (v!.~> 
( •• ) ( • • ) ()

6 
l Cv, • .,) (v, • ., v, • ., v"J5 $4.75 $6"."so $°g.2s $5'.To $4.95 $5.25 is.10 $4. 

W• ' • • p1 •u l"e l"1 i1n 1 ~ J., JOY 

U-2 U-3 U·4 U-5 U;5.J 
2>1 ·· 3 1· · .11;, · sv~ 3 1. 

IG ;~ )( ,.) ( 16 )( " ) 
(v ..... ) (v,.\'() $S~S $65'0 i't.7's $4.95 $5. 

-THE FINEST VANES IN THE WORLD-

At Your LOcal Dealer or Order Direct 
Any Size·3 Vane Sample Pkg.-50c 

q;etfta cpftoouct£. <Jtd. 
Box 100 Foi rfield, Illinois 62837 
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Georgia Archery 
&Sport 

presents the 

mf,UJJifl FOX 

SQUIRREL. 

Climbing 

Stand 

System 

Price rollback to '74 level! Fox Squlrrel 
clfmbln!l stand reduced from current llst 
of $24.98 to $21 .111. Don't sweil1 on a 
ti11y mini or sway on 1 pole - the Fox 
Squirrel Is the lightest full llze climber on 
the market. Squirrel Claw climbing han
dle $12.25 -same as '74. Comfort Un· 
llmlted nat now $8.95 - was $1 D.60. 
Backpacker straps - $2.65. 

Free brochure. 

Georgia Archery & Sport 
244 Rhodes Drive, Dept. AW 

Athens, Georgia 30601 

actr/e 
op1cs 

To have your technical questions answered, send chem to either Al Henderson Hendel'$0n 
Archery Center, 1534 West Van Buren, Phoenix, Az. 85007 or Len Cardinale 'sutts & Bows 
Archery, 468Washington Ave., Belleville, N.J. 01109. ' 

TECHNICAL MATERIALS 
What technical material has been 
published regarding the geometry, 
materials, construction and perfor
mance of bows in the past few years? 
The only reference I have is "Archery: 
The Technical Side" by Klopsteg, 
Hickman and Nagler, published in 1948. 

Brendan Gaffney 
Wellington, New Zealand 

• H~ng onto that copy of "Archery: 1'he 
Technical Side." The basic de.sign prin
ciples and theory set forth by the authors 
are the foundation for most eoerything 
that has been done in equipment design. 
New materia~ and their specific design 
characteristics and requirements extend 
the basic theory arid improve per
fonnance, but the principles established 
still hold. 

Unfortunately, the arl and science of 

bow desigri and construction has not had 
broad publication in recent years. Here 
are two items you might find helpful: 
Catalogue No. 3-01 Instructional Mater
ials, Bingham Arahertj, P. 0. Box 3013, 
Ogden, Utah 84403, for $3.50; How To 
Make Bows, by Je1mings and Kittredge, 
Sportsman Publi<;ations, P.O. Box 386, 
South Pasadena, California. 

You might also w atch jt4ture issues of 
Archery World. We wtll have bow 
reports cooerfog performance, with 
some theory and technical commentary. 
On page 40 of this issue is a detailed 
report on how these bow tests are ac
complished, including formulae for de
termining performance and efficiency. 

JERKING HABIT A PROBLEM 
I have been interested in archery on a 
serious basis for some five years. I shoot 
a 70-inch, Magna Flight Maximum tar-

TRIPLE 
DAWN 

AYLIG HT 
USK 

TIP LITE 
PRICE- $19.~ Incl. F.E.T. 

N.J.Residents- Add NJ.Sales Tu 

SPECS • ALL METAL CONSTRUCTION 
PIN, TIP· 0.090'dia. SHAFT 6132 THREAD 

THE MOST VERSATUE BOWSJGHTING DEVICE AVAllABlE. 
USE IN ANY LICHT CONDITrON FOR PINPOINT ACCURACY. 
IN TARGET OR HUNTING SITUATIONS PINPOINT OF U GHT IS 
VISIBLE EVEN IN BRIGHT LIGHT CONDITIONS. SIZE OF 
TIP IS IDEAL FOR DAYUGHT WHEN NOT UT. ><2.fLONG 

POWER PACK 0.60~ dia x 2.l'lONG 
6/J2THR£AD ADAPTABLE TO 8/32 
SEND SLID£ SHOE & $3.00 WITH ORDER 

COLOR CODING AVAILABLE FOR fNTENSHY AND 
RANCE FINDIMG 

TO ORDER. SEND TO-TRIPLE D TIPLITE %ADVANC~.P.0. BOX72.HACKENSACK.N.J.07601. 
Archery World 

get bow, 31 pounds at 28 inches, with a 
Root Stabilizer, Check-It Sight and 
Berger Button. My arrows are Easton 24 
SRT-X 1713 with Spin-Wing fletching. 

Over a long period of time I have 
developed a habit of jerking my bow to 
the right just as I release. This jerking 
has caused me to hit consistently 'to the 
left on the target. I've tried everything I 
can think of to break this habit, without 
success. Needless to say, this problem has 
become very discouraging. Any advice 
you can give will be appreciated. 

Ken Byker 
Hudsonville, Mich. 

thing, concentrate on building consis
tent form and let the arm go left 
naturally, but not to the point of throw
ing your ar~, 

STRING TWISTING? 
What is the limit a person can twist his 
string? I have a 60-inch, 45-pound Super 
Kodiak, use a Hoyt pro rest and draw 
29%-inches. While experimenting to get 
the most cast from my bow with my 
heavy 312 Magnums, I went from a 57-
inch string to a 59-inch string and 
twisted It clown. This took my brace 
height from 8114-inches to 71/z-inches. 
Could the twisting warp my bow or 
otherwise damage it? 

Jerry Butler 
Eaton, Ind. 

Theo~ 
BUCK LURE 

THE ONE AND ONLY 
TRUE "'/~ BUCK LURE 
Rated No 1 In United States and C•nada. Guaranteed 
to hide h'uman scent even in down wind. lhe l'IRST 
Bud Lure eVer 80ld to the public. So powerful 
it can 1toc> a n.i<1ning d eer. 

As imp~rtant 
111 your bow. 

DON'T IE WllllOUT TllE BEST 
Easy directioos rlght on the 

t Y• oz. plastic squeeze bottle 
Stlll only $3.00 
Available at most dealers or 

order direct by mall. 
N. Y. Slaters please add all 

taxes. 1 st class - 25¢ extra 
pet bottle. ~r mall - soc 

extra ~er botlle. No C.O.D.'s 

PETE RICKARD, INC. 
BOX 30. COBLESKILL, N. V. 12043 

• Assumiflg you sl1oot right handed, the 
natural reaction of the bow upon release 
is to the left. Since the arrow clears the 
bow in milliseconds, it may be clear 
before you jerk the bow right. Thus, the 
solution may be as stmple as resetting the 
sight to compensate for the left shooting. 
Don't be reluctant to let the bow do 
what lt wants; hold your bowarm solid, 
but let it move naturally to the left that 
slight little bit. You may be trtjing to 
stop this action by ;erking the bow to the 
right. So instead of trying to tmdo some-

DUllA IHOlllAIU IHVlllD 

•You don't want to twist a string to the ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
point that lt kinks and acts like a colled 
spring, but up to that point you should 
l1aveno problem . Some people maintain 
a safety rule of thumb of never t,wisting 
a string more than 12 turns. The only 
way a hlghltj twisted string could 
damage your bow would be if the string 
broke. 

. "KORKY" 
toughest archery target made 

"Compound Bow Tested" 
9 models available · 

Lf&M Cork Products 
Dept. AW, Mokena, Illinois 60448 

312-479-5479 

The Precise 
Machine!..____, 

"ERLOCK" Straightener b=::::::::::::m 
r · Ion Micrometer eccurK is youu with rhe Erlock Arrow Straightener. Now with " Moxi" f38~',' end "Mini" models (~0") to 1ul1 tho archery need• and ~cketbook~ of ~11 atchen: 

Knurled conirol ,knobs allow you 10 lurn the 8trow wlt~our touching 11. hl~1~ provi e. "Al~nog 
clslon srrolghlening oclion more than models 1hat requires you To rouc • arr-ow: 

Ith rh'i knurled knob f~a1ure como1 e unique 1lr•lghtenlng •nvll whoso preuuro po1nl clOH• 
j coin(;,idos with rho micrometer 10 provide you wil~ "point of bend" correction, No neod lo 
~n 1ho arrow through lhi• 1t1aightenor limo and 11gam, becaul8 you SH . the truing off~ at 
each , 1 ., ol 1ho opororion Sllding arrow cradlu Allow infinite 11ralgh1en1ng anglo for lieller 
truing. ag Only Erlock Srralghloners feature movable, nonlocking. eccurato, .~rrow17'•~odfvlel od(ud•ll· 
monf for more efllcienr long and shorl bonll lrulno. You con 1dju1t from 4 10 I cro e 
width on Iha mini model and to 27" on the mnl mo9d5el. M • M d I ('"30) Sl99 95 
Patent No. 3846998 Mini Model (''20) .... $169. "'" o • • • • • • 

Send Check or MO. plu• $5.00 Handll119 & Postage 10: 

ROGUE BASIN DEVELOPERS. 225 S.W. Western Avo. Grants Pou. Oregon 97526 

$12.95 
POSTAGE PAID 

October/November 1975 

Riii-BOW 
BUNTING SIGHT 

•INSTANT RANGE DETERMINATION 
•COLOR-CODED PINS FOR FIVE DISTANCES 
• EASILY MOUNTED ON ANY BOW 
• BULLDOG FOR PUNISHMENT 
•POSITIVE PIN LOCK ASSEMBLY 
•COMPLETE INSTRUCTIONS 

If your local dealer can not supply you, write direct. 

WESTERN IRCBERY SILES 
3505 E. 391h Ive., Deaver, Colo. 80205 

Distributor and Dealer inquiries inuited. 

ROSE CITY ARCHERY 
MANUFACTURERS OF THE 

WORLD'S FJNEST 
PORT ORFORD CEDAR 

ARROW SHAFTS, 
Presents: 

Answers to your Port Orford 
Cedar Shafts and Arrow 

Questions by Noble Adamek. 

Q I shoot a 43# recuroe bow and 
draw 29". What spine roe shaft 
lilould I use? 

A '!here are two rules to follow here: 
first, allow 5# for each inch over 28" 
then allow another 5# for a broad
head or field point. '!his woi,dd put 
you in the 50/55# spine group( AMO 
G). However, 11108t grrow rmnufact
urers take these faetors into acoowit 
and the spine weight on the <Xlrlon 
should be your bow weight. 1he 
AMO letter, uhn awilable, is yow 
key. 

Your Que~tions should 
be sent to me at: 

~~~-t9RCHERY-.+ 
P. 0. IOX 342, POWl!RS, 011, tf466 

PHONI (101) 4H-12'4 
0.scrlptlve brochure ond prices 

on request 
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the "Hunte,..,,, 

~ 
.____ ...... ~ 

QI"W 20 or 35% weight redu.ction 

1200 QI!,\}1 
1200-B 

35 or 50% weight reduction 

~~J _ _.~-.,,.,~·-....--..... _. <I ,...J ..... 
85[ __ $1~9·~-~----==--~ 
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35 or 500Ai wei ght reduction 

For additional inform<1tion contact your nearest 
C.A.P. Dealer or the factory direct. 

T.t.pi.. .. (IOll 259-7186 

TREE STAND 
SAFETY BELT 

Stand, sit or turn in 
your tree stand with 
complete safety and 
without adjustment. 

Place one loop tightly 
around the tree, 
the second loop 

around your waist. 

Holds you securely and 
gives added stability 

to shoot at that t rophy . 

only $8.95 

BOWHUNTER'S PARADISE 

Dept. AW 
Rt. I 

Iron Station, N.C. 28080 

c i::: ... 

~ 1u? 

m1 
HI 
l!i n 

~ 

i;::; 

the 
reading 
rack 

WHITTLIN', WHISTLES, AND 
THINGAMAJIGS 
by Harlan G. Metcalf 

If you're looking for a reason to get down in the workshop and 
make the wood chips fly , this book can provide the reason. It ls 
a "do-it-yourself' primer that tells you how to make and use 
wood bows and arrows {complete with patterns), boomerangs, 
throwing sUngs, blowpipes, javelins, spearthrowers, whip
darts and slingshots. Basically, it shows how to make and use 
everything you wanted to try as a kid but never did. And if 
you're still n kid at heart . .. 

Hardbound, 8-3 /4 inches by 11 inches, 190 pages, $10.00. 
Available on the Archery World Bookshelf, page 79. 

Archery World's 
COMPLETE GUIDE TO 
BOWHUNTING 
edited by Glenn Helgeland 

From getting started in bowhunting with the proper equip
ment, through the specialized information an expert hunter 
needs, this book ranges across a wide scene of now to" 
material. There's basic equipment, basic shooting technique, 
types of bows, hunting sights, optics , footgear , specialized 
hunting practice instructions, fine tuning of your equipment 
for regular weather and rainy hunting, tree stand hunting and 
shooting techniqu e, use of scents, specialized hunting 
techniques for various parts of the country, deer spotting, 
aiming, tracking. 

Several species of big game are covered , also varmints, small 
game, birds and fish. Plus field dressing and trophy care of 
game. 

Two special chapters cover the hunting ethic and hunting in 
the age of ecology, and the future of bowhunting. 

Contributions are by some of the country's top bow hunters. 
They have poured their knowledge into this book. All 
illustrated with "how to" photos, charts and drawings. 

Hardbound, 6-114 inches by 9-114 inches, 280 pages, $8.95. 
Available on page 57 of this issue. 

Archery World 

Cobra 

CVl\O. 

you'll like 7S 
the fast 
accuracy of 

a Browning 
hunting bow. 

Your seat is a wet log. You came to listen to some 
very special music-the laint snap of a soggy twig. 

You got all dressed up tor this occasion. By rub
b"n dirt on your lace. And splashing doe scent on 
yo~rgpants cuffs. And by bringing your Browning bow. 

It will help you. . 
A.RC:Hl-A'f 

M.6MUF •C'tUMl.A• 
oAGAtHZATION 

Because all Browning bows cjraw smoothly with-
out stacking. An<:! push an arrow al mro:imum speed, 

and stability. All have threaded ac_cessory i~sert bus.h-
ings. So your bow quiver or hunting stabilizer won t 

loosen or rattle. · . 
Browning recurves give you nature's. beauty with 

exotic hardwood handle risers. Five hunting models 
from the low-cost Wasp ($64.95 suggested retail) lo 

the short 50" Cobra to the fant~7tic Explorer' the 
hunting bow with built-in mass stab1hzers. 

Check the Cam-Lock take down, ii you travel a 
lot Just flip two cams downward and your Cam-Lock 

1 k . down to a 20" x 4" package that' ll follow you a es .
1 anywhere. $144.95 suggest.ad reta1. 

For the ultimate in velocity and accuracy choose 
one of three Browning compounds. The 4~" Woods

man with a laminated wood handle at $1 97.95 _sug
gested retail. The 45" Hunter with a c_ast magnesium 

handle riser. And the one that's great in thick brush, 
the Bushmaster, a sweet 35 inches short (Manufac

tured under Allen's patent 3,486,495.) 
Your Browning dealer can show yo~ the bOws 

and archery tackle that will help your hunting. 

1975 CATALOG. H2·1ull-color pages on all thP. Browning Bows and Arrows. 

Guns and other Sports Equ1pmcntO~lus ~3 pa~~~ ob~x:ic~::o~~:g~~rchery 
and Fishing lips Please send $1 to row ' , ~•!1>1 ~ erown1ng 1975 
Utah 84050. 

Americ!i'S Gn:a l Archnry Equipment 



The Dodd Release 
.,.., 

• • I 

Price $37.50 
Unconditionally guaranteed I 

The Dodd Release is a// metal. Since 
two different metals of different hard
nesses wear together, I have used two 
special alloys of tool steel, heat treated 
to two different hardnesses. It should 
wear forever. The case is cast and heat 
treated. The screws are special made 
and heat treated. Spri ngs are stainless 
steel. Trigger travel and tension are 
fully adjustable. The cable handle is 
swedged, not welded, and 400-pound 
test. The handle butt is contoured for 
comfort. The best part is it's simple to 
use. Just push it into the bow string and 
it latches. After shooting, the catch Is 
held open by a spring. Should It bounce 
back closed, just pull the trigger and 
the catch opens again . 

DODD ARCH ERV 
BOX72-1602 E.10TH 

NEWTON, KANSAS 67114 
Phone: 1-316-283-0303 
Dealer Inquiries Invited 

Make your own bow strings with 

KEVLAR® 
Strong as steel. Now being used 
to replace steel in radial tires 

Kevlar is a miracle string materia l 
with fantastic st rength. One spool 
has approximately 375 feet· of mir
acle Kevlar. Kevlar is impregnated 
to prevent abrasion and to ease 
final wax ing. Less strands are nec
essary in making Kevlar strings be
cause it's twice as strong as dacron 
with less stretch. One strand breaks 
over 60 lbs. Send check or m.o. 
No COD's. 
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.Zenith Thread a. Throwing Corp 
_ Box f277 
:::;!· Bethlehem, Pa. 1 8018 

Send ___ 375 tt, Kevlar 
spool(s) $ $4.95 each plus 
50c postage and handlfng. 
Enclosed Is-----

Larger spools aro avail· 
able on request. Retail 
distributors Inquiries 
welcome. 

Dr. Julian Smith, 

Archery Instructional Pioneer 
DR. Julian W. Smith, the late Director 
of the Outdoor Education Project of the 
American Alliance for Health, Physical 
Education and Recreation, gave leader
ship to the concept that outdoor educa
tion wa.~ a method of teaching that en
compassed aJI area~ of the curriculum. 

· Julian often said the good teacher was 
certainly an outdoo• educator for ''Out
door education is a means of curriculum 
enrichment through experiences in and 
for the outdoors. It is not a separate 
discipline . . . it is simply a learnJng 
climate which offers opportunities for 
direct experiences in identifying and re
solving real-life problems, for acquiring 
skills with which to enjoy a lifetime of 
creative living, for attaining concepts 
and insights about human and natural 
resources, and for getting us back in 
touch with those aspects of living where 
our roots we•e once firmly established." 

Since 1955 - the inception of the 
Outdoor Education Project - Julian 
gave leadership to the "for" of outdoor 
education. A major portion of his time 
was devoted to conducting workshops 
for teachors and recreation leaders in 
schools, colleges and recreation agencies 
around the country. His travels brought 
him in contact with thousands of leaders 
who in turn developed or improved their 
programs in outdoor skills. Through 
them the impact on the quality of learn
ing reached literally hundreds of thous
ands of children and students of all ages 
each year . 

A modest, humble, sincere man, he 

MAJOR BREAKTHRU 
after years 
of testing. 
Just Approved 
by N.F.A.A. 
The SUPER 

ELIMINATOR 

developed a cadre of leadership to con
duct this workshop nationwide. Julian's 
sense of humility is seen clearly when he 
wrote in •eference to himself: ". . . any 
.sue~ in leadership must pe given to a 
simple and humble home where work 
and the good use of leisure time were 
basic . . . positions in education where 
initiative and creativity could be exer
cised ... and the opportunity to be asso
ciated with outstanding educational 
leaders of our times .... "Yet his impact 
upon people was so great, his acknow
ledged leadership so significant, that 
more than 15 national associations and 
organizations honored him \vith thefr 
highest awards for professional service. 

The first Outdoor Education Project 
Archery Workshop was held in 1960. 

Out of these workshops was developed 
a group method of teaching archery, ap 
instructional booklet, f ilm loops and 
AAC Basic Instructor and Advanced 
Instructor certification. 

The method of instruction was based 
on "immediate participation - im
mediate success." Julian was very 
pleased when the participants were 
shooting within 30 minutes and how the 
instruction emphasized the variety of 
ways arche•y could be enjoyed. Most 
people were successful. Hitting the tar
get for a beginner, whether a child or 
adult, is important . 

The variety of activities included 
within the instructors' workshop in
cluded target and field archery, clout 
shooting, archery golf, tic-tac-toe and 

SUPER FAST 
SUPER ACCURATE 

GUN TYPE 
Release Aid 

only 
$19.95 

PAT. PEND. PUSH-TO RELEASE 
ALL NEW Push Button 

"SUPER ELIMINATOR" Release Aid Features: 
• USED WITH ROPE FOR SUPER ACCURACY 
• USED WITHOUT ROPE FOR SUPER SPEED 
• ELIMINATES FINGER TENSIONS 
• ELIMINATES ANTICIPATING RELEASE 
• ELIMINATES DRAW FATIGUE 
• ALL ALUMINUM BODY MACHINED FOR ACCURACY 
e ALL HARDENED MOVING PARTS FOR LONG LIFE 
• ONE MODEL FITS ALL LEFT HAND, RIGHT HAND, OR ANY ANCHOR ~DINT 

Send Checlc or Money Ore/er Now! 

Deolers inquiries invited. 

HOBBY HAVEN & SUPPLY 
2 PINE STREET AW-10 

WHEELWRIGHT, MASS. 01094 
(413) 4ll-6011 

Archery World 

many other games. Variet~ is of i~
portance to good instrucl1on, while 
shooting at the same old target may turn 
many beginners to other things. 

The method of instruction provided 
ways to conduct archery instruction 
with large groups (most physical .educa
tors and recreation leaders don t have 
the luxurr of teaching to ~mall.groups). 
Schools and recreation agencies were 
shown: that light draw weight bows 
were best for beginning instruct.ion; 

equipment could be purchased that. w'.1-s 
inexpensive but very durabl~ and w1th1~ 
the school's or the recreation agency s 
budget; that many areas within the 
school building could be used for 
archery, since short distan~ are very 
adequate for learning the 1tk1ll~ and the 
use of a nylon net or a substitute type of 
backdrop. . 

He was firmly convinced of, and tned 
to provide others with, the concept that 
those who were participants of outdoor 
activities were the future conservation
ists of our country. For he often said, 
"'Who better will protect, defend and 
preserve our natural settings than the 
sportsmen wbo use them." 

Dr. Smith was 73 \\/hen he died June 
23 in Lansing, Michigan. 

by Fred Schuette 

Horton Magnum, a hunting c rossbow 
designed for the rugged hunter. Sto.ck 
assembly Is guaranteed tor Ille. Ole c:ast 
alloy stock, nylon coated In green or 
blacl<. Max. length 26", draw weights 
95·140 lbs. Telesight and mounting sup
plhjd standard. Price complete lnc:I udes 3 
bolts and scope. $165 F.O.B. 

' ~---'-4. Wiidcat. One of England's top crossbows. 
Fiberglass prodd, fight weight and very 
last. Weights: 100, 125, and 150 lbs. Open 
sights are standard. Optlonal si ghts: aper
ture telescopic and slnglepolnt. Price com· 
plete Includes 3 bolts, S120. F.O.B. 
we also speclaflze In parts, bol ts, strings, 
sights, rrodds, etc., and stock the phen
omcno slngle point sight. Send for com
plete catalog and price list. Club dis
counts! 

Crossbow Agencies Ltd. 
Box 883, Gibsons, BC, Canada Von IVO 

October/November 1975 

SIGHT OF 
CHAMPIONS* 

TOXONICS T•30 
TARGET SIGHT 

Self-Customizer Adapts to all bows, and to 
your own shooting style. Check these features 

and compare: 

Exclusive! Internal sell-locking 
elevation adjustment works 
instantly, easily ... 
finger-tip control. 

• 1 nterchangeable yardage marker 
inserts (2 Incl.} personally pre-set to 
your own shooting needs. 

• swivel sight base tilts from 
o to 10° for easy tuning, truing 
sight to bow. 

• Fine-tuning vertical and 
horizontal micro-adjustment. 

• Three-position sight 
adjustment adapts easily to 
any bow. 

• Changes instantly, 
easily for left to right-hand 
shooting. 

• Sight adapts to all standard 
apertures (6/32). 

• Easy-lock atmosphere adjustment 
for daily weather change. 

• Aeronautically designed extension 
bar resists wind, is centerless precision 
ground for maximum stability. 

• Safeguard Jock eliminates unwanted 
movement from recoil. 

• oversize extension locking knob for 
S1rongest possible lock. 

• A1 6061-TS aircraft 
aluminum resists 
wear, retains finish. 

• All machined parts 
precision-crafted to 
minimum tolerances. 

• Factory assembled to assure precision craftsmanship throughout. 

•Uaed by members of the U.S. Archery Team et Federation of 
lnternalfonal Target Archery competition, lntertoken, 
Switzerland, July '75. 

AT YOUR ARCHERY DEALER 
OR WRITE: 

TOXONICS DQJ@o 
P.O. Box 1303 •St. Charles, Mo. 63301 



the ULTIMATE is 

146 GR . 125 GR. 

THIS 4 BL'ADE BROADHEAD 
DESIGNED BY EXPERIENCED 

BOWHUNTERS, GIVES YOU 
MAXIMUM PERFORMANCE 

5 REASONS YOU SHOULD USE THE 

11e'-"' MAGNUM stainless steel broadheads 

• Over 50% more effective than n:iost. 
•Vented blades to assure perfect flight. 
• .Tough cutlery heat treeted 5tainless steel for 

maximum strength and sharpening ab il ity. 
• lntl!ilral brazed unit construction. No 

looH parts. 
Include 11% 
Excise Tax 

•Hollow ground edge. 

MAGNUM I 
$11.95 per doz. or $6.50 1/2 doz. 

MAGNUM II 
$10.95 per doz. or $6.00 1/2 doz. 

MOHAWK 
ARCHERY PRODUCTS 

228 BRIDGE STREET 
EAST SYRACUSE, N.V. 13057 

THE 
CHALLENGE 
Fleet of foot , 
excellent sight, 
hearing and 
smell. Skilled 
at concealment. 
Truly a chal
lenging trophy. 

II THESTAND 
11, 1~ All -a luminum construction . 5/8" plat· 

' form size 19" x 24" with 
comfortable 1 O" x 12" 

fold ing seat. Portable and 
l ight 8Y. lbs. Folds flat, fits 

back. Unique design 
gives strength, 

safety and is 
quiet . Meet the 

cha llenge w ith the 
LOC-ON LEM. 

Pat. No. 3,871,482 

Unfold and hang on tree 5" to 18" thick. 
Nothing to put together or adjust. Locks on 
tight. No sl ipping, sagging or ti lt ing. Q uiet 
and strong. Tested to 800 lbs. 

PUT A LEM ON YOUR FAVORITE TREE 

Only $44.50 
At your A rchery Shop o r order d i rect 
postpaid . 

Special . . • Save $5.95. Lam tree stand and 
set of 4 E-Z-Y climb tree steps 
$55.50. Shipped postpaid. 

LOC-ON CO. 
Rt • . 1, Box 711, Summerfield, N.C. 27358 

Phone: (919) 643-4823 
Send for free brochure and dealer price list. 
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After the hit, use these TRAILING TIPS 

PLANNING A HUNT sounds easy. Start 
in late winter, find an outfitter, buy the 
necessary equipment, practice, arrive at 
the hunt site. After weeks of practice, 
you know you can regularly hit a 
12-inch plate from 40 yards. Now the 
t.ask is to 'take your deer with an arrow, 
dress it out and take venison home for 
the freezer. 

Well, it isn't that simple and eve.ryone 
who hunts knows that. For one thing, 
most deer you hit don't. drop in their 
tracks. And if your deer doesn't drop 
immediately, you're going to have to go 
find it. 

Knowing how to follow a blood trail 
is an important skill every bowhunter 
should acquire. The only way to be
come proficient as a blood trailer is 
through experience. Every animal you 
arrow will add to your skill, because 
every animal reacts differently when hit. 

l:>ozens of thoughts nash through a 
beginner's mind the instant he arrows 
hi s first deer. Confusing thoughts. 
Maybe a moment of panic. But this is 
the critical time when you need to 
maintain discipline and keep some basic 
things in mind: 

1) Watch the deer as long as possible 
before you move from your biding spot, 
and before you attempt to trail it; 

2) Mark the spot from where you 
shot before you move; 

3) Mark the spot where the deer was 
standing or moving when you shot; 

4) Find the ·arrow, if it passed 
through the animal; 

5) Determine what kind of hit you 

had. A good hit will show bright red or 
foamy blood. A stomach hit will show 
traces of green and dull red mixed 
blood, slimy and smelly; 

6) Take note of the weather condi· 
tions and time of day. Pending rain a d 
darkness ean meap problems; 

7) Ir possible, wait 30 minutes to one 
hour before you begin trailing; 

8) Get help if possible. Three or four 
sets of eyes are better than one set ... 
but too many helpers may cause you to 
lose the trail, too. 

You should also keep in mind the way 
the deer reacted when the arrow struck. 
Many times, this is a very good indica
tion of the place the arrow struck. 

1) Heart shot - deer usually leaps 
wildly; 

2) Lung shot - deer usually bolts and 
runs straight and hard; 

3) Kidney shot - deer may take two 
or three jumps, and then walk away; 

4) Belly shot - deer may just walk 
away after a startled jump, or it may 
run with legs widespread and back 
hunched; 

5) Spine hit - deer Should drop im
mediately; 

6) Back hit - deer may act as though 
it were not hi t at all , bleed for 200 
yards or more and keep moving. After a 
few days of rest, it'll heal and the 
wound will cause no problems; 

7) Loin shot - similar to lung shot 
reaction; 

8) Neck shot - not a serious wound 
unless jugular vein is cut, and the deer 
usually runs away leaping; 

Hold it. 
Don't set up another bl ind until 

you've seen the Potawatoml Bow 
Holder. 

The holder secures your bow In a 
ready-to-shoot position. Arrow 
nocked. No more spooked deer be
cause YoU had to scurry for your 
bow. No more missed shots because 
muscles were tensed from waiting. 

The Potawatoml Bow Holder 
straps to any tree trunk or I Im b up to 
18" in diameter. It keeps your bow 
ready, releases sllently with a very 
slight upward movement. And rolls 
up pocket-size when the hunt Is 
over. $4.85 

· Order direct or write for more 
information. 

PRODUCTS 

Archery World 

9} Brisket shot - usually not serious, 
and reaction similar to back hit; 

to) Liver shot - similar to kidney 
hit. The deer may travel a quarter-mile 
before dropping. 

Once you begin following a blood 
trail, keep moving as fast as the trail will 
permit. Do not, however, walk on the 
blood trail. Follow it to one side. When 
the trail becomes hard to follow or see, 
lmeel down to look more closely for 
any sign. Turned up leaves, blood specks 
on the grass, a broken twig may· be the 
signs you 11 need to find. 

Mark the trail as you move with color
ed rags or smaU piles of stones or bro· 
ken stl~ks. ~nd think like a deer. A 
wounded deer. moving downhlll will be 
easier to fmd tban one moving uphill. 

Other signs and practices will help 
you learn the art of .blood trailing more 
rapidly: 

1) Keep in mind how your anow en
tered the deer - flat, upward angle, 
downward angle, high, low, ri_..gh t side, 
left side? "The hit may gi"e ~,pu better 
ideas al)out here to look tor l)lobd; 

2) Mark the spot where you found 
the first blood; 

3) Blood may be on the ground, on 
grass, rocks, leaves, trees. Don't over· 
look anything; 

4) Blood sprayed over a wide area 
may mean a lung shot, and the deer is 
blowing blood through his nostrils; 

6) Blood in ~lg spots close together 
may mean an arteey or heart shot; 

6) Blood high on grass or brush, b~t 
not on the ground, may mean a leg hit; 

7) Watch closely for hoof prints, 
whether you can find blood or not; 

8) If you're convinced you have 
opened a good bleeding wound, b~t 
maybe not an immediately fatal hit, 
push h8!,d to keep the deer:~ovi.ng and 
to induce .rapid bleeding; 

9) Qld . blOod is hard to see, but a 
trainechy~ can find it; 

10) Use gas lanterns or flashli~hts, 
plus a partner, if you must trail at mght. 
If rain falls and washes away your blood 
trail, keep an eye, alert for ravens fly~ng 
above a specific area the followmg 
morning. Joseph Fuqua 

~fngf{~ T~~t'.Jan~d~~~ 
Tested in the Fie.Id 7 Years. 

1-:--r--___,...-,--, Features: One piece, all-
welded construction, 

• ellmlnates noise and gives 
"' durability to 500 lbs. 

Comes with comfortable 
seat. Platform 24" x 2 4 " 
Fits all t rees 5" t o 20" 
and allows stand to l:te 
locked ln tree. Shoulder 
straps for ~asy CO!rrying. 

Portable Stand •.. • ..• $50.00 (plus postage} 
Bow Holder. • • . • • • . • 9 .9& 
Mini-Stand • • ••..••••• 45.DO 
19" x 1 7" x 14" 

For More 
Information : 

Tiefel's Tree Stands 
87 Fillmore St. 
Rochester,N.Y. 14611 
(716) 235-6091 
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)<EEP YOUR BROADHEADS RAZOR SHARP! 

DEER HUNTERS.! 
bring deer 
in close ... 

W ITH ;i 
+ii,!15ia· 

®§§~a@@'{/ 
~~~Hu:.:MOUS 

n·e 
war,.. er 

D ee1·-Coy is a secret blend of only natural 
s- deer musk and other animal glands. Whe~ 

Deer-Coy is heated by the Jon-e Warme~· , it 
reaches its maximum potency and effective
ness, giving off the E.XACT natural deer odor 
that arouses and stimulates deer from hun
dreds of yards away. 
SIMPLE TO USE-just apply sev- ~ 
eral drops of "Deer-Coy" on ab· 
sorbent pad in " Deer-Coy" clip. 
sna p t h e clip on heat ed Jo n-e 
Warmer and replace warmer in 
carrying bag. Carry it on your per- II 
son when stalking deer or place , .. 
downwind near your stand. 

Do not con fuse Jon-e natural Season supply of Deer-Coy p lus \... :-.. J I 
Deer Coy with or d inary syn· Deer-Coy clip m ade to fit Jon·e ~gJ 
thetic deer lures. ONLY Jon.e w armer only ..... ... ....... $2.00 · 
Heated Deer-Coy gives off true 1 • 

"Body Heat" deer scent. A MUST FOR AR~HERS. • ·--;~ 
At sporting counters everywhere. Manufactured only by. .........,... 
Aladdin Laboratories, Inc.• 620 So. 8th St. • Minneapolis, Minn. 

"LIGHTED SIGHT BAR" 
FOR THE HUNTER 

lets you hunt at dawn and dusk. 

$16.95 Plus $1 .12 FET·POST PAI D 
NO C.O.D.'s 

HUNTERS 
lW' LONG 

• Designed specifically for use on compound bows 

8/32" scraw siie ...._____, HUNTER 1 
2Yo'' Long 

.O.vailible fOf tl\e Target Arcller In a ringed bar. R.anger ~ 1'11" long. Range r 
Ill 2V." lor>g at $21.95 plus $1 .45 FET. $23.40 total shipped postpaid. No 
C.O.D.'s. DEALER INQUIRIES WELCOME. 

Your sight bar is now visible In all llgh t. See it at your favorite dealer or order 
direct from 

SPORTRONICS CO •• P.O. BOX 09045, DEPT. A , DETROIT, MICHIGAN 48209 
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Astra's answer to 
a trouble-free ,P 
compound ~ 
A full 15 pound adjustment range, 
ample string clearance and no 
limb bracket to slow down 
bow's efficiency. 

$169.97 
Suggested 
Retail 

~ 
E 

''5 
T 

~ 
G 
E 
R" 

Allen Patent No. 3,486,495 

Our "Stinger" features 
the traditional Astro "Com
fort" handle. 

Take a step up 
to Quality , 

Stepupto~ ~ 
ASTROBOWS ~~· 
1620 S. 81st Street ~ Dealerships 
West Allis, Wis., 53214 

Available (414) 774-4040 

' 

MORE SHOOTING? 
You'll have it in the 1976 

Las Vegas tour
nament adds new 
categories for 
senior archers and 
NFAA amateurs; 
open team rules 
revised. 

YOU ASKED FOR MORE shooting - and you got itl The 
1976 $22,000 Desert Inn Archery Classic will feature two 
rounds of 15 ends each and a third round of 10 ends. Also new 
this year is a category for senior archers C)ver age 55, an NF AA 
amateUI division which allows compound bows and releases, 
and changes affecting the open team event. 

The Archery Classic and sJingshot tournament will be held 
January 21-25, with shooting on the last three days. Awards 
include; rught purses of $10,500 (championship rughts, $5,000; 
open flights, $5,500); open team (fijgbts), $1,800; trophies to 
amat~ur teams; $2,000 in grants to amateur college teams; 
troph~es and plaques to individual amateur competitors; 
trophies to Jumor Olympic competitors; $600 (schedule to be 
an~ounced) for the barebow and bowhunter bonus, plus tro
phies to the overall barebow and bowhunter man and woman 
champions. 

The FITA round remains unchanged from last year . The 
face will be four-color, 15.7 inches diameter, shot from 18 
meters (19 yards, 1 foot, 9 inches). Scoring: 10-9-8-7-6-5-4-3-2-
1. Arrows must cut the line or be solidly in the ring. Round: 10 
ends, 3 arrows per end. Rules: NF AA rules apply to the open 
division, NAA rules apply to the amateur divl~lon, NAA 
College Division rules apply to the college team competition. 
Time: 2112 minutes per end. 

Open team events will be quite changed, with only one flight 
and an increase in the entry fee to $100. (Amateur and 
collegiate team fees remain $20 and $40 respectively.) The 
purse will remain at $1,800 and will be divided into awards of 
$800, $400, $300, $200 and $100. Teams will be primarily 
company-sponsored, but any four people will be allowed to 
compete as a team. 

The Allen Company, Inc.* "Professional 

NEWr 
No.670 
Compoune! 
Cue 

Bow Cases for 
the practical 

hunter" 

•Large enough to carry bow with quiver and arrows attached. 
• Built-in pocket for extra string and accessories. 
• Full length zipper. 

Ask your dealer for information or writs for catalog: 
THE ALLEN COMPANY, INC.• 

2330 West Midway Blvd., P.O. Box 528, Broomfield, Co. 80020 
Phone: (303) 469-1867 

*Not to be confused with The Allen Compound Bow Company 

Archery World 

Desert Inn Classic 

The Las Vegas Speed Round will again be featured, basically 
unchanged from the last Classic. Two rounds will be shot, witb 
the top 64 scores from the first round qualifying for the second. 
The qualifying round will Include ten one-minute ends with 
archers shooting as many arrows as po~ible. The ffoal round 
will be six "shoot off' games on the Saunders flip-flop target, 
reducing the competitors ·to 32, 16, 8, 4, 2 and then a winner. 
The fil'st five games will have three ends each, l:iest two of three 
winning, one minute per end. (Ties will be resolved by 20-
second shoot offs.) The final game will be five one-minute 
ends. Awards totalling $2,500 will be d istributed, with $1,000 
going to the winner. Registration for this event is $15, to be 
paid at the tournament slte. 

Special bonus prizes totalling $1 ,000 will also be given out in 
various categories, mainly gold awards and Robin Hood 
awards. The left-handed and several other categories have 
been eliminated. 

Entry forms for all events and hotel reservations may be 
obtained by writing to the Desert Inn Archery Classic, 7800 
Haskell Ave., Van Nuys, Cal. 91406. They must be postmarked 
no later than midnight, January 4, 1976. You may register in 
any of the following categories: male, female , over 55 -
limited, unlimited , barebow, bowhunter - open division 
($45), amateur ($15), Jr. olymplc ($5). 

Sponsors of this annual event include: Jas. D. Easton, Inc., 
Martin Archery, Inc., Saunders Archery Company, Desert Inn 
hotel and Archery World. More information on the Archery 
Classic will be given in future issues of Archery World. 

~custom hunters 
The Finest & Most 
Precise Compound 
Hunting Arrows 
Sold Anywhere! Fed. Tax Included 

Features - Easton Game Getter aluminum shafts with Bjorn, 
snap-action nocks, kwik-point interchangeable screw-in points 
and BHA's, plus choice of Pro-Fletch all-weather vanes or gra 
and red dye-barred f eathers. 

Colors Available - Pro-Fletch: fluorescent green and red, or 
solid white, yellow or black . Bjorn necks: fluorescent green , 
red or solid white. Shaft sizes: 1916, 1918, 2016, 2018. 2020 
2117, and 2219. (Please send bow weight along with draw 
length if shaft size is not known. ) l• I . 

1Arrow lengths made to order. · · · ·~~~'.~ii 
Most orders shipped within 24 
hrs. of day received. Send cash· 
iers check or money or:der. Per
sonal checks delay orders. In
clude $1.00 for postage and ins. 
Prepaid on orders of 3 doz. or 
more. Ky. residents add 5% sales 
tax. 

DEALERS ·Call or write for 
special price list. 
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Dealer and Authorized 
Service Center for Car
roll's Compound Bows. 
Also, dealer for Allen & 
Precision compound. 

Archie's Archery Shop 
3042 Lone Oak Rd. 
Paducah, Ky. 42001 

FRESH FROM {·~ 
SAUNDERS THINK FACTORY 

1

~ ,, 

NEW BQB BOW QUIVER 

Easy on, easy off. Adjust
able. Can be fitted to any 
bow having inserts in a 
minute or so. Only two 
screws to loosen. Easily 
installed inserts available 
for bows that don't have 
factory-installed bow 

TWO MODELS - one for 
bows with only stabilizer 
hole and one for bows 
with insert holes in top 
and bottom limbs. 

Holds eight arrows-a 
full day's supply. Exclu
sive designed arrow clip 
cuts vibration to an abso
lute minimum, yet holds 
arrows until needed. 
Dull black, nonglare hood 
won't spook game. Light
weight . Low center of 
gravity for fatigueless all 
day hunt. 

. I I I 

quiver holders. • 

/~ . A 

. ( ·. '.), ' ·J 
r !~ , ~. J 

.. , I • . ' . 

/ It's safe. Safety hood pro
tects hunters from sharp 
bro ad heads. We cut 
broadhead chatter by 
using a floating sponge 
cushion that is set out 
from the bottom of the 
hood. 
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In big country anything 
can happen. Here's what you 
should carry, and why, in a 

BOWHUNTER'S 
DAYPACK 

by Ray Nelson 
THERE ARE MANY bowhunters who 
never carry a pack. They don't need 
one, they say. 

They get along just fine with a 
sandwich, apple and candy bar in the 
right coat pocket, a length of rope, 
broadhead file, compass, matches, 
flashlight and bandaids in the left coat 
pocket, cigarettes, map, pencil and 
gum in the upper coat pocket, binocu
lars hanging around their neck, canteen 
on their belt . . . tl1e original Bu lgy Bow 
Bender who has not yet hung a string on 
a protruding coat pocket, but who is 
sure to someday do just that when he 
least wants to. 

I find that a pack of some kind is 

almost essential if I'm going to be out 
hunting all day. First of all, the 
changing weather I'm likely to encount
er in my western hunting areas makes 
me want a variety of clothing. Early in 
the morning when the sun has not even 
begun to lighten the sky in the east the 
temperature may be around twenty 
degrees, so I like to wear a down vest or 
heavy sweater and a wind parka, plus 
warm gloves and a hat with ear flaps. 

Shortly after sunrise frn inclined to 
take off the wind parka, and by eight or 
nine a.m. I'm usually ready to take off 
the sweater or vest. 

In the afternoon I may get rain or 
wet snow falling, and I'll want a rain 
poncho; or I may get a lot of wind and 
feel the need of the wind parka again. 

It's virtually impossible to carry a 
suitable variety of clothing unless you 
have a pack to keep it in. 

I like to have plenty of food on an 
all-day outing; the pack allows me to 
carry enough. I also like to carry a little 
backpacking stove or a can of Sterno for 
making coffee, hot chocolate or soup. 
I've made it a tradition to stop for coffee 
a t mid-morning, and I almost always 
have hot soup with lunch on snowy 
days. I use a stove made by Gerry, a 
butane cartridge model that only 
weighs a pound wltll cartridge and ls 
quick to set up and use. I t's far more 
convenient than fooling with a wood 
fire. While the water is heating for 
coffee or soup, I lean back against a 
rock and use my binoculars to glass the 

• Some of me i tems you 
wi ll find in a bowhunrer's 
daypeck, not including 
food, for a fuff day or 
more o f hunting include: 
left, parka, tint-aid k i t, 

map, compass, cup, rope, 
signal mirror, fighter, 
pocket knife, whistle; 
center, one·man tent, rain 
poncho, hunting knif6, 
binoculars, flash light, 
chalk, matches, cendle, 
broadhesd file, extra bow
string, extra shooting glove; 
right, down j acket (in stuff 
sack), gloves, small sauce 
pan, beckpack stove w ith 
fuel cartridge, stemo. 
Exact pack toad will de
pend on your personal pref· 
erences and the region 
where you hunt. Photos by 
the author. 

Archery World 

area for deer. 
Other items in my pack are the 

miscellaneous things most bowhunters 
like to have along - extra shooting 
grove, extra shot-in bowstring, maybe a 
few pre-sharpened and tape-covered 
broadheads which can be installed in 
moments using t he stove, a whistle and 
a mirror for signalling should I become 
injured, a plastic drinking cup and a 
miniature sauce pan, a flashlight, rope 
or nylon cord, chalk (handy for 
marking a blood trail as I go), hunting 
knife and pocket knife, first-aid kit, 
map and compass, candle, matches, 
lighter, etc. 

I consider it very important, inci
dentally, to have enough gear to be able 
to stay out overnight if necessary. It's 
possible to get lost or become injured or 
pinned down in a bad storm, and a 
hunter who ls out of shouting distance 
from his camp or car ought to be able to 
spend a night out in reasonable comfort 
and safety. Even though you may never 
get yourself into such a bad situation, 
you still should be well equipped 
because you may encounter an injured 
hunter far from any help and have to 
stay with him overnight or longer. 

PACKS THAT SUIT NEEDS 

There are quite a few suitable packs 
on the market. Most cost around $10 or 
$15; some are considerably cheaper, 
and some are much more expensive. I 
started with an Alpine Designs small 
daypack costing around $13. I bought a 
brownish one wWch I thought would go 
good with camouflage, but found this 
color undesirable. Because a pack of 
any kind is cumbersome when you're 
making a stalk, I found myself ditching 
the pack from time to time and then 
having trouble locating it after stalking 
a deer. I bought an orange, somewhat 
bigger model, made by North Face, 
next, and I've never had any trouble 
finding it . As a side benefit, I feel 
comfortable with something orange on 
my back because the area I hunt has 
been getting a little crowded recently 
an·d I'd rather not be mistaken for a 
deer. 

Most daypacks are made in br ighter 
colors because they are intended for 
hikers, mountaineers and cyclists. Red, 
rather than a bright orange, would 
probably be more suitable for bow: 
hunters because it is easily identifiable 
to the human eye, but takes on a 
grayish tone for deer. 

If you want camo colors, some of the 
companies make green and dark brown 
daypacks. Camp Trails offers a camou
flage pattern daypack for around $13 
that is probably the best rig for the 
bowhunter wanting total concealment. 

Whatever daypack you select, you'll 
find it a handy tool for improving your 
hunting, and less trouble than overload
ing your pockets with food and gear. 
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/~ Accuracy At 
Your Command 

Dyn·O·Mite Arrow Rest . 
The o n·O·Mit.e arrow rHI Is flexible and adlu•lablo rough, 10< ellher [i\'lh~ or lefr ha.nd 
shooriXo. This resl has rhree sellings for in and our cootrol of tho arrows fhghl. : spro~g 
adjus1ment will provido oven up and down adfuslment . Wlrh the orrow rest mounle lo ~ o 
rcor approxi mately 4" ovcrdrow i• ovaileble. Bocovn It attochct with • cus

1
nlfoned adhe~1va 

bocklhg In about 60 seconds, no " Burger Bu11on" ls 11oeded. Ir 11 also lega or Bara ow 
and Is lOOo/.., adju.rablo. Airer many yc.ars o f rrlol and error, exporlniontlng with oll rypeds ~I 
res\s the Oy n-0-Mlte rHt has been used by lop shooters ond many olhors an ' ' 

has boon found to be 1Ypcrior. Tlfe Oyn·O-Mito roil has been u~ed in ma.ny 1hoo11 an~ tas 
been proven 10 make a marked lmprov-t;nt In scores .. So light weight, ye r p rectS on 
machined lo provide a quallly accessory for improved shoolmg, 
Patent Pending . 

Send $9.95 plu1 SOc handling to : 
ROGUE BASIN DE.VELOPER5, 225 S.W. WOlfQrn Ave., Grants Pa ... Oregon 97526 

tf'Jfs10E 
WouNT 
HUNTING 

SIGHT 
Fluorescent 
Rangefinder 
and Pins for 
15 to 55 yds. 
of Distance. 
pa1e nt pe nd Ing 

$12.96 
• Proved 11.1ccessful afterfiald t.sting one 

full year. 
• Fits any undrllled convantlonal or com· 

pound bow, and 95% of predrlllecl bows. 
• Eliminates ALL exten1ion11nd brackets. 
• Designed and constructed for the bow· 

hunter'• rugged u19. 
• Non·raflective black coating. 
• W1ter·proof and wonv free. 

This sight is a specialty for the early morn
ing or late evening deer. The fluorescent 
pins and fluoresce\it rangefinder doubly 
secure your accuracy for aim and range
find ing. If you miss with th is one. you'll 
have to blame It on " Buck Fever .. I 

Avallab1e In Archie's Archery Shop left or right 
hand. order 3042 Lone Oak Rd. 
¥=~~:~:~v1~r.1 Paducah, Ky. 42001 

~.l'.r:.~· [•I .. tax. Include , . BA A . 
$1. 1 O fo r NK MERICARO · 
postage and 'tCC!'J: 
handling. II . 
Dealers: C•ll or write for speclal price list 
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ARCHER'S INFORMATION SERVICE 
This page is designed to help you, the target a1'cher and! 01' bowhtmter, conveniently obtain product 

information about a l1ost of archery items. Most material is free; some items have a small charge. 
Simply circle the appropriate numbe1'S on the bound-in card which faces this page and mall that card. 

Please do not circle more than 25 items. If you note more than 25, your card will not be processed. 
We will forward your requests to the proper age11cies for fulfillme11t. If there is a cost for one or more oj 

the printed items you want, please enclose payment wUh your card. Make checks or money orders 
payable to each company offering the item you wat1t. 

l. Free brochure and order blank ori 
Port Orford Cedar arrow shafts with 
"Penna-Seal" from Acme Wood Prod· 
um. 
2. Allen Archery Co., who holds the 

patents and is the originator of com· 
pound bows, offers a free catalog on 
their bows. 
3. Free catalogs and price list of a 

variety of bow case sizes and styles 
from the Allen Comr1ny. 
4. Free dlscoun catalog from 

world's largest supplier of top name 
archery brands from Anderson Arch· 
ery Corp. 

5. Free pamphlet on their bow sight 
and arrows from Archie's Archery 
Shop. 
6. Astro Bows will send yo4 a free 

brochure 011 their complete line ol' 
compound hunting and target bows. 

7. Baker Manufacturlns has a free 
brochure on their climbing tree 
stands, hand climber, wire sawbsalety 
belt, ~ambrel and strap assem ly. 
. 8. B1mer Rel&1se Co. offers free in· 
formation on their patented compeli· 
tion and hunting releases, including 
their newest model 252 and standard 
model l 00, both field tested. 
9. Bear Archery will send you a free 

brochure on their Alaskan and Tamer· 
lane II compound bows. 
10. Bingham Archery has a fully illus· 
trated calalog describing semi
finished and finished bows, plus ar
rows and shafts, and archery acces
sories. $1.00 
ll . Free information on hunting 
sights, adjustable arrow rests, cush
ion plungers and other accessories Is 
available from Bob's Precision Engln· 
eerln1 [BPEJ. 
12. Bowhunter's Paradise has free 
material describing the use of their 
tree stand hunting safety belt. 
13. Free 1975 bowhunling catalog 
available from Bowhunt1n11 Suppliers, 
offers information on their bows, 
arrows, and accessories. 
14. Pnce list on current and discon· 
tinued broadheads ls available from 
Broadhead Specialty Services. 
15. Brownin's catalog has 112 
pages of archery equipment, guns, 
boots! clothing, plus eJCpert archery 
tips. ~1.00 

16. Calmont Archery Tarsets has free 
literature on their specially-made cot
ton targets. 
17. Carroll's Archery has free bro· 
chures and other literature on their 
complete line of archery equipment. 
18. Chlcqo Archery Center will send 
you a free catalog and price sheet of 
archery tackle and accessories. 
19. Covy Corporation ollers a free 
brochure on their Covy Arrow Straight
ener. Also, price lists are available to 
dealers. 
20. Free brochures and price list in· 
formation on their crossbow models 
and accessor\es is available from the 
Crossbow Agencies, Ltd. 
21 . Cupid Archery, manufacturers 
and distributors of archery equipment 
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in Canada, offers a catalog of their 
archery line. $ l.00 refunded on first 
order. Catalog free to dealers when 
requested on letterhead. 

22. Free catalog describing Sure Kill 
Buck and Apple lure, plus other items, 
is available free from Deer Run 
Products. 
23. A free brochure describing_ the 
Dodd Release is available from Dodd 
Archery. --------
24. Easton Aluminum has three free 
brochures - "How to Attack Nocks," 
"How to Attach a Bowstring," and 
their Visual Comparator arrow spine 
chart. 
25. Easy Up Tree Stand Company has 
a free brochure describing the use and 
setting up of their tree stand. 

26. F /S Arrows will send you fre.e, a 
catalog ol their merchandise. 
27. Feline will send you a catalog 
showing_ all major tacije and acces· 
sories. $2.00, refunded on first order . 

28. Gauara has a free instruction 
sheet and descriptive literature on his 
release. 
29. A brochure describing the Fox 
Squirrel Climbing tree stand is avail· 
able free from Georgia Archery I 
Sport. 
30. Gordon Pi.sties has free infor
mation on their Glashafts and 
" Botull" material, plus a jlrice list. 
31. S. C. Gr1h1m Sales will send you 
free information on their tree climbing 
steps and other accessories. 

32. Herter's big catalog covers all 
equipment an archer needs, plus 
hunting, camping, fishing supplies 
and more. $1 .00 refunded with first 
order. 
33. Hobby Huen has a free instruc· 
tional sheet for their shooting release. 

34. JC Manufacturing will provide a 
free price list and other information on 
their nock points. 
35. Jennings Compound Bow, Inc., 
has free information on all their com· 
pound bows and accessories. 
36 . Jet A.er has a free brochure on 
their complete line of sportman' s 
knives and deer lure. 

37. Kwlkee Kwiver has a catalog sheet 
available to distributors. 

38. Free brochure and dealer price 
list about their portable tree stand 
from Loe-On Co. 

39. Marco's Enterprises has a new 
hunting Ups brochure, " Whal Every 
Deer Hunter Should Know." 25 cents 
40. Several styles of archery I-shirts 
are available from Meirick PrlnUn11, 
who will send you a complete price list 
and order blank. 
41. Mohawk Archery Products has 

rroduct information on their Magnum 
and Magnum II broadheads. 

42. The Don Moss broadhead sharp· 

ener is described in a brochure, 
available at no cost. 

43. Flipper Rest attachment and use 
information is available free from New 
ArcherJ Products. 
44, N1rk Archery has free Information 
on all their products. 
45. Nocll:·Rlte has Information about 
their bowstring attachment which can 
be used in place ol a shooting glove. 
46. A cataloj! of their complete line of 
archery equipment is available free 
from North American Archery Dis· 
trlbutors. --------
47. Old Master Crafters has a com
plete price list of their raw materials 
for use in building your own bow. 

48. Ben Pearson wlll send you a free 
catalog on their lull line of archery 
products. 
49. Free eight-page Glas-lite archery 
catalog, plus information on their new 
Switch-A-Head arrow system is avail· 
able from Pies/Steel Products. 
50. Potlwatomi has a free brochure 
and other literature on the use of their 
bow square, bow holder and other 
archery items. 
51. The Professional B owh unter' s 
Soclet~ will send you membership in· 
formation, free. 

52. Ranse·O·Matic will send you free 
information on the use of their Range
finder .sight and Spin Wing vanes. 
53. R & O Products has free informa· 
lion on their new Model 70 Arrow 
Holder and the Nelson Arrow Holder, 
plus their variety of bowfishing arrow 
points. 
54. Ptte Rlcklrd's 16-pa~e booklet, 
"Blinds for Deer Hunters, well illus· 
trated, is available for 50 cents. 
55. Dickie Roberts will send you free 
flyers on each of his bows, plus other 
archery product information. 
56. Robin Hood authorized dealers 
offer the finest in archery pro shop 
services. They will send you a free 
listinf of the dealers in your state. 
57. here's free literature available 
from Rocky Mountain Archery Mfg. 
Co. on their 8 different models of 
compounds, including lhe new econ
omy compound Rambolay Hunter. 
58. Rogue Basln Developers has a 
free sighting guide plus information on 
their bow release, arrow rest and 
other items. . 
59. Free discount price I isl on broad
heads1 arrows and hunting equipment 
is available from Roman Archery. 
60. Get a free brochure on Port 
Orford cedar shafts and price fist from 
Rose City Archery, Inc. 
61 . A brochure and price list, cover· 
ing Russ Boot Comp1ny's complete 
line of boots is available free. 

62. Saunders offers a free 20:page 
booklet "How to Have a Successful 
Bow Hunt." Covers hunting lips, bow 
tuning, safely, equipment care, 
broadhead sharpening tips and more. 
63. Savor• Archery will send you in· 
formation about their new Super-S 

broadhead. 
64. Free literature available from S & 
K Mfg. on their new Scope Chief, 
hunting arrows, hunting releasesl 
camo clothing, plastic vanes, ana 
other items. 
65. Free catalog of hunting and tour· 
nament equipment, also describing 
special club discount plan, is available 
from Southeast'n Archery. 
66. Sportronlcs has free descriptive 
literature on history, manufacture and 
prices of their lighted sight pins. 
67. Sprandel will send you their new 
Bowhunting Specialties catalof ol 
hunting bows and accessories, $ .00 
refunded with first order. 
68: Stag Manufacturins has a free 
brochure describing their various tree 
stand models. 
69. Stemmler Archer1 offers a free 
catalog covering the11 new hunting 
bows and related items. 
70. Sweetland Products has a free 
brochure on screw-in adaptors, arrow 
points, fish points, fur tracers and 
other items. --------
71 . Texas Feathers offers a brochure 
and price list on their Bright Way 
ground base feathers. 
72. You can get free literature des
cribing their new target and hunting 
sights from Toxonlcs. 
73. Triple D Tiplite will send you des· 
criptive material and photos, plus 
pricing information for pro shops, 
dealers and distributors. 
74. Trojan will send you a new 
catalog of their complete line of 
archery tackle·and accessories, free. 
75. Truefllaht has free information on 
their brush buttons, string silencers 
and leathers. --------
76. Ultra Products, Ltd., will send 
you a free copy of their "Spirit of '76" 
catalog, 75 pages ol hunting and 
target product information. 

77. WASP Archery will send you free 
descriptive material on the WASP 
compound bow and broadheads. 
78. Western Archery Sales has infor· 
mation about their Rain-Bow hunting 
sight. 
79. Whiff en will send you a free 
catalog describing all the archery ac· 
cessones it offers. 
80. Handy and useful archery acces· 
sories are shown in a free catalog from 
Wilson·ABen. 
81. Wilson Brothers will send you 
free Information about their Black 
Widow line of tournament and hunling 
bows, plus their "Arrow Flight Con
trol" rest and other items. 
82. Wilson-Precision has free infor
mation about their new rotary re
leases. 
83. Wln11 will send you free a colorful 
21-page catalog showing their full line 
of bows youth sets, arrows, acces
sories. They'll also give you a list of 
Wing films you can rent. 

84. Zenith Thread & Throwing offers 
free information on their miracle 
strength Kevlar bowstring material. 
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Tough competition? 

Get the Competition 11 
on your side. 
Take your competition in hand. Wing 's Competition II has the infinite versa
tility that expert archers appreciate and the accuracy they demand. Limbs 
couple conve!'llently a_nd qui?k ly v~a e~clu~iv~ Slide-Loe® oo.upling 
units. The Willtams-des1gned h1gh-wnst nser 1s .light. Alumi!'lum hmb 
wedges further lighten the bow. You add weight according to 
your needs and preferences. Stabilizer and counterbalance 
inserts are standard equipment. as are Wing cushion 
plunger, flip rest, bow stringer and monofl lament-
served professional bowstring. 
Th" Competition u has won the 1973 Neb1aska Stato CMmp1011ship. 
the 1974 and 1975 Soulh Oakota Pro ·Am. the 1974 Li11coln Pro-Am 
Championship, the 1974 and 1975 Nebraska ln~oor Protessional 
Championship. the 1974 Phoenix Open. the 1975 A1chery Super 
Starshoot. the 1975 Big Banana Open, the 1975 US Open 
Women's lnstinctiVe. and the 1975 ~rican PAA Indoor League 
Championship You could be next with Compelltlon II on 
your sicl9 

AMO lengths: 66", 68", and 70" 
Weights: 25 to 50 lb 
Colors: Glossy white or black 
Options: Stabilizer. sight extension, 

counterbalance weight . 
stabilizer adapter convert
ers. 

Excellence meets economy 
·-- in the John Williams 

Takedown Bow. 

Archery enthusiasts will enjoy 
the professional features of this 

modestly-priced Wing bow - con
venient takedown, l ight magnesium 

riser. three stabi l izer inserts, sight 
adapter, hole for cushion p lunger, and 

championship design by John Will iams. 
Get the performance you want with the 

John Williams Takedown Bow. 

AMO lengths: 66", 10· 
Weights: 25 to 50 lb 
Colors: Magnesium riser in ivory. blue, or 

black. Glass in ivory (under 45-lb 
weigh1) or black (45-lb and over). 

Options: Wing stabilizer. sight extension. 
cushion p I unger. padded case. bow 
stringer. 



Razor sharp 
broadheads are 
more effective on 
good hits . . and 
more humane on 
superficial hits. 
Here's why. 

by Judd Cooney 
HOW MANY BOWHUNTERS do you 
know who have the best of equipment, 
spend hours in the field studying game 
and its habits, and then ruin the whole 
picture of a real knowledgable out
door~man when on the opening day of 
bow season, they venture forth with a 
set of fresh "out 'of the package" 
broadheads that are not much sharper 
than a field point. Maybe if you are 
downright honest, you are in this 
category; more than 50 percent of the 
bowhunters are, I believe. 

Broadhead sharpness is usually a key 
discussion topic when any group of bow
hunters get together, but I wonder just 
how many bowhunters really under
stand what a SHARP broadhead is and 
how it works. 

In my estimation, a broadhead that is 
not sharp enough to shave the hair off 
your arm in one stroke shouldn't be 
taken into the field after big game. I 
know there are many bowhunters who 
advocate that file sharpened broadheads 
are superior to a honed and stropped 
one, but these bowhunters are just 
taking the easy way out. 

I realize that there have been thous
ands of big game animals killed with file 
sharpened broadheads and there will 
undoubtedly be many more, but before 

•Under the skin there are two, sometimes 
three, opposing layers of muscle. If rhe 
broadhead does not make a crosswise cut 
through all layers, rhe layer that is merely 
sliced lengthwise will pull shut and prevent 
a blood trail. 

•Left broadhead has been stone honed: right 
broadhead has been file sharpened. Note the 
smooth, slicing edge of the stone·sharpened 
head. 
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•Blade numbers and designs vary. Choose one which flies and works best for you. •Good hit, sharp head brings a trophy in seconds. 

you quit reading in disgust, why not give 
my arguments some thought before 
mentally telling me to go to hell. 

As we should all know, a broadhead 
kills by hemorrhage, which means the 
animal literally bleeds to death. Most 
howhunters I have talked with will tell 
you that an arrow kills without shock, 
but this is not quite true. 

Doctor Bruce Stringer, a good friend 
of mine, who is director of the Albu
querque Zoo, has probably done a~ 
much or more work on the shock effects 
of arrow hits on game animals than 
anyone. Dr. Stringer is a doctor of 
veterinary medicine and an avid bow
hunter. His vocation and avocation have 
given him many opportunities to autop
sy bow killed animals to determine the 
full effects of arrow hits. He has done 
most of his work in Albuquerque but has 
also spent several years in Africa where 
he had the opportunity to work with 
many of the African game species. Dr. 
Stringer contends that there is consid
erable shock imparted by an arrow 
when it hits an animal. The shock from 
an arrow is nothing like the shock 
delivered by a rifle bullet traveling 10 
times as fast, but nevertheless, there is 
still considerable shock to the animal's 
system. 

When an animal is hit with a broad
head tipped arrow, a whole series of 
events take place immediately to stop 
the flow of blood from the wound or 
wounds. The more shock involved the 
stronger this reaction is. 

The immediate reaction to shock is 
vaso-constriction of the blood supply 
system. Th~ means that the vessels and 
capillaries close down and reduce the 
flow of blood to the wound site, thereby 
slowing blood loss through the wound. 
At the same time, there are numerous 
chemical reactions in the blood itself, 
much too complicated to go into here, 
but the ,end result of these reactions is 
that blood platelets start to clump and 
adhere to the vessel walls at the injury 
site, further reducing the flow of blood. 
If the shock is severe enough and the 
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wound of the right type, the bleeding 
will be stopped completely. 

Here is point one in favor of a razor
sharp broadhead. The sharper and 
smoother the cutting edge, the less shock 
to the animal's system and the less vaso
constriction, which means bleeding is 
more profuse. The cleaner the edges of 
the cut, the less surface area is exposed 
for the blood platelets to adhere to and 
further impede bleeding. 

I have discussed hemorrhage and 
bleeding with several doctors and 
learned some rather surprising facts. 
Twenty years ago doctors had much less 
of a problem with hemorrhage and 
extensive bleeding during operations 
than do our pre5ent doctors. There is a 
very definite reason for this problem 
that should interest you as a bowhunter. 

SHARP HEADS, BETTER HEALING 

Years ago the scalpels used for opera
tions were hand sharpened and used 
over and over again, and many times the 
same scalpel would be used for the 
whole operation. The vessels and capil
laries that were cut by these rough 
sharpened scalpels would seal off very 
quickly and stop bleeding. The .~calpels 
used in an operation today are all the 
disposable blade type, and in many cases 
only one cut is made with a blade and 
then it is disposed of so it never gets the 
slightest bit dull. These cuts are excep-. 
tionally smooth and clean and there are 
no ragged edges to seal quickly, so they 
have a tendency to bleed more freely. 

Another very important factor that 
also gives the razorsharp edge the vote is 
the healing factor. Years ago during an 
operation, infection was a major factor 
because of the relatively ragged edges of 
the cuts due to dull or roughly 
sharpened scalpels. The ragged edges of 
a cut can harbor infectious organisms 
and the rough edges of the cutting 
instruments carry minute particles of 
dirt or foreign material into the tissue 
and thereby create sites for infection to 
set in. With a clean, smooth, free 
bleeding wound site, the flow of blood 

helps to wash out any foreign particles 
and the cut itself ha~ fewer areas for 
infectious organisms to find a hiding 
place, thereby causing a superficial 
wound to heal faster and minimizing the 
chances for infection. 

On one hand we have a broadhead 
with a clean, smooth-honed . and 
stropped RAZORSHARP edge and on 
the other a broadhead with file marks 
and a ragged "feather edge," thought by 
many bowhunters to be the finest type of 
edge for taking big game. The smooth 
RAZORSHARP blade hits the animal 
and slices its way through hide and hair, 
then through vessels and tissue, cutting 
cleanly and creating very little shock to 
clooe the blood vessels and capillaries. 
The wound bleeds freely leaving the 
bowhunter a good trail to follow and if 
it happens to be a non-vital hit, the 
wound will eventually seal off and heal 
quickly with very little, if any, infection 
leaving the animil.l to roam the woods 
for another day. 

The ragged, file sharpened broadhead 
on the other side of the picture, hits the 
animal and in the process of going 
through the hair and hide, manages to 
snag a good portion of hair, illrt and 
tough hide in the "feather edge" and 
jagged file marks. By the time it has 
penetrated through the hide and hair, 
much of the ragged feathering is either 
taken off or so filled with tissue and 
fascia along with a gob of hair that it 
will no longer cut cleanly so it snag.5 and 
rips its way through vessels and muscles 
creating a large amount of shock to the 
animal and leaving rips and tears rather 
than clean cuts. The shock shuts down 
the blood supply and the ragged wounds 
quickly seal off the blood flow, leaving 
the hunter to guess which way the 
animal went because there is no more 
blood trail after the short, initial 
bleeding. In the broadhead's travels 
through the tissue of the animal, it has 
deposited a lot of foreign material 
throughout the wound channel and if 
the hit was non-vital, infection will 

(continued on page 54} 
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•After screwing new broadhead into shaft-handle for ease of holding, file all tool marks from 
blade trying to keep original angle to the blade. 

•Using plenty of lubrlcent, stroke in to the center of the blade, trying to take a thin slice from 
the medium grit stone. One stroke toward you and one away, 10 or 12 times, will put a good 
beginning edge on the blade. Repeat this procedure with the fine stone and then the razor 
hone, which is the hardest stone of all. 

•Then strop the blade on a piece of leather, such es this one glued to a plexigless strip. This 
removes the fine burr edge end polishes the blade. Strop away from the ferrule, not into the 
blade es you did with the stone. Other strops shown are a razor hone with a leather strip on 
the back and the other is an old barber's strop. 
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How-to put a 

RAZOR EDGE / 

on a broadhead 

by Judd Cooney 
"A RAZOR SHARP broadhead in less 
than two minute<; . . . you gotta be 
kidding!" This is the comment l usually 
get from fellow bowhunters when I 
make the statement that I can take a 
new broadhead out of the package and 
in two minutes have it sharp enough to 
shave cleanly with. 

Broadhead sharpening is nu deep, 
dark mystery as many bowhunters 
believe. AU it takes is a little patience, 
lots of practice and the proper type of 
equipment. When I first started shar
pening broadheads, it was more or le.~s 
luck when l got a properly sharp head. 
I'd work on a broadhead IO or 15 
minutes and perhaps when I finished, if 
everything was right, it would be sharp 
enough to shave with. Most of the time it 
had a rough edge, flat spot~ and would 
just barely cut. It was much easier, and 
at the time seemed much better, to take 
a file and simply file-sharpen the blade, 
leaving a feathtir edge, which felt sharp 
to the touch but was actually an edge on 
the steel instead of in the steel. This is an 
easy way out that many bowhunters do 
take, but a properly sharpened, razor 
sparp broadhead is much superior to a 
file sharpened hroadhead any day. 

Today's bowhunter rca!ly has it made 
as far as getting a sharp edge on if he has 
the inclination or talent for sharpening a 
broadhead. There are several very fine 
sharpening jig type tools on the market. 
One is put out by Buck Knife Company, 
Box 1267, El Cajon, Cal. 92022 and 
another by Razor Edge Company, Box 
2031, 932 S. Layton Blvd., Butler, Wis. 
53007. Both of these provide you with a 
set of sharpening hones or carborundum 
stones, plus a jig, or little vise-like 
arrangement to hold your broadhead. 
With these, it's hard to make a· mlstake, 
although even this outfit does take some 
practice tu get the proper edge on a 
blade. 

Over the years, I have developed a 
method that I believe produce.~ superior 
results to these in less time if you, as a 
bowhunter, have the patience to prac
tice and work at it. 

The proper equipment is one of the 
main things in getting a razor sharp 
broadhead. For sharpening your broad
heads, you are going to need the 
following items: 
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in less than two minutes 
1. A setup or a piece of arrow shaft on 

which to hold your broadhead. My 
broadheads are all screw-in type broad
heads, so l have used a piece of 
aluminum shaft material, about six to 
eight inches long, with a screw-in insert 
epoxied into the sha~ and the handle 
taped up so l can hold it. This is to hold 
the broadhcad while you are sharpening 
it, so you don't have the feathered end of 
the shaft waving around and giving you 
an improper angle on your broadhead. 

2. A good, flat, mill file. Either six- or 
eight-inch is an ideal length, as this ls 
easy to transport and carry along with 
you in your bow quiver or in your belt 
pouch. 

3. A medium grit, carborundum 
stone, which can be· bought at any 
hardware store. The one I use, and have 
used for several years, is a double grit 
type and works very well for broad
heads. You will also need a fine stone 
which can also be purchased in most 
hardware stores or through any bow-
huntcr supply. · 

4. A hard Arkansas stone to put the 
finishing touches on the blade. 

5. Probably the most important piece 
of equipment is a leather strop or piece 
of leather to polish the final edge on 
your broadhead. A good leather strop 
can be purchased through a catalog, 
although right now they are rather hard 
to come by and fairly expensive. You 
might make a trip to your local barber 
and see if he has one that is worn out. 
This would be fine for broadhead 
sharpening. The one I use is itn old 
barber's strop that I have sandpapered 
to give it a rough finish. This really 
poli'ihcs the edge and puts that final 
touch on a broadhead. 

Another piece of equipment I have 
been using lately is a small razor stone 
with a leather strop glued to the back of 
it. This razor hone and strop is small 
enough to be carried conveniently in a 
belt pouch for touching up broadheads 
while in the field. 

The first step in sharpening a broad
head is to either screw the hroadhead 
in tu your shaft-sharpening handle or slip 
it over the tapered portion of a wooden 

(continued on page 56} 

e/'hoto on left: A well sharpened broadhead with the edge in the steel will hold a better edge. 
This head went completely through a bull elk, including a rib, and will still shave hair from 
the author's arm. Photo on right: Author's sharpening kit includes broadheads, p iece of shaft 
for handle, flat mill file, leather strop, sharpening stones (left to right) medium grit, fine grit. 
WD-40 used as lubricant, fine razor hone with strop on reverse side and hard razor hone. Razor 
strop is in top of box. All this is kept.in small fishing tackle box for carrying convenience. 
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TREE STAND 

THE HUNTERS 
PRACTICAL 

TREE STAND 

EASIEST OF All 
STANDS TO PUT UP 

A must for both the 
gun and bow hunter. 

I l ) Attac h lodder ond 
climb lo step 

( 2) Atta ch sea I and 
climb onto by way 
of seat ladder 

• No tree hugging or 
lorn clothing. 

• Put in tree with or 
without limbs, with 
no harm to the 
tree . 

This oll aluminum stand fold s easily to a 
corrying weight of approx. 8 lbs. 

• Tested over 600 lbs. 

• COMES COMPLETE-NOTHING EXTRA TO 
BUY. 

For Free Brochure Write: 
Easy Up Tree Stand 
140 South South Street 
Wilmington, OH 45177 

f //() P,!.~. 

Retail: $49.95 
Deafer and 
Distributor 
Inquiries 
Invited 

ONE PIECE RECURVE MODEL.. .. $97.50 
HERTER'S SAVE ARCH ERY FOR 
EVER YONE NOT JUST THE RICH 
WITH HONEST PRICES FOR THE 
HEATER'S COMPOUND BOW 

Herter's Guarantee Satisfaction 

• Guaranteed more arraw velocity. 
• Guaranteed more pull reduction. 
• Guaranteed nD bow made with better 

workman3hi11 or materials. 
Pull weights from 40 to 65 pounds. 
Draw· lengths from 27 to 32 inches. 
Available bow lengths 44 and 51''. 

The pullies on the Kerter's compound 
bow are cable connected to Insure unison 
action of both limbs. It's simple to ad· 
just and stays adjusted. 

HUGE SPORTSMAN'S CATALOG 
Get your catalog now, nothing quite like it. 

Send $1.00 refunded on first 
$I 0.00 order. Address Dept. C 
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New York 
has more than a ... 

sniff, snort ... 
whiff of /' 
good bowhunting 

•Judy and Larry head back from morning stands. That's fog In 
the background. 

•The Pole-killed pole, shot through the heartwood by Larry Nowfcki. 
The deer is still laughlng. 

by Glenn Helgeland 
'WHEN GENERAL Cornwallis handed h:is sword to General 
George Washington at Yorktown, thtis ending the American 
Revolution. the British band played an appropriate tune called 
"The World Turned Upside Down." 

Someone could play the same tune for the deer hunting land 
in southwestern New York, down around Hornell, and it 
would be entirely fitting. 

The soil there must be highly impervious, for there are 
swamps atop many of the ridges ... tamaracks and tag alders 
thrive high on many ridge slopes ... every so often you'll find a 
pond on the brow of a ridge. And down in the valley bottoms 
- where you would expect to find the swampy stuff - you'll 
find narrow, swift-running creeks burbling along rocky beds 
with not an ounce of mud or spear of skunk cabbage in sight. 
Sumac and goldenrod and a few rugged black walnut trees 
grace the bottoms and sides of these hollows. 

It takes a while for this seemingly topsy-turvy setting to sink 
in; but when it does, you fully appreciate the special beauty of 

~ this deer-rich hunting land. For as any outdoorsman knows, 
_@ the simple joy of seeing new land is a great part of any hunting 
,; adventure, no matter how typical or mundane it may seem to 
::!: the people who spend their lives there. 

Thus, wben you hunt with people who know and appreciate 
the uniqueness of their home territory, you get a bonus. 

We did, when we hunted last fall with Dave Young, Niagara 
t Falls; Larry '"Old Smeller" Nowicki , West Seneca; Neil 
~ Edwards, Ravena; Gordon Webber and his son, Tom, Niagara 
,g Falls; and Derek Wardle, St. Catherine, Ontario. 
Q. 

The days hadn't been clearer than a slight drizzle for the 
entire week before our November 6 arrival, so the ridges were 
weeping profusely down every side road and every brushy little 
draw. Fog curled in heavy clouds over the valley bottom 
farmland, filling it and softly climbing along the ridge 
benches almost to the tops, much as a loaf of unbaked, 
overrisen white bread spills up out of the pan. 

Aqd there we were, walking the ridge tops and upper.flanks 
- Dave with somewhat of a limp because without checking 
he'd grabbed a pair of rubber insulated boots that were both 
for the right foot - searching along the edges of \\Tinter wheat 
fields for fresh tracks and signs of feeding. Now and then the 
silence was broken by the muffled early-morning crow of a 
rooster down below the fog blanket, or the softened snorting of 
a tractor as a farmer wheeled out for a day's work. 

Our own silence was broken now and then by a loud 
"Whewl" from whoever had Inadvertently walked into the 
downwind trail from Larry. Back at camp, he had liberally 
doused his camo hat and shirt with buck scent - "Can't have 
too much of it because it really hides your scent," he had said, 
in answer to a question - and then squirted some on his shoes 
for good measure. 

The ridges are heavy with beech and oak, with scattered 
areas of white pine, spruce and tamarack. Sumac thickets 
climb the ridge flanks in many places, and goldenrods, so thick 
you must struggle through them, have thoroughly blanketed 
forgotten agricultural fields and gullies and ridgetop niches. 

But this year the oak trees yielded little deer food. 
Ordinarily, deer will walk along the benches of ridges, 
completely hidden from an intruder above or below them on 
the ridge, and feed heavily on the acorn mast as they move. 

This year, however, they were paying more attention to the 
winter wheat - "The first time in a long time I've seen that," 
Dave said - and the still standing cornfields too wet to 
harvest, grass in the goldenrod fields and beechnuts where they 
could find them. A tough freeze a few weeks before had killed 
all the apples, and they had fallen and been eaten by the time 
we arrived. We spent little time in the orchards. 

But the big-shouldered, brooding ridges, lying there dark, 
sullen and silent, held heavy promise. The farmers of this area 
of the southern hunting zone of New York State frequently 

(continued on page 68) 



•Tom McEachern and Mel Mueller, wearing hat, compare trading heads in hopes of enriching 
both their broadhead collections. 

''Have you 
lost your marbles?'' 
''Yes, but I FOUND 

five old broadheads.'' 

No one has yet collected all 600-plus 
heads commercially manufactured, 

but some collections have reached 400. 
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A lot of the designs aren't as new 
as you may have thought. 

by Glenn Helgeland 
OVER THE YEARS, more than 600 
different broadheads have been com
mercially manufactured and sold. 

"At the time each was put on the 
market," says Bill McCrary, Madison, 
Wis., pre.ident of the American Broad
head Collectors Club (ABCC), "every 
manufacturer thought he had the best 
broadhead ever designed." 

Such is the stuff of metallic and plastic 
dreams and realities. Some heads are 
still available, some have gone the way 
of the dodo and the dinosaur, and 
undoubtedly there are many others still 
on the drawing board waiting to spring 
into existence. 

Broadhead collectors today grind 
their teeth a bit when they think of all 
the old broadheads that disappeared on 
the business end of woodchuck and 
squirrel arrows. The heads were just 
throwaways, so they might as well be 
put to some use. Draw, anchor, release 
and gone forever. 

Ernie Boyd, Lincoln Park, Mich., 
laments, "I know one manufacturer who 
dumped barrels of old heads in the 
trash. lf I could have found where the 
garbage collectors took them, I'd have 
gone looking. 

"Man, barrels of them .... " 
Ernie did strike it right in one in

stance. "I came across 18 old two
bladed heads of an unknown name. 
Right after that I found out that only 
about six other guys in the U.S. knew 
about this head style. A couple of other 
collectors got awfully excited when I 
mentioned them. They're good trading 
heads, so I've hung onto most of them." 

ABCC members are attempting to 
stay away from monetary transactions 
for old heads. "That puts the emphasis 
on how much you're willing or able to 
pay for a head, and takes away from the 
fun of hunting it down and finally 
finding it," they say. But they will trade 
or give away extra heads. Floyd 
Eccleston, Mt. Plea~ant. Mich., gave 
125 heads to a guy "just to help him get 
started." Floyd has more than 400 
broadheads in his collection. 

One of the best of the old broadheads 
is the Kiska manufactured by Roy Case. 
Roy began production in 1927. The first 
IO deer killed under modem bowhunt
ing laws in Wisconsin were taken with 
the Kiska. 

·There has been a significant evolution 
of broadheads over the years, McCrary 
points out. The tapered ferrule began 
about 1939 when Zwickey introduced 
the combination of a broadhead with a 
matching field point which could be 
fitted on the same shaft. 

Early heads were basically two-blade 
de.~ign. Zwickey also had an early 
four-blade design with an "opened up" 
ferrule. Then came a patch-on four-
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•In top photo, Ernie Boyd, left, and Bill 
McCrary, look through Ernie's boxful of 
traden. In bottom photo, Floyd Eccleston 
shows Lerry Whiffen some of the heads 
from his 400-plus collection. 

blade like the Smith. The insert blade 
followed, with the Bear Razorhead 
probably the most well kno_wn style. . 

The screw-in, or convertible, he~d ts 
n-ot a new idea either. Ralph S. Kreiger, 
St. Claire Shores, Mich., designed a 
screw-in type head and mountiTigsystem 
and filed for a patent in 1938, which he 
received in 1940. McCrary is uncertain, 
but he believes this head was only exper
imental and never placed in production. 
The Kreiger head i s more unique 
because It was the first three-blade head 
marketed commercially, around 1940. 
McCrary believes it was sold only in a 
design which would fit over the end of a 
shaft and not in a screw-in design. 

Other early screw-in heads were the 
T. B. Chandler (two-blade), Ja-Lea 
(two-, three- and four-blade), Mahler 
(two-blade) and the Everitt Quick 
Change. uxn· . 

The use of razor blades as an a 1ary 
cutting surface began around ! 950. 

Manufacturers began moving away 
from the barbed head design around 
1940 when Wisconsin outlawed them 
and many other states copied their laws. 

Many people believe the barbed 
design was used so deer couldn't p~ll the 
head out. Roy Case says this IS an 

(continued on page 66) 
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HUI TO &ET THE FASTEST IRROI 
Tuntng a compound can be tough, 110 tough that you often 

feel you mu.~t 1'esort to heavler-than-recommended arrows to 
get sati.~factory cable and bow clearance, and thus good flight . 
To find out how to solve this problem we talked with Pete 
Shepley, George Chapuwn and Evan Clarke at Precision 
Shooting Equipment. · 

Tlie suggested items all relate to fine tuning for target 
equipment; many of them, but not all, can also be applied to 
hunting equipment, especially th-Ose which relate solely to 
equipment setup. · 

IF YOU'RE A compound bow shooter who, through tuning 
problems, has been more or less forced into shooting heavier 
than de.~ired arrows to get consistent arrow flight, you're 
almost defeating the purpose of the bow. 

But with a .~ystematic, almost "cookbook" approach to 
tuning you can simplify the job, get back down to the lighter 
arrow wejghts recommended and thus pick up the speed you 
should have. 

First, last and always you must think "system." This includes 
the bow, arrow, arrow rest, arrow nock, bow the arrow is 
fletched, your release style and other points. Individually and 
collectively they all ultimately affect the size - and speed - of 
arrow you shoot. 

One myth that has developed around compound bows is that 
a super fast arrow cannot be grouped well. Bullroarl If you get 
good arrow flight, you will group. Speed alone has nothing to 
do with good grouping; you can't muscle an arrow from bow to 
target and expect it to shoot accurately if it isn't flying right. 
Ye.~, you can have a poor flying arrow shooting well, but it's 

usually because the shooter is highly consistent in shooting 
form. The pressures exerted on the arrow are the same with 

each shot and performance is thus relatively predictable. 
You ideally want to build the most forgiving setup and attain 

clean arrow flight, with as little oscillation as possible. You 
shouldn't be fo~ced into drag stabilizing (with big fletching) an 
arrow to slow 1t down and dampen shaft oscillations to enable 
it to r;cover in time to hit the same spot every shot. 

Let s take a look at the bMic tackle arrangements necessary 
to get clean, fast arrow flight. 

l ] Nock position on the arrow. Even with the right arrow 
size, an incorrectly positioned nock will force the top or bottom 
hen vane into the cable, into the bow or into the arrow rest. 
Thus, you must have equal clearance on both vanes off the 
cable. Unfortunately, virtually 90 percent of all arrows have a 
nock position which turns 'the bottom hen vane into the cables· 
you can do all .sorts of other tuning test~ with the.~e. but if nock 
position isn't correct you won't get anywhere. 

Fletching js very closely tied to nock position. In hunting, 
you almost always must have some kind of offset, just to spin 
stabilize the arrow. (There are two kinds of stabilizing - drag 
stabilizing and spin stabilizing. Feathers have a lot more drag 
stabilization effect than do vanes because of the increased air 
resistance. So with vanes you must have some spin stabiliza
Uon, but only a little is necessary.) 

We go with a slight offset, one degree or less, put on with 
straight clamps. ~ 

The helical fletch is bad news for a compound, especially 
with a big helical wrap. It is extremely difficult to get such 
fletching past the cables. 

As far as the relationship between nock and fletching i.~ 
concerned, standard fletching jigs position the nock improp
erly. So unless you buy arrows made especially for compounds 
you will have to do some repositioning. 

all photos by Precision Shooting Eqvipment 
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FROM YOUR COMPOUND 
' The simplest method is to lay the arrow on a t.able, resting on 
the hen vanes, then reattach the nock so the slot is parallel to 
the surface of the table. This will give the correct hen vane 
clearam.-e off the cables. 

If you shoot right handed, shoot the right wing offset (unless 
you're using perfectly straight fletching, in which case there's 
no right/left wing worry). If you shoot left handed, use left 
wing offset. 

With slight offset, this means that the top hen vane will be 
angling out slightly at the rear and the bottom vane in slightly 
at the rear. As the arrow goes across the rest, the vane will 
brush along the side and clear easily. If the vanes are attached 
the other way, the vane touching the rest as the arrow flies past 
has to climb up over it. This would give the arrow a tail hop 
and would .~eem to indicate nocking point location problems, 
but that would be wrong. You could thus mess around all day 
with your nocking point and not get good a rrow flight. 

{The reason a heavy arrow seems to solve flight problems 
better in this instance is that the arrow rest won't interrupt its 
movement like it would a lighter, less resistant arrow.) 

An excellent checking system for arrow clearance is to u...a a 
can of deodorant spray powder or something like that and 
spray a light coat of puwder over the entire rear 10 inches of 
the arrow and fletching. 

If your arrow is dragging on the arrow rest you will notice a 
small nick of powder residue, and if the vanes are hitting cables 
or sight window they'll leave a powder mark there. Don't look 
for a big splash of powder, just a small line. 

2] Type of release. A trigger type release imparts least oscilla
tion on the string on release and is excellent for shooting light 
arrows. The rope-spike release is almost as good for low oscilla
tion, and it has an advantage in that it puts less pressure on the 

E 
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nook or eliminator button. 
[£you're using fingers, you automatically impart more oscil

lation in the string, creating more bending in the arrow, wbich 
means it takes longer to dampen out, requiring you to shoot a 
heavier arrow. But since we're still talking "system," you 
should go with as little increase in arrow weight as possible. 

Finger shooters shouldn't need to go to arrows matched to 
the peak weight of tbe compound; you should be able to get 
good fljght from arrows matched to a point halfway between 
peak and holding weights at your draw length. 

Release shooters should be able to go even lighter than this. 
Some expert target shooters with consistent form and good bow 
tuning skills have been able to get good flight from arrows 
matched to the holding (relaxation) weight, and thus shoot 
lighter, faster arrows. 

3) Arrow rest. This unit is every bit as important as anything 
else. An ideal arrow rest gives vertical and horizontal (omni
directional) forgiveness. It must be strong enough to give you 
mental security and give the arrow good support while 
allowing proper clearance. 

We've had good results from coiled spring-type rests, 
especially when set up with a cushion plunger. There are 
several weights of wires available, so you can really fine-tune 
the things. Obviously, tbe heavier, stiffer wires work best for 
heavier arrows. 

Flipper rests and Pro Flex rests work, too, because they 
"give." Especially when a shooter has consistent enough form 
that a cushion plunger can also be used. 

You can get any rest to work right, but you want something 
that will £it best into your shooting and tuning system and will 
give you the most advantag~. Use advanced equipment to the 

(cont inued on page 64) 
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•Two typically representative force-draw curves. Dotted line repre
sents the bigger letoff. Draw length for both curves is 27 inches, in 
the center of the valley. Holding point range of an inch on either 
side won't change holding weight much. The "stops" would occvr 
at 28JIZ to 29 inches. 
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BOW RErORT: HOYT rRo MEDALIST T/D HUITER 
Manufacturer; Hoyt Archery 

11510 Natural Bridge Rd. 
Bridgeton, Mo. 63044 

Modal Name: 
Suggested retail price: 

Pro Medalist T/D Hunter 
$145.00 

Length: 

Draw weights: 
Draw length limit: 

H·16 - 58". 60". 62" 
H-20 - 63", 65", 67" 
H-24 - 66", 68", 70" 
To 70 lbs. · 
None 

Sight window length: 
Degree of centershot: 
Handle, limb material: 

Mass weight: 

H-16, 5"; H-20, 6"; H-24, TV." 
H-16, Y.. "; H-20 and H-24, 3/8" 
Magnesium alloy handle, fiberglass 
with laminated wood core limbs 
Approx. 2 lbs., 12 oz. 

String lengthl 3" less than callout length of 
bow when strung 

Sug99stad brace height: H-16, 7-3/4" to 8Y:."; H-20, 8" to 
8-5/8"; H-24, 8%" to 9Y.." 

Arrow rest: Hoyt Super Rest 
Special fittings; Drilled, tapped for stabilizers, 

bow quiver. bow reel 
Handle style: H-16, medium wrist; H-20 and H-24, 

attached grip in medium, medium-
high 

Standard equipment: H-16. string and rest; H-20 and H-24, 
pair of stabilizers 

Limb widths: 1w· at base 
Finish: 

Guarantee: 

H-16, crackle enamel handle; H-20 
and H-24, high gloss epoxy handle; 
limbs, conversion varnish. buffed 
First year unconditional, next two 
years prorated 

THIS TAKEDOWN BOW is built around 
three lengths of magnesium alloy han
dles and a family of matched limb sets. 
The limbs are Interchangeable among the 
three handle lengths which are desig
nated H-16, H-20 and H-24, denoting the 
approximate length in inches. A given set 
of matched limbs will assemble to any of 
the three handles, providing assembled 
bows of three different lengths and draw 
weights. Limb sets are available in three 
different lengths at two-inch increments. 
Put the various combinations together 
and the result is nine different bows with 
draw weights to 55 pounds in white glass 
and 70 pounds in olive glass. 

TEST: Alumlnum arrows, 3-fletched, 
half with 4112'' vanes, half with 5" 
feathers, fletched straight with 2• 
offset, 125-graln fleld points. Vel
ocity read over 3·foot span directly in 
front of bow, average reading of 3 or 
more shots. Test shooting, 28-lnch 
draw length. 

Archery World bow reports are 
produced by Norb Mullaney, a 
mechanical engineer with work 
experience in structures, mech
anisms, energy absorption sys
tems and fiberglass reinforced 
plastics. He has also done 
research in wood characteristics 
and timber mechanics. 

He has designed, built and 
experimented with bows and 
related equipment for the past 10 
years, working exclusively In 
compound bows since 1969. 
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THE BOWS 
The combinations we tested were 

based on the hunting handle, designated 
H-16, which Is a sand casting, so finely 
finished that it is hard to believe It Is not 
a die casting like the H-20 and H-24 
handles. The H-16 handle has a five
inch sight window cut one-quarter inch 
past center. 

A cutout Is provided for broadhead 
clearance and the shelf slopes forward 
and downward to afford addltlonal verti
cal clearance for the broadhead. A quick 
check showed that a broadhead blade 
could be drawn to within one-half Inch of 
a vertical llne touching the hand pressure 
point on lhe grip. This is a very desire
able feature for the bowhunter who likes 
a short hunting shaft for lighter arrow 
weight. It permits the use of a smaller 
diameter arrow of reduced stiffness since 
the weight of the broadhead does not 
overhang the arrow pressure point by so 
great a distance. The overdraw is approx
imately one inch, permitting just enough 
fore to aft distance on the sight window 
to mount a Hoyt Pro Flex rest. 

Two pre-tapped ( 1f.4 -20) stab I llzer 
mounting Inserts are provided on the 
H-16 handle, one above and one below 
the centerline. In an interesting and 
efficient engineering approach, the stain
less steel shafts which provide the 
stabilizer mounting inserts also serve to 
position (laterally) the inboard or butt 
ends of the limbs. These shafts bridge 
the inboard extremities of the llmb
mountlng sockets in a fore and after 
direction. The Inboard or butt end of the 
limb is machined to provide a short open 
slot with a "U" cross section that fits 
snugly over the shaft with a snap action 
that accurately positions the limbs for 
lat~ral alignment. 

Securement of the limbs is at the out
board positioning point where a stainless 
steel necked-shaft bolt with a %-Inch 
diameter knurled head engages a stain
less steel insert in the butt section of the 
limb from the face side. Consequently, 
the butt of the limb in the mounted 
position rests against the socket walls at 
two positions, at the extreme inboard 
end on the back and at the outboard end 
of the mounting pad on the face. Cor
responding pressure pads are incor
porated in the casting in the socket 
interior and then pressure-sensitive plas
tic tape is added to the socket pads to 
prevent abrasion of the limb finish. 

With this design of handle-fimb joint, 
the bending stress of the limb (when the 
bow is strung and/or drawn) Is resisted 
entirely by pressure against the fore and 
aft walls of the socket. A short force
couple is created similar to the condition 
that occurs when we shove the end of a 
stick into a crack and apply force to the 
stick to bend it. The retaining bolt serves 
only to position the limb laterally and to 
prevent motion in the Joint upon recoil 
action of the limb. It Is subjected to very 
little load over the initial tightening 
stress. 

The stainless steel hardware is fin
ished with a black penetrating coloring to 
•prevent glare. The H-16 handle sports a 
fine-grained black crackle finish of 
enamel thiit is both pleasing to the eye 
and glare proof. 

The limb design is relatively narrow -
only 1 V2 inches at the widest point -
with a short taper toward the butt and a 
gradual rounded taper to a typical slender 
Hoyt lip and string groove. Olive glass 
was used on the two matched limb sets 
we tested and taper-ground laminated 
"Superflex Actionwood" provided the 
core. 

Each set of limbs employed a different 
material for the fade-out (heavier wedge 
of material, usually hardwood, posi
tioned between limb laminatlons at the 
butt end of the limb to obtain thickness 
and strength for mounting; it is some
times Incorporated in the· riser ) and pad 
while the other set used resin-Impreg
nated maple or "Superwood." Both 
materials were pre-colored in a shade of 
black. This should represent a distinct 
improvement over untreated hardwood 
since both of the materials are stronger 
and more homogenous than the best 
hardwood and offer the added advantage 
of high bonding strength when Joined 
with adhesives. 

Assembly and disassembly of the 
limbs and handle was no trick at all -
the limb mounting bolts were tightened 
finger tight. 

A 14-strand string was provided with 
the equipment. rated for draw weights of 
45 to 55 pounds - therefore we used It 
for testing both sets of limbs. After 
shooting' In, we obtained identical brace 
heights of 9-1 /8 inches with both setups 
- about 1-1 /8 inches over the manufac
turer's recommended range of 7·1 /2 to 
eight Inches. Since string stretching ls a 
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bit of a problem, we let it go at that - the 
brace height remained at 9-1 /8 inches 
without letdown throughout the tests. 
This would result In a small loss of 
stored energy at the beginning of the 
draw and a corresponding minor reduc
tion in arrow velocity. 

A review of our test records indicates 
that the loss ot arrow velocity for the 
1·118 inches increased brace height 
might be In the neighborhood of one to 
1-1 /4 feet per second at the draw weight 
and arrow mass we are considering. So if 
you want to add one foot per second to 
the arrow velocity curves, It Y-!OUldn't be 
too far out of line. On lhe other hand, it 
might be considered within the range of 
experimental error. 

THE TESTS 
The handle-limbs combinations 

yielded one bow rated 46 pounds at 28 
inches draw and one rated 53 pounds at 
28 inches draw. The force-draw curves for 
the two bows are presented In Figures 1 
and 2. Note that our draw force scale 
agreed exactly with the manufacturer's 
rating for the two sets of limbs. 

The force-draw curves show these to 
be remarkably smooth drawing bows 
with no perceptible stack through 31 
Inches of draw. The long-draw archer 
who wants to shoot a relatively short bow 
should be very Interested In this charac
teristic. 

The values obtained for stored energy 
and the ratio of stored energy to peak 
draw force are listed In the accompany
ing table. All <1ata is for draw lengths of 
28 inches. These are good representative 
values for recurve hunting bows of this 
type. 

Figures 3 and 4 present the arrow 
velocity and bow efficiency curves for the 
46-pound and 53-pound bows respec
tively. As Is our usual procedure, we shot 
both feather and soft vane fletched 
shafts. The Pro Medalist TI D launched 
the vane fletched arrows equally as well 
as those with feather fletching. This can 
no doubt be attributed to the past-center 
wind.ow cutout which offers adequate 
clearance for the vanes. 

Observe that the 46-pound llmbs 
yielded the higher values of bow effi
ciency. This is probably attributable to an 
increase in glass facing and/or backing 
thickness for the 53-pound limbs to in
sure adequate bending strength for the 
higher draw level. This would Increase 
the total percentage of glass thickness in 
the limb cross section and account for a 
somewhat lower bow efficiency for the 
heavier bow. This is not an uncommon 
phenomenon as a bowyer adjusts facing, 
backing and core thickness to obtain 
varying draw weights. 

As noted In the table of test data, we 
obtained a value of virtual mass of 133.7 
grains for the 53-pound bow. (Remem
ber, all other things being equal - such 
as draw weight, draw length, etc. - the 
draw weight, draw length, etc. - the 
lower the virtual mass the more efficient 
the bow.) 

GENERAL COMMENTARY 
We are impressed with the obvious 

amount of solid constructive and creative 
thought that went Into the design of the 
Pro Medalist Takedown series. The 
quallty of design, construction and finish 
in the handle and llmb sets we tested was 
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topflight. 
We think that the addition of a laterally 

adjustable pressure pl.ate or a cushion 
plunger to the H-16 handle would be well 
worth while i1_1,,obtaining optimum arrow 
flight for a wff1er range of arrow spines. It 
might be advisable to check with the 
manufacturer to make certain that the 
window base section has sufficient mar
gin of strength to permit 

For all test shooting. the nocklng point 
was set al one-quarter inch above 90 
degrees (measured from the bottom of 
the arrow nock). 

Mass weight of the bows varied only 
one-quarter ounce, with the 46-pound 
setup weighing in at two pounds, 12 
ounces and the 53-pound combination at 
two pounds, 11-3/4 ounces. 
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Bow assembly and takedown instruc
tions, plus other helpful hints. enclosed 
In a manual with the bow were complete 
and easily understood. 
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in the renge of arrows best matched to the bow. This is because the heavier arrows ;,b-
sorb more energy, and less energy is thus dispended in vibration during the bow's recovery. 
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How and Why Archery World 
Bow Tests are Conducted 

If you read this a bunch of times, 
there's a good chance you'll understand 
it. If not, don' t worry; you're in com
pany with the editors. However, we've 
had a lot of requests for the background 
on how our bow tests are conducted and 
calculated. We hope this answers those 
requests. And really, if you sit down 
with this material and a couple of our 
printed bow reports, you'll catch on. If 
you have the equipment to run your 
own tests, this Information will be 
invaluable. 

by Norb Mt.illaney 
BOW TESTS have been performed for 
many years; they have ranged in quality 
from very bad to very good. Underlying 
all of this testing is a basic desire of 
archers to know certain things about the 
bow that are not readily apparent from 
casual shooting. 

First, we want to know how much 
energy a bow stores when it is drawn 
and how efficiently it stores this 
energy. To measure this efficiency w~ 
should relate the energy stored to the 
maximum force that we must put forth 
when drawing the bow. After all, we 
have a limit as to the pull that we can 
exert and we want to shoot a bow we 
can handle. Within the limits of the pull 
we can muster, we'd like to store the 
greatest amount of energy possible. 

To determine the total energy that is 
exerted (and stored) when the bow is 
drawn, we measure in one-inch intervals 
the force necessary to pull the string 
from brace height position to full draw. 
This information, when plotted in chart 
form, gives the force-draw curve for the 
bow. (See Archery World, October/ 
November 1974 issue - 'What We Can 
Learn From A Force-Draw Curve.") . 
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For comparative bow tests we stan
dardize all data by using the AMO 
standard 28-inch draw length as the 
value for testing. Con8equently, the area 
under the force-draw curve represents 
the inch-pounds of energy that were 
required to draw the bow. This is the 
potential or stored energy that is avail
able to restore the bow and propel the 
arrow when the string is released. 

We calculate the stored energy by 
computing an average value of force for 
each one-inch segment of the force
<lraw curve and then adding all of the 
average values to obtain the area under 
the curve. Refer to Figure 2. 

It is more usual and convenient to 
express the stored energy in foot-pounds 
rather than inch-pounds, so we divide 
by 12 to convert: 
518. 72 in.-lbs. 

12 43. 23 ft.-lbs. 

(Result is rounded to two decimal 
places.) Thus, when the bow is drawn to 
28 inches it has stored 43.23 ft.-lbs. of 
energy. We will call this value stored 
energy (Es). 

Since this is a conventional recurve 
bow, not a compound, the high~t draw 
force obtained (peak draw force) wai; 
measured at the highest draw length (28 
inches). When selecting a bow, we are 
interested in obtaining the maximum 
stored energy possible for a given peak 
draw force; we would like to have a 
measure of how efficiently the bow 
stores energy for comparative purposes. 
This measure of energy storing efficiency 
is obtained in terms of foot-pounds of 
stored energy per pound of peak draw 
force. It is calculated by dividing the 
stored energy by the peak draw force: 

Stored Energy 
Peak Draw Force 
= 0.848 ft.-lbs ./lb. 

43.23 ft.-lbs. 
51 lbs. 

At this point the static evaluation of 
the bow is complete. We may make 
adjustment~ to the bow or setup such as 
changing brace height or, on a com
pound, varying one or more of the many 
adjustable settings and then repeat the 
foregoing procedure. This is an excellent 
method of fine tuning a bow for opti
mum performance, or to obtain specific 
desireable characteristics to .~uit a per
sonal requirement. 

We have added one further element 
for compound bows and that is a deter
mination of the static hystere8i.~ for the 
system. As in any mechanism (and the 
bow is a mechanism) there is energy loss 
to friction within the system even in the 
simple bending and relaxing of the 
limbs. Under the dynamic conditions of 
a shot, energy is lost within the bow to 
friction and to air resistance, sound, 
heat and recoil. Some of these energy 
losses are very small, interrelated and 
quite complex, but they occur never
theless. 

(For straight or recurved composite 
bows using modern materials and con
struction, exceptionally sensitive labora
lory-typc measuring ecp1ipment is re
q11ired to rcgi.~ter .~tatie hysteresis, and 
for practical p urposcs can be neglected.) 

H ystcresis i.~ the term applied lo the 
e::nergy lost in the system and hence not 
rcl·overable. It can be readily vi.~ualize<l 
in the following manner. 

When a weighing .~calc is fastened lo 
the how string and the draw-force is 
measured and recorded for each onc
inch increment as the string is moved 
from brace height to full -draw, the 
resulting plot is the force-draw curve. If, 
as the bow is rel axed from full draw, 
new measurements of force are made at 
each one-inch position as the draw is 
relaxed from full draw to brace height, 
lower force values will be obtained at 
each pn_~ition. On self-hows {only one 
material used in construction - all 
wood, all fiherglass) the difference is 
readily c.liscernahle; however, on mod
ern composite bows, lhe commercial 
type weighing scales normally used are 
not sensitive enough to read the differ
ence. Assuming that the difference is 
sufficienlly linile lo be plotted on the 
force-draw curve, there will be a lower 
curve for the rclaxin).( condition and a 
loop will be formed. This is known as a 
hysteresis loop. The area within the loop 
is the hysteresis loss to the system or 
mechanism. 

Now if we consider a compound bow 
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with its eccentrics, idlers, cables and 
hangers, the loss of energy to friction 
within the system is very significant. The 
force-draw cnrvc and hysterc.~is loop for 
a typical compound bow arc shown in 
Fig. 3. Note that the difference in the 
force values at the peak of the curve is 
about six pounds. 
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T he term static hysteresis is used to 
denote this energy loss because the 
system is at rest when each measurement 
is made. Jn this manner the frictional 
forces arc due to static fhction. Friction 
of motion or kinetic friction under these 
conditions is generally l~ than static 
friction. Ilence, if it were possible to 
measure the hysteresis while the bow 
was being shot, the hyster~is loop or loss 
would be substantially smaller. · 

Static hysteresis is only valuable as a 
characteristic for comparison between 
bows. Since it does not exist as measured 
under the dynamic conditions of shoot
ing, it must be viewed in proper 
perspective. It is logical from an engin
eering standpoint to assume that the 
bow with the highe.~t static hysteresis 
will also have the highest kinetic 
hysteresis and therdore the lowest cffi

. cieney, all other conditions being equal. 
The energy lost to static hystcrc.~is 

may be calculated by computing the 
area under the relaxing, curve of the 
force-d raw diagram (the section that 
forms the botto~n side of the hystcrc.~is 
loop) and subtracting this value from the 
stored energy. This gives the foot
poun ds of energy within the loop and is 
the summation of ~-yslem static hys.lere
sis. ll will be interesting to attempt to 
relate static hp.tercsi~ to. bow efficiency 
as sufficient data becomes available to 
permit trend analysis. 

The second, and probably the most 
important, characteristic we want to 
evaluate in a bow i.~ shooting per
jormarice. A how can store energy quite 
efficiently and yet not deliver an arrow 
verv well. 

Not all of the energy stored in the 
drawn bow is imparted to the arrow 
when the shut is made. Some per<.:entage 
of the stored energy is lost in the process 
of shooting the bow. It is dissipated in 
the recovery of the limbs and string, 
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lhere is minor loss lo air rt~sistance, heal 
und sound and also energy absorbed in 
recoil. 

In a cgmpound bow a significant 
amount of energy is consumed by fric
tion in the eccentri c.~. idlers and cable.~ 
of the compounding system. In addition, 
energy is required to overcome the 
translational and/ or rotation.al inertia of 
the e<:<..~n tric.-s, idlers and associated 
hardware required for the system . 

We know, therefore, that the energy 
possessed by the moving arrow as it 
leaves the bow is some fraction of the 
total energy that we stored in the limbs 
when drawing the bow. 

The laws of phy.~ics give the fam~liar 
formula for the kinetic ettergy {energy of 
motion) of a moving body at any 
instant .. 

Formula 1) 
kinetic energy - Ek = 1/2mV2 
where m ~ the mass of the body in 
slugs 
V .;, the velocity of the body in feet 
per second 
kinetic energy is in foot-pounds. 
For those not familiar with the term 

"slug," it is the British absolute engineer
ing unit of mass and is obtained by 
di~iding the weight ( in p<iunds) by the 
acceleration of gravity {32.2 ft / sec2) . 
Since the weight of an arrow is usually 
obtained in grains (1 lb. = 7000 grains), 
by substitution we can ex11ress the 
formula for the kinetic energy of the 
arrow in a more convenient form : 

Formula 2) Ek( ft. -lb. ) = W a v2 
45Ci800 

where W a = weight of' the arrow in 
grains 
V = arrow velocity in feet per second 

PROBLEM: OBTAINING VELOCITY 

We are all familiar with methods of 
weighing arrows on commercially avail
able scales that read in grains. There 
remains the problem of obtaining the 
velocity of the arrow as it leaves the 
bow. This can be accomplished in a 
number of ways, but the modern 
approach is through the use of an elec
tronic timer or chronograph in conjunc
tion with a pair of trigger circuits. The 
trigger circuits, one to start the timer 
and one to stop the timer, are set with a 
predelerrnincd d istance between them 
so the arrow may be timed over a fixed 
di.~tancc. 

The Kaufman chronograph we use 
has a 100,000 Hertz (cycle.~ per second) 
oscillator with an octal readout. A chart 
is provided that converts the octal 
readout to velocity in feet per second. 
Two types of trigger drcuils are 
provided: 1) a conductive grid printed 
on paper strips which triggers the timer 
when the arrt)w hreah the grid circuit; 
2) a photuele<.:tric drcuit which is 
actuated when the arrow interrupts a 
beam of light. We prefer the photo
electric method because it can be reset 
with the touch of a button and creates 

no debris. 
Knowing the arrow weight and 

velocity, it is a simple matter to compute 
l he kinetic energy of the nrrow using 
Formula 2. 
Ek = WaV2 

450800 

l~k = 484. 75 x (173.45)2 
450800 

Ek = 32.35 ft. -lbs. 

Wa = 484.75 grains 
V = 173.45 feet per second 

OVERALL EFFICIENCY DEFINED 

While the kinetic energy of the arrow 
is an interesting value in itself, its 
principal use is in the computation of the 
overall efficiency of the bow. 

The overall efficiency of the bow is 
defined a~ the ratio of the kinetic energy 
of the arrow as it leaves the bow to the 
energy used to draw the bow, expressed 
as a percentage. Since we have em
ployed the term stored energy to repre
scn t the energy necessary to draw the 
bow {represented by the area under the 
force-draw curve) we may write: 

3) Bow Efficiency = Ek(anow) x 100 
Es( bow) 

This formula may be rewritten as; 
Ek(arrow) = E5(bow) x Efficiency % 

100 
Substituting in Formula 2, we have: 
Formula 4) 
Es(bow) x Efficiency % = W a y2 

100 450800 
with all values as represented in prior 
definitions. Sample: 
Efficiency ~ Ek 

ExlOO 
·s 

Efficiency = 32.35 x LOO 
. 43.23 

Efficiency = 74.8% 

Ek = 32.35 ft. -lbs. 
Es = 43.23 ft.-lbs. 

It is not too difficult to reason, and it 
is readily apparent when shooting a 
bow, that a given bow at a given draw 
length will not shoot heavy arrows as 
f a~t· as it will shoot light arrows. But one 
fact that is not normally cun.ttdered is 
tlu1t thu sam.e how will impart more 
energy w the heavier arrow than it will 
to the light arrow. 

This occurs because the bow delivers a 
greater percentage of the available 
stored energy to the heavier arrow, thus 
less energy is left tu he dissipated in the 
bo.,,v. Most archers can sense that a bow 
is quieter and offers less recoil as arrow 
weight is increased - so no matter how 
insensitive bow hand and ear arc, you 
can readilv tell the difference by the 
jarring in· your hand and the overall 
noise (not string slap). 

Utilizing actual chronograph test data 
(continusd on page 68} 
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of 

G!am>J1' B ~ltrrv 
Jntbuct• 

Maintaining 

G!arnrll' .I Standard of 

Excellence 
Manufactured 

in Canada 

Canada's most complete 
line of archery 

equipment 

PLASTIC FANTASTIC 

Bow Finish 

The bow finish that 
ma_kes you stand 

out on the 
shooting line 

Write or call: 

~ARCHERY 
MANUFACTURERS a DISTRIBUTOR 

2716 - 2nd AVE. NORTH 

LETHBRIDGE, ALBERTA, CANADA 

TIH OC2 

(403) 328-8414 

Dealer Inquiries Invited 

•Above, from lefr, Mc
Kinney, second; Pace, first; 
a11d Laasonen, third in ths 
men's division. Photo by 
Ann Hoyt. 

•Above right photo, U.S. 
ream members in their 
spirit-building huddle be
fore shooting. Photo by 
Grace Kremer. 

•At right, from left, Kov
pan, second; Rustamova, 
first; Sun, third in wom
en's division, Photo by 
Ann Hoyt. 
•Below, U.S. team mem
bers and officials march· 
ing onto the field for op9n
ing ceremonies. Photo by 
Ann Hoyt. 

Archery World 

j 
l • 

Tb1 bonor an
tb1 t1nsi1n 
World 13rchery 
competition is a 
speciaJ scene all 
to itself. You 
won't feel it until 
you've been there. 

TWO YEARS AGO, the United States 
women's team placed all four team 
members on the Top-10 board and 
Linda Myers won the individual title, 
with a second in women's team scoring. 
This year, the U.S. men turned it 
around. They placed all four guys in the 
top six, and D;irrell Pace won t_he men's 
individual title. They also won the Men's 
World Archery Championship team title 
at lnterlaken1 Switzerland. 

But before reciting the records set by 
archers in women's and men's divisions, 
consider the work, dedication, tension 
and psychological preparedness of each 
individual archer necessary to get them 
there. This is world competition( _Sure, 
there may be tournaments here and 
there with slightly tougher shooting, but 
there's nothing like this wpen it comes to 
representing yourself and your country 
in front of the world. 

It gives you the shakes just to think 
about it. 

Then when you get there, the 
pageantry and solemnity of it all begins 
to unfold. The pace is deliberate. Proto
col is followed. By the time you've gone 
through the opening _parade and cere-
monies, you're tighter than any bow-
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string ever thought of being. 
And now they exp~t you to shoot ar

rows? And hit gold? 
As'team ca~in Harold Kremer said,, 

"It's a diff~rent type of competition, 
frightening at first. But our team got 
over it and shot well. I'm really proud of 
them." 

Irene Lorensen, who finished sixth, 
right behind Linda Myeis, said she was 
very nervous all four days. "I think you 
have to shoot in one before you can 
expect to win one. You're representing 
your country, not just yourself. But the 
burden, and honor, is on your shoulders. 
You're trying too hard to do your best at 
first and nothing comes out smooth. So 
you fall back on simply going out there, 
doing the best you can and trying to 
improve your shooting form all the 
time." 

Kremer noted that tension and small 
equipment problems kept team totals 
from being higher. "Ruth Rowe had 
trouble with an arrow rest the first day 
and was in seventy-second place, but she 
made a tremendous recovery the next 
three days to finish in fifteenth place. 
Irene threw five arrows off the target, 
and she never does that. Doug (Brothers, 
who placed sixth) would have done bet
ter ~~cept for a broken string the last 
day. 

Rich McKinney, who finished second 
to Darrell Pace, said, "Doug and I 
worked for years to get there. Suddenly 
we're there and it dawns on you. Then 
you get the shakes. For instance, I was 
starting to make a move with a 46 and 
an arrow to go on the last 70-meter 
target. My next shot missed the target. 
That was the last arrow of that day. I 
did the same thing with the first arrow 
at 50 meters the next day . . . there was 
some mental carryover . . . and that 
blew my concentration for a while." 

Linda Myers, though she was defend
ing champion, said she shot better than 
she expected. "I've been doing only 
archery since 1972. There's been no time 
to do anything else. I want to shoot, hut 
there are a lot of other things to life, too. 

"My form has been rough, mainly in 
my release. I come back and it feels 
good, but I can't pull through the 
clicker. When you know that everyone is 
pointing toward beating you, that 
makes it tougher." 

Team members noted that some of the 
other countries are exercising to such a 
point that they do calisthenics or stretch
ing exercises between ends. A couple of 
teams have a bow handle fitted with 
rubber tubing so they can practice 
drawing behind the line. (No competitor 
is allowed to draw an actual bow except 
on the shooting line.) 

Weather was basically decent. The 
last day had threatening skies until the 
last arrows for the last shooting line and 
then it poured. But the rain was too late 

(continued on page 74} 
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" Arrow Flight Controls" 
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WILSON BROTHERS MFG. CO. 
Route 16, Box 200 
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•Darrell Pace, three-time NAA men's cham· 
pion and rhe first person ever to shoot a 
sanctioned 1300 FITA. He scored a 1316 
at the 1975 Nationals. 

THERE'S N9T M.~<:JH you can say, 
other than wow! m looking at the 
results of the 91st National Target Arch
ery Championships at Oxford, Ohio, In 
early August. 

Item: Darrell Pace set an NAA and 
world record by shooting a 1316 FITA 
- the first registered 1300 score ever 
shot. That's an effort best equated with 
the breaking of the four-minute mile. 

Item: Irene Lorensen set an NAA 
record with her 1242 FITA, which was 
only 14 points shy of the world record 
1256 she shot In New York a few weeks 
earlier. 

Item: The top seven amateur men 
shot 1200 or better; the top nine ama
teur women shot 1100 or better. 

Item: The four top intermediate boys 
and the three top Intermediate girls shot 
1100 or better, with Sandi Van Kils
donk's 1187 and Richard Bednar's 1211 
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NAA NATIONALS ... 

The first 
1300FITA 

Darrell Pace's 1316 and Irene 
Lorenson's 1242, head a list of record 
scores aimed at next year's Olympics 

•All the first through third place · · .. · wmners m every d1v1s1on at the 1975 NAA N · 
photographers at Oxford, Ohio. at1onals pose for 

highlighting this group. Miss Van Kils
donk'stotal of 2781 was good for second 
place on the women's board, and Bed
nar's 2894 was good for fourth on the 
men's .. The kids are coming onl 

So, m the last major competition for 
most archers before the Olympic lryouts 
next summer, United States archers have 
given indication that their presence will 
be felt. 

So _have the Canadians, who were 
here m force. They put three women 
and two men on the board. They, like 
many topflight U.S. archers, have been 
on the go almost constantly this summer 
and they're tired. Ron Lippert fo; 
example, said he's been home one ~nd a 
haU weeks since early May. But with 
eve~one poi~ting toward the Olympics, 
the tiredness 1s something to be ignored 
as much as p.oSsible. 

Darrell Pace, who now freely admits 

he's shooting for records every time he's 
o~ the lin.?'. was more than pleased with 
hJS 1316. I ve shot a few points better in 
practice, but this one counts " he said 
and smiled. ' ' 

He now has 17 of the 20 world and 
world-tournament records. He's missing 
the 70-meter double, 70-meter world. 
tournament double and 70-mcter world
tournament single marks. 

Pace, who ham't really had a slump 
for three yea.rs, obviously understands 
the_ intricacies of his form quite well. 
This, he feels, is the key because "bad 
form setup is just cheating yourself." 
. He does all his FITA testing and prac

t 1~ing at 90 meters. "You can't get away 
with clutched shots or tuning problems 
at that distance," he explains. 

It paid off, in the respect that his 70-
meter score of 333 was 11 points above 
any score he's ever recorded on that dis-

Archery World 

•Irene Lorensen, women's amateurcham· 
pion and holder of women's world FITA 
record with 1256, shot 1242 in dethroning 
four·time champ Doreen Wilber. 

tance, even in practice. "Al Muller 
helped me. He was shooting right next to 
me and kept pushing and prodding me 
and telling me I could do at least 332. 
Then it got to where I wanted to beat his 
prediction." 

Pace had only one arrow in the blue, a 
90-meter shot. This was the first time 
he's ever done that. 

The only prediction Pace makes is that 
the 1316 tally will be broken within two 
years, maybe sooner, and that Irene 
Lorensen will be the woman to break 
1300. "She's really strong and has a con
fident belief in herself. That will pay 
off," he says. 

Rich McKinney, who finished second 
to Darrell again, said, "That 1300 is 
going to see a rush of high 1200's and 
then some 1300's. It's all mental. Like 
with Irene ... she knows the 1250 is no 
big barrier anymore since she shot that 
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•Dorrell Pace, 1975 world target 
champion, and 0. K. Smathers, 
1957 champion: the youngest and 
oldest world champions on the line 
er Oxford. 

1256 in New York. 
"Heck, can anyone remember who 

shot the first 1200? I asked Gene Moore; 
he didn't even know. And he's been 
around longer than anyone." 

With that statement, McKinney 
looked around to see if Moore had over
heard. Unfortunately, he hadn't, be
cause it was a good needle. 

Irene Lorensen, the new women's 
titlist, said the first three months of this 
year she was shooting in the low llOO's. 
She was also getting a bit disgusted with 
her scores. Then during a practice ses
sion - she shoots four hours a day - she 
noticed that the vanes on her arrows 
were positioned too far back. She was 
hitting the vanes with her fingers on 
release and that was throwing the 
arrows off. 

With that corrected, and constant 
practice on shooting form, she's been 

•This archery business isn't all that serious. Some
times you even want ro sit down, rest end let some
one else pull your arrows. 

shooting regularly in the 1240's and 
1250's. She works most on her bow arm 
and shoulder. "I can't lock them like I 
should, so the arm starts coming up." 

Her release is the best part of her 
shooting form, she says. She puts the tip 
of the arrow on the clicker and then 
finishes the draw with a slight pull from 
the bottom finger. This pulls the arrow 
through the clicker. 

Irene's strength that will help her 
shoot a 1300 someday? Well, in practice 
with Steve Lieberman shortly after the 
world tournament, she shot a 1236. On 
the men's distances! 

At the New York shoot where she set 
the total score world record of 1256, she 
also set a world record at 30 meters with 
a 344. 

There were quite a few Kevlar strings 
being used, some with complete confi

(Contlnued on page 75) 
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HENDERSON, HELWIG NAMED OLYMPIC TEAM 
COACH, MANAGER 
Al J:Iend~rson , Phoenix, Arizona, and George llelwig, 
CincmnatJ, Ohio, have bee~ named coach and team manager, 
respectively, of tl,ie 1976 United States Olympic Archery Team. 

Helwig IS president of the National Archery ~ociation and 
was .the t~m manager for the 1972 U.S. Olympic team . He 
also is chairman of the U.S. Junior Olympic Archery Develop
ment program. 

f-!enderson owns and operates an archery lane/ pro shop 
busme.'>S. He has been actively coaching archers since 1947 and 
has playe~ a large part, with high school and college coaches in 
hi~ ar~a •. in the development of Arizona archery. 

'This IS the highlight of my coaching career,'' he said. "The 
job, as I see it, wilt be to help build and maintain team 
mem bers' confidence, help build a team spirit, fight for the 
archers when they need help, work for them to keep their 
shooting smooth. 

'TU be working with them to learn their individual shooting 
styles and forms so I can detect any changes or variations In 
!heir form .. They wilt be chlimpions already; at the final stages 
It wlll mamly be fine honing. People on the team have set 
p~ltern~ fn shooting, training, life style . .. everything. They 
'~111 be mtense, finely tuned - just like their equipment - and 
b1~ changes e-0uld jar them out of adjustment. 

It will be one heck of a responsibility to gain their confi
dence. It's going to be fascina ting, and the greatest challenge 
and honor I ever hope to have. 

"Like the shooters, I'll be representing my country. I've 
never had that chance before,'' Henderson said. 

The new coach has coached state, regional, nationa l and 
wo.rld co.i:npetitors. Main thrust of his coaching is positive 
attitude. I see too many people trying too hard . Shooting can't 
be forced. You have to put your form and yourself together and 
let it happen. Trying too bard unbalances everything. Your 
muscl~ te~se, your head comes unglued. So you try to force a 
correc.hon 1nstead of gently moving It tluough a suggestion. A 
lot of tl Is psychology. You have to remember that you should 
know yourself a nd your equipment - and how they work 
together - as well as possible. So if you're shooting good let It 
happen. And if you're shooting lousy, relax; you can't 'shoot 
any worse. Just start putt ing it back together." 

• U.S. Olympic Archery Team ,;,anagBr George H~lwig (lefr) end coach 
Al Htmderion. 

MAJOR TOURNAMENTS TOP 1976 CALENDAR 
The U.S. Indoor Archery Championships, April 3, at Harris
burg, Pa., top the 1976 NAA tournament calendar to date. 
Other major events are: 

U.S. Olympic Team Tryouts, June 16-19, Oxford, Ohio; 
Montreal Olympic Games archery competition , July 27-30; 
92nd U.S. Archery Championships, August 4-7, Valley 

Forge, Pa.; 
4th World Field Archery Championships, September 4-5 , 

Sweden 

NAA is interested in preparing a full calendar of 
tournaments for 1976 a nd asks that dates be set as early as 
possible, a nd forwarded to the NAA secretary. 

Archery World 

•Near right, Bob Rhodtl watches 
Bruce Odle set national and world 

unlim ited rt1eordt in.NAA National 
Flight Championships. Center, Ver· 

non Godsey fires BO-pound bow 
and arrow he designed and built. 
Far right, Jim Pickering warch1Js 

Myrna Ambler's compound re· 
lease in new broadhead clast. 

1975 NAA FLIGHT CHAMPIONSHIPS 
Near perfect conditions at the NAA Flight Championships, 
held at Wendover, Utah, August 2nd and 3rd, helped in 
establishing a new world and national flight record , along with 
four other national flight records. 

Shooting in the amateur division, Bruce Odle, from Clear
field, Utah, became the first man in modern history to shoot an 
arrow over 900 yards from a hand held how. Odie's 922 yd ., l 
ft., 4 in. distance, shot from a 108-pound bow, exceeded Harry 
Drake's 1967 record of 856 yds., 1 ft., 8 ins. by 65 yds., 2 ft. , 8 
ins. Harry Drake did not shoot at the 1975 Nationals, but 
concentrated his efforts toward making Odle's equipment and 
coaching him in his shooting. Drake seemed ju.st as pleased 
with the new world record as Odle was, even though Drake's 
record had been broken. Bruce's record shot also replaces 
Danny LaMore's 850.67 yards as the amateur men's unlimited 
record. 

Kelly Reynolds, from Salt Lake City, Utah, set a new inter
mediate boys record in the unlimited class with his 667 -2-5 shot 
from a 50-pound bow. This was the second longest 50-pound 
distance of the tournament . Kelly missed breaking the existing 
50-pound record for intermediate boys by less than a yard prior 
to setting his unlimited record . 

Myrna Ambler, from Salt Lake City, worked for almost a 
year at handling the 50-pound bow and reached her goal at the 
nationals by setting a new 50-pound record for amateur 
women. Her 649-0-10 effort also exceeds the non-amateur 
women's 50-pound record. 

Amateur Vernon Godsey, of S.E. Renton, Washington, 
broke the 80-pound record with his 779-1-4 shot and Ike 
Hancock, of Salt Lake City, set a 65-pound amateur men's 
record with 749-1-2. Harry Drake still holds all hut the 
50-pound record in the non-amateur men's division which 
includes his incredible unlimited footbow record of 2028 yards. 

Of interest, in winning the unlimited non-amateur class, 
Arlan Reynolds, from Salt Lake City, used an 80-pound stock 
limb long bow (Browning Cam-Loe) equipped with a taped-on 
overdraw to shoot a 25-inch flight arrow 744-2-5. It is doubtful 

that anyone has ever equalled this performance using such a 
comparatively Ught bow of this length . 

The broadhead flight tournament for compound and 
conventional bows produced new records which will be sought 
after at future events. These limited 80-pound classes are very 
competitive and are a real test for the hunting bow. The 1976 
NAA Flight Championships should produce new records in 
these classes. Bruce Odie's 405-2-10 broadhead shot for the 
compound and his 416-0-6 conventional broadhead shot has 
been exceeded by several persons in practice . 

Reynolds' surprising 720-0-2 compound bow regular flight 
win for the unlimited non-amateu:r class was shot with a 
standard 80-pound compound (Browning Stalker}, set up with 
an overdraw. Arlan shot the same 25-inch wood flight arrows 
that he used to wiit the unlimited non-amateur regular flight 
event. 

F1ight winners: Amateur men, 50-pound class, Ike Hancock, 
675 yards, 0 feet, 9 inches; 65-pound class, Ike Hancock, 
749-1-2; 80-pound class, Vernon Godsey, 776-1-4; unlimited 
class, Bruce Odle, 922-1-4. Amateur women : 35-pound class, 
Myrna Ambler, 527-1-0, 50-pound class, Myrna Ambler, 
649-0-10; unlimited class, Myrna Ambler, 631-0-1. Non
amateur men: 89-pound class, Arlan Reynolds, 627-0-6; 
unlimited class, Arlan Reynolds, 744-2-5. Intermediate boys: 
50-pound class, Kelly Reynolds, 646-1-10; unlimited class, 
Kelly Reynolds, 667 -2-5. Junior boys: 50-pound class, Bob 
Ambler, 311-0-6; unlimited class, Bob Ambler, 213-2-3 . 

Westcott medals: Men, Bruce Odle, 922-1-4; Vernon 
Godsey, 831-1-4; Ike Hancock, 765-0-4. Women, Myrna 
Ambler, 649-0-10; Frances Lederer, 448-1-5. 

Eighty-pound compound bow broadhead flight, amateur 
men, Bruce Odle, 405-2-10; non-amateur men , Arlan 
Reynolds, 399-2-4; amateur women, Myrna Ambler, 193"0-9. 
Eighty-pound conventional bow broadhead flight, amateur 
men, Bruce Odle, 416-0-6; non-amateur men, Arlan Reynolds, 
398-1-4; amateur women, Myrna Ambler, 239-2-8. Unlimited 
compound bow regular flight, non-amateur men, Arlan 
Reynolds, 720-0-2; amateur women, Myrna Ambler, 351-2-lL 

f-j~T;Th;tfa;ii-;;~;i-;;1r-;b;q~;-;;u;~T-

I 
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No nmtter wti.t lchMI of atcflery you li4l1 best, 
you shciuld join NAAI Its brand of shooting and 
i1s c lub ect ivitiet are fun -and challenging! 
Besides, NAA works for the promotion of 111 
archery, and your support means a lot. NAA 
represents all archery before the U.S. Olympic 
Committee and FITA. our sport's international 
federation. Another thing; NAA, founded in 1879, 
is tradition-laden. Yet, it's as modern as 
tomorrow. It's well organized, it's growing, 
it'll be more and mo~ important to 
archery - and to youl - as time goes on . 

lnd lvldu1t m1mbenhlp, $51 YNr. F1mlly memblf· 
snip, S6 Incl. h usb1nd, wlf1. Sl more for under
l8ers. S4.00 for und1r-1aers who Join lndopend1nt1y 
of f8mll)r. Of ttll• , ...... u .oo 11 f or 1 on•Y•tr sub
tcrlptlon to ARCHE 1<1 V WOR LD m191zln1. 

N.llme(S) Soc. S.c. No. 

Strfft 

City Zip 

lndMdu•I Famlly Voungster(s) undll" 11 

I And here's something else, too. M•k• chick• p1y1bl1 t o th• 

l 
YOUR MEMBERSHIP INCLUDES A SUBSCRIPTION e I 1 I N1tlon1I Archery A$Sll. M iii to 
To ARCHERY WORLD E 1 . d NAA, 1951 G1r1ldson Or ., 

no OM L 1nc.1t1r, Pa. 17601. 
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Broadhead Specialties 
P.O. Box 1580 

El Cajon, Calif. 92022 

Discount Prices on 
Current and Discontinued 

Broad heads 
Free Price List -~-

A SHAFT 

for every 
Challenge! 

From target competition to big game hunting, Acme 
makes a shaft to meet the challenge. We manufactw·e a 
wide variety of Port Orford Cedar shafts from the 
fl.nest competition shaft to economical sticker shafts. 

Acme is tlie world's leading producer of Port Orford 
Cedar arrow shafts. At our new plarit in Myrtle Point, 
Oregon, shafts are milled from select Port Orford Cedar 
timber which has been kiln dried to 7% moisture con
tent. Each shaft is electronically tested for strength and 
straightness. 

Our exclusive "Penna-Seal" vacuum sealing process 
drows the pitch out of the wood, prevents moisture 
absorp tion and reduces warpage. 

For a free brochure and order blank write or call 
Acme Wood Products Company. 

Arro'"" s laafts from 
AC~IE 

WOOD PRODUCTS COMPANY 
Box 636, Myrtle Point, Oregon 97458 

Phone(503) 572-2353 

LORENSEN SETS WOMENS WORLD RECORD 
AT NEW YORK CHAMPIONSHIP 
Irene Lorensen, of Phoenix, Ariz., set a new womens world 
record In the FIT A round at the recent 44th Annual New York 
State Archery Championship at Greene, N. Y. Her score of 1256 
will be given international recognition, subject to FITA 
approval. Lorensen also shot a record score for the 30-meter 
part of the round. 

Other New York champions include: womens 1975 
champion, Jeanette Nelson, Greene, 1793; 2nd place, Sharon 
Simmonds, Greene, 1724; 3rd place, Cathi Towner, Auburn, 
1692; Clcus A 1st place, Jean Raymond, Greene, 1643; 2nd 
place, Beth Flannery, Greene, 1469; 3rd place, Linda 
Magratten, Yonkers, 1231; Class C lst place, Dr. Alice Hilton, 
Dunkirk, 1183; 2nd place. Jeanne Gibson, Greene, 1183; 3rd 
place, Mary Wheeler, Floral Park, 973. Womens out-of-state 
champion was Irene Lorensen, 2103: 2nd place, Linda Myers, 
York , Penn., 2054; 3rd place, Ruth Rowe, Mt. Lebanon, 
Penn., 1988. 

Mens champions include 1975 champion David Hryn, West 
Seneca, 1980; 2nd place, Philip Hoelle, Smithtown, 1846; 3rd 
place, Pierre Berthelon, Brooklyn, 1802; 4th place, Monserrate 
Roca, Yonkers. 1801 ; 5th place, Greg Bigelow, Syracuse, 1800; 
Barebow and Clas.~ A 1st place, Robert Christensen, East 
Patchogue, 1673; 2nd place, Frank Baumgart, East Meadow, 
1638: 3rd place, Raymond Wheeler, Floral Park, 1555: Class C 
1st place, Stan Lukaszewicz, Blasdell, 1310. First place 
professional man was Robert Wallace, Brooklyn, 1346; 1st 
place out-of-state man, Ame Jacobsen. Denmark, 2057; 2nd 
place, Stephen Lieberman , Reading, Penn., 2030; 3rd place, 
Bruce Affruntl, Waterford, N.J. , 1995. 

lntermediate boy champion was Brian McGuirl, Chenango 
Forks. 1770; 2nd place, Mitch Weseley, Great Neck, 1668; 3rd 
place, John Wheeler, Floral Park, 1670. Junior boy champion 
was Ronald Bergum, Angola, 1790; 2nd place, Shaun 
Detweiler, Greene, 1692; 3rd place. Bruce Kryszak, Angola, 
1515. Cadet boy champion was Brian Bergum, Angola, 1659: 
2nd place, James Wheeler, Floral Park, 1585: 3rd place, Glen 
Kryszak, Angola, 1539; Firi.-t place intermediate out-of-state 
boy was John F. Cruitt, East Stroudsburg, Penn .. 1706; First 
place out-of-state junior boy was Tony Murawski, Jr., 
Westfield, N.J ., 1668. 

Lntermediate girl champion was Lanette Simmonds, Greene, 
1731; 2nd place, Lauren Lake, Greene, 1350; 3rd place, Cail 
Bromley. Greene, 1349; Junior girl champion was Jean Marie 
Delaney, Greene, 1467. 
U.S. FIELD ARCHERY CHAMPIONSHIPS 
Here's how It went at the U.S. Field Archery Championships 
held July 12-13 at Hemlock Field Archers range, Lebanon, Pa. 

In men's freestyle, Richard McKinney, Muncie, Ind., topped 
them all with a 550 Hunter, 548 Field good for a 1098 total. 
(Hunter distances were unmarked.) Ruth Wallace, Elizabeth
town, Pa., won women's freestyle with 462·505/ 967. Frank 
Ditzler, Lebanon, ra., won men's barebow with 488·430/ 918. 
Eunice Schewe, Roscoe, Ill. , won women's barebow with 
390-403/793. Tony Reamer, CarUsle, Pa., won intermediate 
boy's with 509-506/ 1015. 

Following McKinney were Larry Smith , Glenrock, Pa., 
545-530/1075, and Jeff Painter, Reading, Pa., 528-544/1072. 
Following Wallace were Winnie Eicher, Altoona, Pa., 
447-416/863, and Martha Smith , Glenrock, Pa ., 436-408/ 844. 
Trailing Ditzler were Robert Hoke, Lebanon, Pa. , 441-379/ 
820, and Larry Ream, Lebanon , Pa., 414-377/791. Following 
Schewe were Nedel Moritz, Cleona, Pa., 384-3431727, and 
Rebecca Wallace, Michigan, 308-336/644. After Reamer were 
David Mesloh, Harrisburg, Pa., 484-448/ 932, and Chuck 
Brawner, Indiana, 448-458/ 904. 
FIELD CHAMPIONSHIP OF THE AMERICAS 
The Second Field Championship of the Americas will be held 
Nov. 15-16, In central Florida, at Gainesville. All of the 
FIT A-member nations of Notth America, Central America, 

Archery World 

South America and the Islands oE the western hemisphere are 
eligible to enter. Competition will be in men and women free
style, and men and women barebow. The U.S. will field_ a 
team of eight, two archers in each bracket. .7 

Tryouts will be held Oct. 11-12 at the Hemlock Field Archers 
Range, Lebanon, Pa. To participate, you must have posted a 
qualifying score by Sept. 21. Qualifying scores are: men 
freestyle, 450; men barebow, 400; women freestyle, 400; 
women barebow 350. 

If you are eligible, contact the NAA, 1951 Geralds?n J?r .. 
Lancaster, Pa. 17601 for full information and an application. 
FITA RULE CHANGES 
The International Archery Federation (FITA), at their meel'lng 
June 30, certified Article 226(d} which reads: "Archers forfeit 
eligibility if participating in international archery champion
ships, games or international tournaments other than specified 
above and therefore are not recognized, controlled or directed 
by F1T A or a member association of the lntern.atlon.~l Archery 
Federation and International Olympic Committee. 

This applies to participation in intematio~al events o~ly, 
and has no bearing on national competition. The ruhng 
became effective July 1, 1975. 

FITA also verified Article 227(f), which reads: "Information 
as to the type of personal technical equipment archer~ use mar, 
not be provided for intended publioallon or advertisement. 
This also became effective July l, 1975. 

There were no changes in FITA target shooting rules. The 
only changes made in field rules, which takes effect January 1, 
1976, state: "Serving on the .string must not end with the 
archer's vision at full draw. Each arrow shall be numbered by 
the use of plainly visible rings approximately five millimeters in 
width and with five millimeters spacing. Field glasses may be 
wed within shots in the freestyle class. The archer's draw 
position and relationship of the arrow to drawing fingers must 
not change." 
BOARD MEMBERS ELECTED 
At the NAA membership meeting In Oxford. Ohio, Aug. 7, 
George Hoffmeister, Hastings, Nebraska, and Harold Kremer, 
Rydal Pa were reelected to the NAA Board of Governors, 
repres~nti~g the central and eastern regions, respectively· Karl 
Radde, Diamond Bar, California, was elected as the western 
region governor, replacing Donald Nist, Pasadena, Cal. All 
three were elected for three·year terms. 
NAA BOARD ACTION 
The NAA Board of Governors has made a change .i~ Article 
600 (eligibility and classifications) from the official NAA 
tournament rules. They deleted "however, an archer whose 
birthday occurs after March 31 in the year of his/her 12th, 
l~th 18th birthday shall be permitted to compete In the lower 
age ~oup until Oct. 1 of the same year." With those words 
removed, it now means that an archer must shoot in the highest 
age class if .the official start of the tournament shall be on or 
after the birthday which places him/ her in the higher age class. 
OHIO ARCHERS TARGET CHAMPIONSHIPS 
The Ohio Archers held their amateur target championship July 
12-ll, and here are the winners: Rodney Baston, freestyle~ 
champion, 1227 FITA and 867 "900" Round, 2094 t~tal; R~ck 
Bednar second with 1170-850/2020; Gary Smyth, third, with 
1174-8i811992; Jim Cook, freestyle A, 963-742/1705; Ed 
Shinkle, barebow A, 750-62811378; Richard Smit.h, inter
mediate boys, 1136-813/ 1949; William Blaze, jumor ~ys, 
1248-840/2088; Georgia Seabolt, women state champion, 
818-690/1508; Rick Wray, 1090-826/1916, and Betty Riggle
man 970-747/ 1717, visitors champs. 
PAc'iFIC COAST CHAMPIONSHIPS, OCT. 25-26 
The Third Annual Pacific Coast Championships will be held at 
the Frontier Archery Lanes, Sacramento, Cal., on Octobe! 25 
and 26. The event, sponsored by the State Archers of Califor
nia will include a Registered STAR FITA Saturday and an 
NAA 900 Round on Sunday. Contact: Karl Radde, 445 S. Del 
Sol Lane, Diamond Bar, Cal. 9176lS, 714/595-9368. 
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THE SHAPE OF THINGS TO COME ... 

THE All NEW PRO 
MEDALIST T/D 2 

''World's Most Accurate 
Tournament Bowl" 

The finely sculptured 
magnesium handle , 
snap·i n interchange· 
able limbs, plus many 
Medalist exclusive in· 
novations may well 
shape future bow de· 
sign ... 

Just as Hoyt original 
torque stabilizers 

changed the concept 
of bow design more 

t ha n a decad e ago 
... t he M eda l ist 
T /D has proven itself 
by winn ing 5 out of 6 
Olympic Medals - a 
solid victory for the 
all new shape of the 
Medalist! 

Now T /D 2 brings you 
super-ref ined accuracy 
you 've never expen· 
enced before! 

Enjoy a new thrill- try 
the new Medalist T / D 
2- at your authorized 
dealer now. 

......... 

"'J• r!I -:..,111 ., 
~1-:. 

11510 NATURfll 8RIOGE ROAD • BRIOGEiON, MISSOURI 63044 
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~~/CK/E'S SUPE~ ; 
~ HUNTER (fl' 

FIREBALL COMPOUND 
Dickie Roberts, post notional field champion and bow manu

for.turer and designer for the past nine years, brings to you 
one of the most fantastic fold-down hunting compounds on 

the market to dote. 

Two years of research hove gone into the limb design and 
handle· technology of the bow to provide you with the 

finest and only fold-down hunting compound on the 
market today. 

$165 

Our limb fastens on different from any 
other compound bow. We have a round 

l/nen base phenolic material attached 
to our specially designed limb that 

Is anchored in place by a 14-lnch pin 
allowing the llmb to pivot 180 degrees 

to u fold down position. 

DRAW WEIGHT RANGES 
JS to 45 
45 to 60 
SS to 70 

While most compounds ore 
strung continually, the FIRE

BALL con be folded down, 
relieving the limb tension 
and allowing easier trans

porting to and from 
hunting or storage for 

many monrhs white 
not in use. 

Plus state Gt excise tax 
AJ;UMINf/M HANDLE 
ROUGH TEXTURED HANDLE 
MASS WEIGHT <II/• POUNDS 

Remember the Flaming Fireball 
"BETTER THAN THE BEST 

FOR LESS THAN THE REST" 

DICK/E'S.ARCHERY COMPANY, Inc. 
Route 6, Box 580, Eaet Roberts Road 

Three Rivera, Michign 49093 
Phbne 616 278-3455 

0(Jaler Inquiries Invited 

WILLIAMS SETS PAA RECORD SCORE, 
BUTZ WINS SIXTH TITLE 

John Williams, the 1972 Olympic gold medal winner, now a 
pro, put together rounds of 298-299-298-299/1194 to erase Vic 
Berger's record of 1190 and win the men's title at the 1975 PAA 
National Championship. And Ann Butz won the women's title 
for the sixth time, a record, with her 296-293-295-295/1173 
tally. 

Williams won $1,000 for his efforts and Butz $750. 
After the first day's competition, John Williams and Bob 

Bitner led the field with 298, with John Kleman, Chuck 
Bigelow, Steve Robinson, Dick LaMar and Dave Miller all tied 
at 297. 

On the distaff .side, defending champion and five-time 
holder of the PAA title, Ann Butz, finished the day one point 
ahead of Judi Webber. Tied for third were Denise Libby and 
Marge Curry. 

After the second day things opened up slightly .with Williams 
missing a perfect 300 by shooting a four on the 55 yarder but 
gaining two points over Kleman. Third spot was held solely by 
"The Kid," Chuck Bigelow. 

For the women, Ann Butz and Denise Libby both shot .293's 
which kept the lead to three points going into the third round 
of competition. 

By the end of the third round, Ann had taken a commanding 
lead by scoring a 295. Denise held onto the second spot and 
Judi Webber wa.s still in third. The men's positions stayed the 
same with Williams and Kleman both firing 298. 

During the final round, Williams once again fired a 299 for a 
1194 total and a new record. The old mark of 1190 had been 
held by Victor Berger since 1972. Kleman had some trouble in 
the 15-minute rain and finished with a 294 to tie with Greg 
Schumaker for second. 

For the .women, the defending champion made it six in a row 
as she fired another 295, nineteen points ahead of Denise 
Libby. Third spot went to Judi Webber with an 1152. 

The weather was extremely hot and the conditions were 
nearly perfect with eight 299's being scored throughout the 
event, but no one was able to muster a 300. 

One of the highlights of the event was the participation of 
Doug Brothers and Rick McKinney who flew directly from 
Switzerland where lhey had just competed in the World 
Championships. They arrived just in time to compete in the 
PAA National Amateur Division. Brothers fired a 1191, second 
high of the tournament, to take first and McKinney scored a 
1186 to capture second place. Third went to John Bulcher with 
a 1165. Top amateur woman was Linda Curran with an 847. 

• From left, Judi Webber, Ann Butz, Marge CUrry. 

NUMTEllS! 

COlllPITITION UCNHIJ 
IOW FllNHlllENJ 

.tlUltMJf I• unco,.. 
dlflon.lly •u•r•nt..., 
to kHp ftetcllin11 dry 
... even und•r water. 

1111111111111111 
llABKJj 

COLDlllW • ODDI· 
~ESS • NO EFFECT 
ON HROW FLllHT, 
FINISH tr CIESTINI 
• DCC EU ENT ON All 

POROUS SUUACES • 
CAN'T IE IHT f'OR 
DRY nlES 

$4.95 

Archery World 

• John Williams in his 1194 championship form. Photos by Di~ne Miller. 

MEN 
JohnWllllams 
John Kleman 
Greg Shumaker 
Chuok Bigelow 
Steve Robinson 
Ed AoMe 
Dave Jackson 
Bob Bitner 
James McKinney 
Billy Freeman 
WOMEN 
Ann Butz 
Den I se Libby 
Judi Webber 
Jody Holder 
Marilyn Nicholas 
Maureen Bechdolt 
Barbara Kale 
Dot Hesskamp 
Betty McKinney 
Marge Curry 

~<c,.~ THE ORIGINAL 11/~'i-

CALMONT 
COMPOUND 
II~~· 

COTTON - FILLED 
"The finest and most practical archery 
target ever developed.'' 

298-299-298-29911194 
297-297-298-29411186 
295-296-296-29911186 
297-296-296-29511184 
297-294-296•296/ 1183 
295-295-297-295/1182 
293-296-295-29711181 
298-290-296·296/1180 
296-294-296-294/1180 
294-292-299-295/1180 

296-293-295-295/1173 
287-293-288-288/1156 
289-287·291·285/1152 
282-284-287-283/1136 
285-279-270-288/ 1122 
280-279-270-288/1122 
276-280-280-272 /1 108 
282-273-276-268 / 1099 
278-277-269-271 / 1095 
287-268-262-272/ 1089 

Dimensions: 30" wide 
Weight: 2.5 lbs. 

The first arrow you shoot into a Calmont Target will convince you. 
Penetration will be from 6 to 10 inches and the arrow can be removed 
effortlessly with two fingers, thus arrows w i ll not be bent by trying to 
force them out of the target, There will be no fletchi ng damage done 
because it i s virtually impossible to shoot throu911 a Calmont Target. 

Unlike nay targets which get chewed up by countless arrows hitting the 
center of the target , due to the unique compression characteristics Of 
the cotton fiber 1ns1oe ano the oouble wall butfap outside, tho Calmont 
Archery Target will wlths1and many hours of hard use from oven heavy 
compound bows without any damage. Field points and target points 
do not damage t ho cotton fiber Inside and a burlap cover outlasts a hay 
target at least 4 to 1. Extra burlap covers may be purchasod for a small 
prlco and you have a new target. Paper targets are easily glued or tapod 
to tho co11ors. 

Once you shoot a Calmont you will never be •atisfied with any other 

~~m:fGj Archery Targets ~ &~nC'~tton Co. 

target. Rush your order to: ~ 

Inverness, MS 38753 · (601) 265-5437 
(shipped UPS If less than 100 lbs,} 

If ordered direct, the prices below Will include shippl_ng and freight. 
All orders wlll be shipped the same day they are received. 

Calmont Archery Targets ..•.• , • , ...•.•..•....•.. .. only $34.95 
Qualitll Gum TrtP.od ••.••••.•.•• , •....•...•• .•• • . , only 7.95 
Extra Tough Doubla Burlap Cover ..••.•..•.••.•.. ..• only 7.95 
See your lor;al Calmont Dealer today. 
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REAL SAVINGS 

NORTH AIEllCAN 
ARCHERY DISTlllUTOIS 

... thats what our 
'75catalog 
is all about 

There are over 400 price cuts in our Giant '75 catalog. In 
addition to a very complete line of archery supplfes you 
will find everything in Guns, Scopes, Reloading, Fishing 
Tackle - you name it. 

SEND FOR YOUR CATALOG TODAY!! 
Include $1 to cover postage and handling. 

SOME OF THE SAVINGS YOU WI LL MAKE 

WING COMPOUND HUNTER LIST SPECIAL 
'Simplicity plus strength and reliability $275.00 $215.00 
are the features of the 75 Wing Com -
pound. New torque-eliminating efficien-
cy mounts provide a smoother draw, 
with greater breakover to the relaxed 
full draw and provide quieter movement 
in the working parts of the Compound. 
Maintenance, cable change, and adjust-
ments are simplified.' 
Weigtlts Available: 35·50 lbs., 45·60 l bs., 55-70 lbs. 
Draw Leng1hs: 2.6-32" 

JENNING'S MODEL 'T' HUNTER COMPOUND 
'Over 40% let-off; permanently· in tune 174.00 135.00 
and balance. Guaranteed beyond any 
compound on the market. 
Weights Available: 35-70 lbs., Specify Draw Lengths: 26-32" 

We are a Compound Service Center for 
Jennings, Bear, Wing, Carroll , Kam Act, 
Precision. 

SUPER SPECIALS-WHILE THEY LAST 
Wing Thunderbird 54" or 62" 112.00 
Bear Kodiak Hunter 108.00 
Bear Kodiak Magnum 108.00 
Bear Super Kodiak 193.00 
Bear Super Magnum 163.00 
Ithaca Model 66 Youth 410 & 20 ga. 64.95 

Vent Rib 
Ithaca Model 66 Youth 410 & 20 ga. 

Plain Barrel 
Bushnell Custom Compact 
Bushnell Mini Compact 
Bushnell 3 x 9, 40 mm MX Cross

hairs-Scope 

54.95 

125.00 
99.50 
84.95 

59.95 
55.00 
55.00 
93.00 
75.00 
54.95 

45.95 

79.95 
64.95 
53.95 

Minimum order - $15. Include 1096 postage on all orders. 
Excesswi/I be returned. Penna. residents, add 696 sales tax. 

All merchandise guaranteed first quality. 

Orders shipped within 3 hours of receipt 
(except custom arrows)_ 

Prices continually being reduced through volume buying. 

Dealer inquiries invited. 
No. 1 in Savings and Service 

North American 
Archery Distributors 

Box 248 
Rouzerville, Penna. 17250 

Phone 717-762-4704 
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DELUXE 
KWIKEE 
KWIVER 
light, compact, durable 

Streamlined-good looklng 
on the bow. 

• Spring wire clip permanently 
attached. Cannot break 
or become lost. 

• Unique riveted sandwich 
construction gives strength 
without bulk. 

• New propylene reinforce
ment plates guaranteed 
against breakage. 

• New G-3380 cores grip 
arrow tlrmly yet permit 
easier removal. Non-skid 
surface gives bulldog grip 
on bow limbs. 

e A quality product built 
to' last a lifetime. 

At better dealers everywhere. 
Slip-snap on or off bow in a 

se.cond. 

KWIKH SILENCER- NOW IETTH THAN EVEtl KWIKEE KOVER 
New supersoft G-33•0 material gives 20% Broadhead shield for 
more sound 1bi0rllency t h1n any other sllenc· that extra bit of pro· 
er on tile market . Game wlll not flinch or tection. Does not in· 
Jump at string twang. Wiii not lo~U hunter terfere wltll function 
by sound. Gu:11rantees you those extra shots. of quiver. 

KWIKEE 
KWIVER 

"the quality line" 

KWIKEE KWIVER CompotJy/7292 Peaceful Volley Rood/Acme, Michigan 
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Texan Terry Ragsdale fright} stole 
the show at the 1975 NFAA Nation

als with a near-perfect record 2766 
aggregate in winning the men's open 

FS unllmlted title. Below, pro un
limited women. from left to right, 

are Nikki Beaumont of Texas, winner 
Eva Troncoso of C11lifomia, Nancy 

Pfeilmeier of New Jersey and Liz 
Colombo of California. 

TREE STANDS & SAW KNIVES 
• Free Litarature 
• lmmadiate Delivery 

Now You Can be a Part of 
The most dedicated group of Bowhunters 

In The World ... 
The Professional Bowhunters Society 

For membership information contact: 

Professional Bowhunters Society 
Associate Membership 

901 North 9th, Clinton, Indiana 47842 

H & W TREE GRABBER 
The most advanced hand Climbing aid on the 
market. It features all welded steel construc
tion, no bolts or screws to lose, weighs approx. 
5 lbs. Climbs twice as fast with half the energy, 
tested to over 600 I bs. and can be carried in 
your pocket. Send $14.95 plus $1 postage and 
handling to: H & W Tree Grabber P.O. Box 
4026, Burlington, N.C. 27215 (Pat. pending) 

Dealer:;, Distributors Inquiries Invited 

Archery World 

NFAA Nationals: 
Texan Ragsdale 
nearly perfect 
IT WAS A banner year for the 1975 
NFAA Nationals ~n Jay, Vermont, when 
950 archers registered to shoot the 
championship tourney on July 21-25, 
the larg~t turnout since 1960. The 
IFAA World Field Championship was 
held in conjunction with the NFAA 
event. Some 00 archers also competed in 
this phase of the tournament, including 
representatives from Scotland, Mexico 
and Canada. A pair of NFAA amateur 
champions - Mike Flier, Illinois, and 
-Butch Johnson, Massachusetts - took 
top international honors for the U.S. in 
barebow and freestyle competition, res
pectively. Flier's winning total was 
2493; Johnson recorded a 2698. 

The star of the tournament was 18-
year-old Terry Ragsdale from Texas, last 
year's amateur unlimited titlist. Terry 
switched to the open division this year 
and had a near-perfect week of shooting 
firing rounds of 560/ 560/500/ 556/ 560 

Pro unlimited men's finalists in· 
cluded, from left to right, champion 

Gale Cavallin of California, Stan 
Colombo. Lloyd Napier and Ivan 

Winder. Cavallin collected $1,000 for 
his 2780 total. 

for the tournament-high aggregate of 
2796 and a new national tourney record. 

Those Precision-shooting Californi
ans, Gale Cavallin and Eva Troncoso, 
led the pros in a week that was peppered 
with perfects on the field and bunter 
rounds. On Friday the pro division shot 
the new NF AA Identity round in place 
of the animal round. The Identity tar
gets resemble the black-and-white field 
faces but have a slightly enlarged spot, 
wider white ring, and narrower black 
ring, to be scored 5-4-3. 

Cavallin went into Friday's round tied 
with Lloyd Napier (OK) at 2236, and 
trailed by Stan Colombo (CA), Frank 
Pearson (NJ), and Ivan Winder (UT) 
with a trio of 2234's. Gale emerged the 
winner with a 544 Identity round score 
that gave him 500/556/560/ 560/544 -
2780 for the week. He collected $1000 in 
pro division money. 

Eva Troncoso put down a strong chal-

lenge from fellow Californian Liz 
Colombo. Liz trailed Eva by 10 points 
the first three days and whittled that 
down to five going into the fi.nal round. 
Eva's strong 524 Identity round gave her 
554/558/545/550/524 - 2731 for the 
week and $500 first-place pro money. 

Some new faces turned up in the 
barebow competition as Al Tuller, Mis
souri (2631), and Gloria Shelley, Con
necticut (2224), took the open 
titles; and Illinois archers Don More
head (2612), and Eunice Schewe (2132), 
took amateur honors. Perennial bow
hunter champ Cal Vogt, California, 
averaged well over 500 to take his fifth 
consecutive national title. 

Two strong Precision teams made a 
clean sweep in the manufacturer's team 
event. For the men, Gale Cavallin, 
Frank Pearson, Bill Shain and Don 
Winklcspecht collected $800; Eva Tron-

(Continued on page 70) 
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~~~ ARCHERY MANUFACTURING CO. INC. 
~- Rocky Mountain Archery Mfg. Co. Inc. 

'1-t£1r \ 402 Prospect 
P.O. Box 208 

R~ngely, Colorado 81648 
303-675-2044 

Handle and limbs finished with our wrinkle paint (black and 9r88n) so you won't have to ca mo 
before hunting, The bow has 5 '1•" sight window and you can order It with stabilizer bushing, 

drilled for sight mount and adjustable rest hole. The bow has a 15 lb. weight adjustment 
but must be ordered at tl)e draw length you want to shoot. The bow measures approx

imately 45" axer to axer and has a physlcar weight just under 4 lbs. The speed is ex
ceedingly fast because there are no heavy metal brackets on the limb to slow it 
down. T he simple cable hook up makes I t a very desirable b ow for the hunter 

to t ake into t he fiel d and not worry about mechanical fallun1. As an option 
t o further eliminate worry, we can supply the bow with a C<lble string 

so you can't cut your string with a broadhead and be out of a good 
day's hunting, Cable string pri ce Is $4.00. RAM CO now produces 

8 different models of compound bows, Recurve, Flat L imb, 
and now the Economy Model RAMBOLAY. 

RAM BOLAY 
HUNTER COMPOUND Sold under $170.00 
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No pounding necessary to 
start. New tapered screw 
for easier use. Screw folds · 

away for 
safety and 
carrying 
convenience. 

• 

Step - 16·gauge carbon steel 
with brazed joint 

Rivet - 18-8 stainless 
steel 

Screw - stress· 
proof 
steel 

Camouflaged in flat green 
Set of 4 - $16.95 Wt. 1 lb. 
Set of 6 - $24.95. Wt. 1 Y2 lbs. 
Manufactured exclusively for: 

Graham Archery Sales 
425 Faith Rd. 

Salisbury, N.C. 28144 
DEALERS & JOBBERS WRITE 
FOR PRICE LIST 
Pat. No. 3380697 

11111; 
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• BEAR 4-BLADE RAZOR HEAD BROAOHEAOS 
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• SIZES: 1916, 1918. 2016, 2018, 2020, 2117, 2219 
• WHITE CROWN DtP & CREST Add S\.95 per doz. 
• 4-FLETCH (!OS-·75•) FEATHERS A<ld$f.50perdoz . 
• PACH LETCH VA NES · 3 FLETCH A<ld$3:25 ~., do? . 

4-FlETCH (1a;• · 76"1 Add $4.35 Dtt do?. 

• • • 
• • • • • • • • • 
= • • • 

• ABOVE ARROWS • 
• WITHOUT BROADHEAD& lj8U ooz.• 
• Includes Swltt:h·A.·Point in$1rts or Standard 8 .H.A. • i SWITCtt·A-l'OINT B.H.A.'SOR FIElO l'OINTS sp~m . = 
. EASTON "GAME GETTER" ALUMINUM SHAFTS; 
• • Cut to length w/S.A.P. or B.H.A.'s ;nstolled 1131! d QZ • • 

: • Full l!ft91h w/S.A.P. or 8.H.A:tlW $12.65 doz.: 
• E~~~T • 

•• AWMINUM TARGE:T ARROWS • 

S169S • = OOZ~N COMPLETE = 
•• An ihble in .;1os: 1416, 1516.16 16. 1710, 1816. 1916, 2016 • 
• • Colors:: Red, blue. whit11, o renge, yellow • 

• • • NOTE: Pio.,. 1,,.cltv bow ""lllf1t onholt siz• and len~111 • 
• you w•ot your arrOW!i to be. • = POSTAGE ond HANDLING I 
• ARROWS: P1r..,IP~1 I 001, $1.45 $ ,71ipouckl. doz . • 
• Air Moll 1 clo: . $2.00 $\.SOprradd. doz. • 
• SHAFTS: Poreel Pon I dOlo $1.25 $ 50pt(11114. dOl. • 
• . . A ir Miii I do>.$2.00 $ .7~add. d0l • • 

••••••••••••••••••••••••• • SAME Of..V DELIVERY -SEND FOR FREE CATALOG • 

••••••••••••••••••••••••• • • Send chiicik, ... h. or money onlor.llncfudo pcuta111T • 
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BAOAOHEADS (con tinued from page 29) 

complicate rapid healing and the ani
mal, even though it recovers, will do so 
much more slowly. 

Il shouldn't take much of a bowhun
ter, when he weighs the pros and cons 
of a RAZORSHARP head over those of 
file or rough sharpened head, to see 
which one he should be using. 

When oowhunters discuss broadheads 
on the market today there are many, 
many argument~ on which heads are 
good and which are bad, but in my 
opinion, there are very few broadheads 
being marketed today that you can't get 
RAZORSHARP with a little work. lf you 
use one that can't or won't hold a razor
sharp edge, then discard it and go to a 
broadhead that you can get sharp. 

While we are on the subject of broad
heads, there are a couple of other factors 
c<mcerning broadheads that are sure to 
get an argument or two and maybe get 
you to thinking a little. 

The standard broadhead is a two
bladed head and from there the market 
runs the gamut from auxiliary inserts for 
the two bladed heads to broadheads 
with up to six cutting edges. What is a 
bowhunter to buy to get the job done 
p roperly? There are good and bad points 
brought up everywhere about the 
different types of broadheads and their 
penetration vs cutting ability, etc. 

A sharp two-bladed head will, in most 
cases, penetrate farther than a four or six 
bladed head due to the fact that there is 
Jess frictional drag on the two blades as 
opposed to more blades, but is penetra
tion alone what you want? Many bow
hunters believe that shooting an arrow 
completely through an animal will leave 
a better blood trail than having the 
arrow stay within the animal. In many 
cases this Is quite true, at least in theory. 
An animal has a unique muscular system 
in that under the skin there are two 
opposing layers of muscle. If a two· 
blade head penetrated these muscles and 
cut a hole through them, it would, in all 
likelihood, only cut across the grain of 
one of the layers and merely cut a slit 
witli the grain in the other layer. This 
layer would then have a tendency to seal 
the wound very quickly and eliminate 
much exterior blood flow. If, however, 
you used a two-blade head, witli a 
razorsharp insert, you would cut both 
layers and leave a much better blood 
flow and have a much better blood trail, 
if the arrow penetrated both sides of the 
animal. Suppose yon didn't get complete 
penetration though and the broadhead 
lodged in the body cavity. Here the 
auxiliary blade that benefitted you in 
cutting a larger entrance hole would 
now, in my opinion, be a· disadvantage 
because the four blades would have a 
tendency to stabilize the head in the 
tissue and keep it steady rather than let 
it work freely and continue to use its 

sharpness to cause further trauma and 
hemorrhage. If you could control all the 
variables such as exact hit location, 
animal's posture, muscle tension at time 
of hit, and many other such things, then 
you could more correctly ascertain 
whether or not you could best make use 
of a two-bladed head or a four-bladed 
head to obtain the maximum results. We 
can't control all the variables, so experi
ence and preference will have to be your 
guides; but remember whichever way 
you go, make sure all the blade.s are 
RAZORSHARP. 

Another point of contention between 
bow hunters is whether or not you should 
round the point of your broadhead or 
leave it fairly pojnted. The main point 
here is to try to keep the point from 
turning or bending when you hit a bone. 
I per.~onally don't think there is a damn 
thing you can do in this case except 
avoid hitting bones all together. The 
variables aTe just too much to overcome 
on this point with any degree of con
sistency and I also believe that one 
broadhead is not much better than 
another in thi~ respect. 

No matter what type of broadhead 
you use; two-bladed, four-bladed, or 
six-bladed, you are not always going to· 
be able to overcome all the variables 
that you can run into while hunting. 

The one Vlll'iable that you can make 
constant, however, and the one that will 
literally give you the EDGE in your 
hunting, is to keep those broadheads 
RAZO .RSHARPI 11 

ADDITIONAL BROADHEAD EFFECTS 

Here i-Y addUional informatio11 gleaned 
from a conversation between Dr. String
er and Archery World editor Glenn 
Helgeland: 

Stringer has found shock effects up to six 
or seven inches in diameter around the 
broadhead entry wound, with capillar
ies destroyed and some blood in the 
meat. Shock waves will have a stunning 
effect on nerve endings, deadening the 
pain. Cutting itself causes little nerve 
damage or pain. 

Dr. Stringer has seen three kills where 
the arrow went through the chest cavity 
with very little bone obstruction; . the 
deer acted like it had received a 
mosquito bite, returned to browsing and 
then collapsed. The small shock must 
have deadened t he nerves . "There 
obviously was no pain because the ani
mal showed no alarm," Dr. Stringer 
said. Longtime bowhunters have most 
likely seen incidents like this, too. 

Dr. Stringer said heavier broadheads 
produced more shock effect, but he is 
uncertain whether thi~ was from the 
design of the broadhead or the weight; 
result~ have varied across the board with 
different bow and broadhead combina
tions without a specific pattern of 
results. However, a faster arrow will 
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produce less pain because it has more 
shock effect. 

Pain receptive nerve endings are 
mostly in the skin. There are very few in 
muscle tissue. All viscera have nerve 
endings for only one sensation -
distension (the pain of gas buildup). So a 
cut intcnstine or stomach won't cause 
pain. There is no pain in artery or vein 
cutting. On a paunch hit, if a large 
enough vessel i.s severed the animal will 
bleed to death long before peritonitis 
can set in, which usually takes about 48 
hours, according to Dr. Strin!l:er. 

An excited animal creates an adren
alin effect, which can reduce the effect 
of pain or wipe it out. This is not an 
anesthetic effect, just a pain-stopping 
action. 

'"A good hit and subsequent hemor
rhaging produces the same effect as a 
super fast drunk," Dr. Stringer says, 
"there·s no pain, the subject just 
suddenly becomes unconscious. " 

On the other hand, starvation causes a 
great amount of pain, he points out. A 
starved animal has stomach cramps and 
is weak, thus is highly susceptible to 
infection and pneumonia. In addition, 
the gut loses its permeability and gets a 
bacteria infection frnm one end to the 
other. 

WI LO ANIMALS HEAL QUICKLY 

On a well-managed herd, there will 
be little disease. A hunted herd of wild 
game will generally have a younger 
average age, and will thus be less 
susceptible to pain sources. Old animab 
have worn teeth, they can't feed as well, 
they get weak and starvation takes its 
painful toll. 

Dr. Stringer points out that, in his 
experience, wild animals have much 
more resistance than inbred domestics, 
including humans. He feels there is 
almost guaranteed healing on superficial 
wounds of any kind unle.~s the animal is 
old or weak or both. He has seen healthy 
animals taken with the bow that, upon 
butch~ring, produced a second broad
head from a long-ago hit seated right 
along a bone, with no signs of inflam
mation. And with a broken-off broad
head and short shaft section located 
internally, the body forms a cyst around 
it and walls it off. 

From his zoo observations, he has 
noted that lacerations will heal quite 
swiftly by themselves. Animal licking 
removes potential infection and the 
roughness of the tongue debrides the 
tissue and takes off dead tissue. He noted 
that a horse at the zoo and a deer, with 
basically the same wounds, recovered at 
different speeds . . . the deer in 1 112 
weeks and the horse in four weeks. He 
has also inspected deer that showed 
prior intestine damage but their system 
formed a fibrous mass around the 
wound and survived healthily. 

Here are some additional points Dr. 
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Stringer made regarding broadheads, 
bows, hits and trailing: 

Abdominal muscles have three angles 
or layers, but higher up on the body 

,.> 

there are fewer muscle angle.~. Skin 
tension will help open up a round hole, 
which is why multi-bladed heads gen
erally work best. 

If all four blades are sharp, you 
should get penetration equal to that of a 
two-blade head. Insert blades must 
always be sharpened to produce best 
results . 

Viscera is somewhat elastic, veins and 
urteries more so; another reason for 
razorsharp broadheads. A dull edge will 
slide around, and a feathered edge may 
just hook the vein without cutting it 
cleanly. · 

The diaphragm of an animal domes 
forward, so a hit in the rear of the rib 
cage will get the paunch or liver instead 
of the lungs. 

Mis-identification of a hit can be, and 
is, a problem. Particularly when the 
hunter gets c<Jrnplete penetration, sees 
the arrow sail behind the animal and 
thinh he's missed. Fortunately, though, 
this is offset to a large degree by the fact 
that responsible bowhunters exhaus
tively search for the arrow or blood sign 
after a questionable shot. 

Dr. Stringer discourages the long shot 
at game; at long dl-ttances there is almost 
no shock effect and greater chances for 
poor hits. 

To get best results, don·t overbow 
yourself. Shoot the heaviest bow draw 
weight that you can handle accurately . 
This will give better aiming, better 
arrow flight and probably better arrow 
speed, better arrow penetration, better 
shocking potential and all-around better 
results. 

Softer tissues hemorrhage more than 
dense tissues. Dense muscles reduce 
penetration, which also lessens the 
shock. Mu.-;cle hits often show profuse 
bleeding, but the slowdown of blood 
pressure allows for q uick clotting. The 
animal will take it easy and recover 
quickly. And since blood is like gas, in 
that a little bit can look like a heck of a 
lot, especially blood trail on sn ow , a 
bowhunter may mislead himself when 
trailing what he thinks is a good hit. 
(Regardless, the trail should be followed 
until you know for certain that the hit L~ 
superficial.) Major muscle or shoulder 
hits rarely are fatal unless the broadhead 
cuts a major artery, Dr. Stringer says. 

HeTe's a trailing tip: Wounded hooved 
game spread the toes of their hooves, 
making a wider track that is relatively 
easy to discern. The spread hooves give 
the animal better footing and support. 
Lighter weight animals won't do this 
much; a weakened animal will do it 
most. Dr. Stringer noted that a tracker 
in Mozambique was able to follow at a 
trot a wounded impala in a herd of 50 
by this method. 

RUSS' 
SNAKE 
BOOTS 

17" HIGH 

Tested and Approved 
by Ross Allen as 

completely snake proof 
Mfg. by Red Wing. 

For FREE brochure and 
Dealer nearest you, 

write: 

RUSS BOOT CO. 
1604 t: . Broad Ave. 
Albany, G1. 31705 

Dealer inquiries invited! 

NEW from New Archery Produc1s 
/\fl cx t r;i he;wy du 1y arrow rf!St that 
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will not snag fletching. 
• Teflon coated stai11less steel arrow 

support for minimum arrow drag. 
• Can be used wi th or without 

Berger Button. 
• Made especially rugged for the 
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GUARANTEED 
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RIVERSI DE , ILL. 60546 
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of New Archery Products. 
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S & K PRODUCTS 
Easton Aluminum 

Hunting Arrows with 
5 inch vanes and 

Bear 2·blade razor
heads $29.95/doz. 
With Magnum 11 

4-blades $32.95/doz. 
(Please specify arrow 
size and draw length) 

S & K has a new scope - The "Scope Chief" with all the same features as the 
Cyclops except it has an Ultra-lite molded body and an "ultra-lite" price. 
Only $14.95. 

COMANCHERO RELEASES - The first and 
still the best positive locking release that stays 
on the string. · 
Comanchero I $9.95 
Comanchero II $14.95 
Patent No. 389,8974 

CONTACT YOUR FAVORITE DEALER 
OR 

S& K Mfg. 
11320 East Mill Plain Blvd. 
Vancouver, Wash. 98664 
Phone: 1·(206) 892-6073 

(Lorge Discounts to Dealers & jobbers) 

BROADHEADS (continued from page 31) 

handle serving the same purpose. Next, 
take the mill file and remove all the tool 
marks on the edges of the blade. Do not 
change the blade angle, simply lightly 
go over the factory sharpened blades 
and remove all tool marks, smoothing 
the blade. This is where many bow
hunters would simply quit, leaving a 
feather edge which feels sharp, but will 
nQt properly do the job on a game 
animal. 

Next, take the medium grit stone 
along with some type of cutting oil. 
Buck's Honing Oil' or WD-40 work very 
well. Saturate the stone so there is plenty 
of fl uid to keep the grit from getting into 
the stone and to keep the metal filings 
from clogging the stone's cutting sur
faoe. Lay the broadhead along the stone 
and, pu.~hing it away from you, try to 
imitate cutting a thin slice from the 
surface of the stonl:l. Push the broadhead 
away from you, turn it over and then 
draw it back, always sharpening -into the 
edge of the blade. Ten or 12 strokes on 
the .~tone should be sufficient. 

You will be able to feel the edge and 
actually hold it up to the li.ght and see 
that there are no flat spots along the 
edge if you haye done this properly. 
Turn the head over and do the same 
with the two opposing edges. Once this 
broadhead feels sharp to you, the edge is 
still going to bl:l a little rough. 

Next take the finl:l stone and again 
saturate it with a honing oil or WD-40 
and rl:lpeat the procedure on this fine 
stone. You should definitely notice now 
that the edge is very fine and very sharp. 
It still needs to be touched up a little 
more so the following step is to take your 
razor hone and simply push the blade 
along the stone, t um it over and draw it 
back, trying to cut a thin slice from the 
stone. 

When the blade feels razor sharp to 
you and there arc no flat or rough spots 
along the complete edge of the blade, 
then take the strop, whetl1er it be a razor 
!Strop or a piece of !!:lather glued on a 
piece of wood, and strop the blade 10 or 
12 times. In this procedure, strop the 
blade away from the center portion of 
the head. The strop is not doing any 
sharpening, it simply removes any very 
fine feather edges and p.olishes the edge 
of the blade. Ten or 12 strokes on each 
side of the blade on the strop ~hould give 
you a broadhead that will easily shave 
the hair off your arm or your chin with 
one stroke. 

T he edge on this broadhead as you 
will soon see is not on the metal but 
rather in the metal. This broadhead will 
cut much cleaner, much smoother and 
stand up to much rougher usage than a 
broadhcad with a file-shapened, burr 
edge to do the cutting. A little practice 
with the proper equipment and it will 
not be long before you will be reaching 
the two-minute broadhead mark. 

Archery World 

The most comprehensive, common-sense 
---::::::-:::~ 

bowhunting book ever publi~hed. 

This brand-new book is a ''must" 
for every bowhunter, whether be
ginner or advanced. Archery 
World editor Glenn Helgeland 
and the nation's foremost bow· 
hunting experts off er practical in· 
sights and tips on all phases of the 
sport: How to select and use the 
right equipme.nt. How to practice 
for best bunting success. Hunting 
techniques. How to hunt whitetail 
deer, mule deer, elk, bear, antel
ope, varmints, small game, birds. 
Bowfishing. Caring for your tro· 
phles. The future of your sport. 
And a lot more. 

Order your 
copy today. 

--·····----·--·--·····-··--··-·---... 
Just fill out the coupon at right to 
order your copy of Archery 
World's Complete Guide to Bow
hunting. Ifs also a perfect gift for 
the new bowhunter, and for the 
bowhunter "who has everything." 
Only $8.95, postage paid. 
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NEW YORK (continued from page 33) 

suffer crop damage from large deer herds and want more deer 
taken. But the state says, "No, unless you take down some of 
the 'no hunting' signs." Some farmers have done so, some 
haven't. If you intend to hunt this area, try state-owned land or 
get to know some landowners. 

The first afternoon we scouted the area and spent the last 
couple of hours on stands Dave picked out. His favorite is in an 
oak tree about 10 yards off the corner of a corn field. A 
hedgerow runs down the side of the cornfield. There's a 
tamarack swamp just south of the field, and a beech ridge 
bordering the tamarack swamp lbove it. Below is a thick grass 
an4 goldenrod patch. 

Deer run along the hedgerow, through the tamaracks and 
also through the willows on the lower side of the tamaracks. 
They also bed down in the tamaracks. The oak tree at the 
corner becomes the eye of the needle through which deer 
movement patterns must thread. 

The two main trails cross about 15 yards from the oak tree, 
and since deer are just emerging from some really thick growth 
they usually pause here to look out into the more open areas 
before moving out to feed. 

"That's when I shoot," Dave said. "I want the deer close. In 
the woods I won't shoot more than 25 yards, and in the open 
not more that 50 yards. They can jump the string at 50 yards, 
and on a calm clay they can sometim~ jump the string at 30 
yards. Jumping the string can lead to a poor hit." 

Wednesday night my wife, Judy, parked herself on that 
stand, the rest ·of us deployed to other good areas and we 
waited. Nothing. It was wet and gray, but the deer didn't start 
moving in the early grayness, probably because it was too wet 
to be comfortable. 

Thursday morning, for variety, we tried the edges of a wheat 
field and a pine thicket. We came in at 11:30, everyone soaked. 

Larry, after squirting another shot of buck scent onto his 
boots and hat, had spent several minutes trying to climb a wet 
beech tree ... "but for every three feet I climbed I slid down 
four. So I gave it up and stood on the ground. I would like to 
have been above the deers' line of vision, because they would 
have been co'ming up out of a sharp gulley and could have had 
me silhouetted against the skyline. But I couldn't see myself 
attacking that tree for an hour, so I cut some branches to place 
in front of me and broke my back outline by leaning against a 
tree." 

Dave commented, 'Tm not sure deer are always looking at a 
hunter, anyway. Guys in a tree often think a deer is looking 
right at them. But it probably just has its nose up, scenting the 
air. Its eyes probably aren't focusing on anything. But the 
hunter doesn't know. that, so he blows the whole thing by 
getting nervous and figuring he had better make his move. Best 
thing to do is just wait and see. That deer will probably turn its 
head . . . then make your move. 

"Watch the ears, too. If they're flicking around, the deer is 
just searching. If it brings those ears around and stretches its 
neck a little toward you, you've probably been spotted. 

"But let•it make the first move when you feel it may have you 
pinned down. Their system is attuned to patient waiting, so if 
you don't do anything alarming you can wait them out." 

With everyone dried out and changed to dry footgear -
there's nothing to produce interminable misery like wet, cold 
feet - we scattered again to the wheat fields and beech ridges. 

"We might as well hunt up here," Dave said. 'We won't see 
as many bucks ... they're hidden down in the thick brush in 
the valley bottoms and won't get out until the squirrel, rabbit 
and turkey hunters start moving them this weekend. We'll hunt 
down there then." 

Larry added a co'!Ple shots of buck scent before he left 
camp. "The wet grass probably washed off all I put on this 
morning," he explained when five other people stood there 

GORDON'S (JLASHAFTS ... 
THE FIBERGLASS ARROW SHAFTS that are 
reasonably priced (just a little more than cedar) 
and give superb performance. 
Spine Range: 25 to 75 pounds (5 pound increments) 
Colors: Yellow, olive green, black 
Inserts available: Sherwin's converta sets, standard 

type target points, broadhead adapters and metal 
nock inserts. Also available, our own nylon 
Nocksert. 

The Best Buy for Hunting Arrows -
The Best Buy for Schoof Arrows -

·Don't let the 11% archery ~xcise tax scare you. We will pay 
it at this end if your bookkeeper requests it. 

Gordon Plastics, Inc. exists because archers use "Botuff" on 
Bows and "Glashafts" for Arrows. Write or call for prices 
and information: 

- GORDON PLASTICS, Inc. 
H2a12 so. SANTA FE. VISTA CALIFORNIA 92os3 PHONE: 114.121-2003 
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looking at him. From upwind. 
He may have been right. He found a beech tree that had had 

its main stem broken several years ago and now formed q.. 
natural seat of branc_hes. He sat in it for a while, then moved·tb 
another tree down the ridge farther. 

"The wind was blowing up the ridge, so I went to the other 
side of the deer trail and around the corner of the field." 

He also saw nine deer that evening, getting one shot at a 
nervous doe and two at another doe. 

"I might have had the second one," he said later, "but I hit a 
stick." 

... AND THEN IT SNORTED AT ME 46 TIMES' 

That stick is the same one you see elsewhere on these pages 
immortalized as the only Pole-killed pole in western New York. 

One doe came out just as he was about to leave. "It stopped 
on the edge and then bolted back into the woods. I whistled. It 
stopped, turned around and then snorted at me 46 times ... I 
counted the snorts. Then I snorted back and it snorted again 
and took off." 

"They say a deer snorts to clear its nose. So you must stink 
like hell," Dave said. 

"That buck lure is just getting ripe." 
"I don't know about it, but you sure are," Dave concluded. 
That night we discussed these and other things ,relative to 

deer hunting; the qualities of Genessee Cream Ale (it's good), 
the fact that someone had stolen the outhouse door and various 
other matters important to all deer hunting camps. 

We decided to try the bottomlands the next morning and not 
wait for the hunters. 

Dave put Judy in a typical Dave Young tree stand - 12 feet 
off the ground, two steps to reach it, no branches in between. 
To get into such a stand you wrap one leg around the far side of 
the tree, crook your other leg on the near side of the tree and 
squeeze. Then with this absolutely dead certain perfect grip on 

the tree (they were wet, remember). you reach as highas you 
can and hook your fingernails into anything that looks like tree 
bark. Tightening your fingernails, you now release your legs 
and either swing your body upward for a new grip or simply 
hunch your back and draw yourself up like a vertically moving 
inchworm. 

Really, it's very simple. Any orangutan can easily duplicate 
it. 

Anyway . . . the creek bottom we hunted that morning 
looked about as "deery" as a creek bottom can look. 
Impenetrable brush. Goldenrod patches in the open areas. 
Sumac thickets up the slopes, opening onto beech benches. A 
few alders where there actually was a small swampy patch. 
Small patches of blackberry canes. 

And Larry up on the ridge, buck scent in hand. 
Judy had a forky buck come in from behind her at 9 a.m. It . 

didn't like what it saw or smelled and stopped in some thick 
brush with only its head showing. "I was at full draw when It 
stuck its head out," Judy said. "One more step and ... 'but then 

, it just backed up and melted away. l couldn't have gotten a 
tank through that brush, much less an arrow.'' 

That afternoon we headed back to the ridgetops, and it 
worked. Neil sat along the edge of a wheat field in another 
Dave Young tree stand, in the same place Judy had sat the 
night before, and five does fed out of the beeches at 5 p.m. 
Feeding slowly, they came within range at 5:25 p.m. and he 
took a 35-yard shot at the biggest doe. The arrow sliced 
through the kidneys and she piled up, running, in less than 90 
yards. The entire shot sequence probably consumed no more 
than five seconds. Quick and efficient. 

That same night a doe and her two almost-fully-grown 
fawns walked cautiously out of the goldenrod field just north of 
my tree stand. The doe saw something (me, apparently) in the 
tree that she was unsure of and looked the tree over 

(continued on page 62) 

WHAT SHOULD YOU EXPECT 
WHEN YOU STEP UP TO 

October/November 1975 

A STEMMLER COMPOSITE? 
Improved performance/ The moment you 
raise and draw your Squire you'll ex
perience the feel of a balanced bow ... 
a bow born of sound design. Carefully, 
expertly, sculptured from fine quality, 
specially selected wood, and hand
somely finished, the Squire Is at home 
on the range as well as on the trail. 
Choice of left or right hand 
models. Every Squire is 
registered and 
guaranteed. 

Model 2470 
Draw Wts 20 to 40 lbs. 
Draw Length: 28" 
AM060 



RANGE0,ATIC 
RANGEFINDER BDWSIGHT 

e Sight rings are calibrated to give you 
automa~ic rangefinding while 
aiming at deer. 

e Sights are independently adjustable 
in or out, up or down. 

e Once sighted in, no adjustments have 
to be 'made while hunting. Vou simply 
aim at deer till correct sight ring fills 
deer's chest and shoot. 

Retail Price 
$10.95 

e Fits left or right hand. 

e Sight rings are spring steel; therefore, they 
will take shock loads and will not break. 

Specia l Hu nt ing 
Offer from 

Anderson Archery 
$7.50 

e Sight assembly is all metal (no plastic 
parts that can break) and has an attractive 
non-glare black anodized finish . 

e Sight rings are painted fluorescent orange. 

e Sight indicates range of deer up to 45 yards. 
~ Mounting screws and allen wrench supplied. 
e Quick, removable sight. 
e Side bracket adjustable from field point to 

broad head shooting . 

Anderson Archery Corp. 

plus $. 75 for 
shipping and 

handling. 

Box 130, Grand Ledge, Mich. 48837 
area code 517-627-4021 
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thoroughly. I was wearing a red/black checked wool shirt - it 
was warm, so I had taken off the camo jacket - but I 
remained motionless and she finally satisfied herself that there 
was no cause for worry. She walked almost directly under my 
stand, but like an idiot I drew on her because she was the 
largest. I should have waited and taken the second trailing 
fawn as it walked past me. The upshot of the whole sequence is 
that the second trailing fawn saw .me move and spooked them 
all. The lesson is that when you're hunting out-of-state for only 
a few days, you stand a good chance of going home skunked if 
you try for the largest deer instead of t~e best shot. 

Judy and Derek both missed shots at does that afternoon, so 
there was no shortage of action. 

A first-year bowhunter Dave knows had hunted this general 
area since opening day. He had taken 29 shots and was now 
working on his third dozen arrows. He had begun with 
aluminums, then fiberglass and was now shooting wood shafts. 
fJe figured if he was going to keep losing arrows he had better 
shoot something he could afford. Yes, Virginia, there are deer 
in New York, about 400,000 scattered through the habitat. 

Saturday morning was so heavy with fog that the cold 
dampness penetrated clear down to the bowhunter's soul. Even 
the red squirrels and bluejays were quiet. The wind switched 
directions like a wild gypsy dancer and small yellow moths that 
looked almost like falling poplar leaves fluttering from the trees 
were about the -only signs of life in my area. 

But Dave's favorite oak tree stand on the cornfield edge 
finally showed Judy a deer. However, she overcompensated for 
her low shot of the previous evening and made a beautiful 
18-yard shot on a 15-yard spike buck: It glanced at the arrow 
that hissed over its back and then wandered up the trail behind 
a thicket of brush. Dave's cousin, Gordon, missed a shot at a 
forky down in the river bottoms. 

We drove to town that night for a look around. Larry had to 
throw his hat in the back of the pickup truck because you 
couldn't live wi!h jt in an enclosed place like the cab. 

"I don't think my wife will let me in the door with that 
thing," Larry admitted. 

So that night when we returned to the cabin we made sure 
she wouldn't. Larry went outside to get something from his car 
and while he was gone we dumped a full bottle of buck scent 
on his undershirt. We stuffed it inside his pillow case and 
squirted more scent on the pillow case. Then we all sat around 
looking innocent as newborn babes. 

Larry came back in, dumped his belongings near the stove, 
allowed as to how he was quite tired and sacked out. 

It took him longer to get to sleep that night because every so 
often he'd mutter something about "Gawd, I can smell that 
scent everywhere. My wife's not gonna let me anywhere near 
the house," and then turn over and try to sleep. 

The next morning he went back outside for a couple of 
seconds. We removed his undershirt from the pillow and hung 
it back on the clothes rack. He came back in, put it on and said, 
"Let's go hunting." 

We went hunting for a few hours, and then headed home. 
But we don't know whether Larry's wife let him in the door or 
not because we didn't tell him the saga of the scented shirt. ·we 
figured we'd let him find it out when he reads this. 

Enjoyed your company, Larry, as long as we were upwind. 
Deer bow season dates for 1975 are Oct. l - Oct. 24 in the 

northern zone and Oct. 15 - Nov. 16 plus Dec. 10 - Dec. 14 in 
the southern zone. The late season following the firearm season 
in the southern zone is new this year. 

Residents must buy a $5.25 big game license and $4.25 bow
hunting stamp. Non-residents must buy a $52.50 big game 
license and $4.2.'5 bowhuntlng stamp, and show proof of a 
previous hunting license in their home.state or New York. 

For full information on New York State hunting areas, write 
to the Division of Fish and Wildlife, Department of Environ
mental Conservation, 50 Wolf Rd., Albany, N.Y. 12201. 
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MODEL 7303 
Brown Hunter 

the Original 

COMPOUND BOW 
Knock Down Power No Other Bow Can Equal! 

• Hard maple handles in forest colors. 

• Lightweight 31/2 to 4 lbs. 

• Built in balance in the hand while shoot
ing . . . or when carried. 

• All models cut 3fs" past center for periect 
shooting. 

• Still with 20-25% re laxation for the easy, 
pleasant, comfortable shooting Allen 
Compounds have made famous. 

•Optional accessories. 

7303 LINE 
Priced from 

Two Lines to Choose from: 
7303 LINE ... standard maple core lam
inated limb hunter; also the - 15 Blue 
Target model. Draw lengths from 23" 
to 31 ". Pull weights from 25 to 60 lbs. 

s19500 
7306 LINE 

Priced from 

7306 LINE ... aH glass limbs with new 
laminated front face of epoxy bow 
glass-laminated durability. Draw 
lengths from 23" to 31 ", and pull 
weights from 25 to 60 lbs. Black Hunter, 
Blue Target and Green Ladies' and 
Juniors' models. 

s10000 

Our survey of hunters using Al/en Compounds 
Shows -

• Improved average recovery rate 

•Big game average run distance reduced 
from 172.9 yards to 60.1 yards 

•Improved success ratio 

Performance is about as efficient as rifles ••••• 
maybe better. Shock is added to hemorrhage to 
bring game down usually before out of sight. 

Join the conservation minded hunters using 
Allen Compounds. You're much more likely to 
fill your tag using the bow with up to 50% more 
speed and penetration. 

Pa1en1 No. 3,496,495 

Write for FREE Literature and Prices! 
ALLEN ARCHERY . 

MODEL 7306 
Black Hunter 

201 Washington Street, Billings, Missouri 6561 O 
Telephone - 417 74~2925 



FAST ARROW (continued from page 37) 

deg,ree that you can make it work. Don't expeot topline, 
potentially highly critical equipment automatically to solve 
shooting or equipment problems you may have. You can tie 
yourself in knots doing this and be more confused than when 
you started. 

, 4] Stabilizer length and weight. When you release the arrow, 
there's always a pressure point where the arrow pushes against 
the bow, and the bow against the arrow. A heavier bow will 
move sideways less, and will thus fore~ the arrow out around it 
somewhat. To straighten out most quiol<ly, the arrow thus 
must be a little heavier (stiffer). A sight window cutout to or 
past center minimizes this to a degree, but the factor remains. 

Accordingly, the heavier and/or longer the stabilizer rod, 
and the heavier the ball, the heavier the arrow weight you will 
need. With compounds in the three-and-a-half- to five-pound 
mass weight range, you can still shoot a "light" arrow. But 
when you get above that you had better plan to go up in 
weight, like maybe one size from 1814 to 1914. Experimenta
tion will show what works best for you. 

5) Drawing to the "stop." A lot of people don't understand 
the position of the stops in relation to minimum holding 
weight. Basically because you don't hit that wall of tremendous 
resistance until you're an inch-and-a-quarter to an inch-and-a
halfpast the minimum holding weight. You're on the back side 
of the valley in the force-draw curve and you could be holding 
as much as three or four pounds higher than you think you're 
holding. 

This is one of the main reasons people have had to shoot 
heavier arrows than anticipated to get good flight. 

In almost all cases you're better off having a bow with stops 
set on the long-draw side. This gives you an inch on either side 
of the minimum holding weight without too much change in 
holding weight. This can be beneficial in hunting when you're 

SPRANDEl' S BOWSIGHT CO. 
INTRODUCES 
BOWHUNTING 
SPECIAlJl[S 
A NEW catalog specially 
designed to meet your every 
bowhunting need. 

ARROWS 
BOWS 
TREE STANDS 
BOWHUNTING KITS 
ACCESSORIES 

CATALOG· $1.00 
Refunded With first order. 

BOWSIGHT 
Specify right or left hand 
Bowsight with 11ng1e mounting 

brackets ... $23.95 
Side mount bracket ... $7.00 
Deer weight targets 23x23 •.. $.75 

Send self·addressed stamped anve/ope 
for FR EE bowsigh r material. 

SPRANDEL'S BOWSIGHT CO. 
19 Brookside Or. 
Monroe, Conn. 06468 
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not certain that you always come to the same draw length 
before shooting. 

6] Letoff at full draw. There are obvious tradeoffs when you 
consider big letoff against small. A bow with small letoff has a 
crisper string feel. It stores more energy than a bow with big 
letoff. It doesn't magnify shooting errors as much because It 
will be less handle-sensitive and there isn't as much string oscil
lation on release. So if you want the full-draw comfort of a big 
letoff, be aware of the sacrifices you're making to get it. 

An archer with good shooting form can use a bow with 
bigger letoff than can someone with less consistent form, 
simply because he doesn't need equipment as highly forgiving. 

7) Wetght of arrow points. Any way you can lighten the 
weight of the point effectively increases the in-flight (dynamic) 
spine of the arrow. One way you can do this is to cut off part of 
the shank of the target point or broadhead adapter. Doing so, 
you must be careful to get the right amount of glue on the 
shank or the weight will vary slightly from arrow to arrow. 
This is obviously more critical for target shooting than hunting. 
Once in a while you will lose a point, but not very often. 

The result of this lightening is that you can go down an 
arrow size and still get good performance while picking up a 
few more feet per second. 

8] Nock fit on the bowstring. Your nocks should snap on the 
string, but the string should he able to rotate slightly. This isn't 
super critical, hut a string that fits so tight it spreads the ears of 
the nock will cause the arrow to hang up slightly on release. 
Speed nocks obviously won't snap on the string, but they 
shouldn't be sloppily loose either. · 

9] Nock protection. Release shooters would have better 
results if they used some sort of small rubber bushing on the 
string, fitted just below the noclc. This takes the pressure off the 
bottom of the nock and helps get better arrow flight. Lee's 
Archery makes a good one called the Eliminator Button. 

10] Sight window cutout. The bow should be cut at least 
3/8-inch past center for optimum performance. If it is cut more 
than that you will run into problems building out the arrow 
rest. 

You can check the adequacy of your how's cutout, and your 
tuning, with the spray powder routine. For this check, either 
spray the arrow and see where powder is marked on the 
window, or spray the window and see if the vanes mark it. If 
there is a mark you probably will have to go to a heavier arrow 
or cut out some of the window. 

11] Arrow wall thickness. You should be able to get good 
arrow flight with .016" wall thicknesses or less for target 
arrows. If you go above that you're sacrificing speed because of 
the weight. 

With HUNTING arrows, you should not need a wall thick
ness above .018". Thicker-walled arrows are really telephone 
poles and slow. The 2117 is one of the best shaft sizes for heavy 
hunting bows. Some XX75 shafts that will cost a little more but 
will be worth the money are the 2213, 2114, 2013 sizes. They're 
light and will shoot like darts when properly tuned. 

If you're going to a less expensive shaft like the Game Getter, 
the .018" wall is a good thickness. 

MAKING THESE UNITS WORK 

So how do you tie all the checkpoints together for good 
arrow flight? 

You begin by properly preparing your equipment before you 
even shoot an arrow. You'll note that many of these check
points are simply mechanical. Then you work on your shooting 
form, being careful that you draw to your proper draw length. 

From there, the arrow rest is the best place to begin fine 
tuning. If the arrow doesn't clear, move the rest in or out, or 
adjust the plunger if you're using one. Shaft stiffness can be 
related, too. If your arrow is spined too light, the arrow still 
will be bent when it goes past the rest and won't clear properly. 

Nocking point location is another factor. If it's too high, your 
arrow will flip tail end high but will shoot low. If it's too low, 
your arrow will flip nock end low and shoot high. 

Archery World 

With good tuning of light arrows you will get some super 
speeds. Pete Shepley's bow pea~s at 65 pounds and holds 47. He 
shoots a 2213 arrow, 30V2 inches long, four-inch vanes ~d 
Wasp heads. Using a ledge release, begets 218 feet per second. 

"That's a dynamite speed for a hunting bow," he says. "Any 
hunting arrow going 200 or more feet per second is fast. Speeds 
of 180 feet per second are good." 

He has not bad good results shooting fiberglass hunting 
arrows from compounds. They don't dampen out quickly, so 
you almost have to spine for the peak weight of the compound 
to get good flight and you lose speed. Wood arrows dampen 
much faster than glass; aluminum Is best of all. 

KEEP HUNTING TACKLE SIMPLE 

The main thing to remember when setting up a hunting bow 
and arrows is to keep the system as simple as possible. You must 
have confidence in your shooting tackle and in your ability to 
shoot it properly under stress conditions. Since you probably 
won't be double checking your shooting form when shooting at 
game, the most foolproof and forgiving system you can devise 
under those conditions will give you most confidence and best 
results. 

Some fine tuning items, like a highly sensitive arrow rest, 
may not perform well for you when you are excited. The only 
way to find out is to try them in simulated conditions, and in 
actual conditions if you have the nerve. You may need to make 
trade-offs - decreased speed for fewer tuning problems, 
heavier arrow spine to handle a heavier broadhead, maybe a 
very slight helical fletch to gain more arrow stability. 

When you're practicing, be sure the field points weigh the 
same as your broadheads. Maybe even go five or 10 grains 
heavier with the field points, if you can, as the blades of a 
broadhead often create the same effect as a few grains of extra 
weight. 

The average guy probably will want to use screw-in heads 
because they are easier to use. If you use them, be . very careful 
you get the broadhead mounted straight. If the broadhead is 
not mounted perfectly, you will get all kinds of results which 
mistakenly indicate improper arrow spine. The full length 
taper of a standard broadhead adapter makes it much easier to 
mount a broadhead straight. 

As you work toward a finely tuned system, be sure you do all 
your shooting with a filled quiver mounted on your bow (of the 
type quiver you will use when hunting). A filled bow quiver 
adds mass weight, which makes the bow react differently; it 
stays more in line and forces the arrow out around it, which 
means you may have to go to a slightly stiffer arrow. Front
mounted quivers are the best because they act like a stabilizer. 

The size of the broadhead you're using will affect the size of 
the fletch you use. Fletching, not the broadhead, should steer 
the arrow, and you should use as small a fletching as possible. 
With the larger broadheads, or arrows longer than 30 inches, 
you probably will have to go to five-inch fletching. A larger 
broadhead sometimes seems to create an air turbulence which 
keeps the fletching from getting proper air flow to control the 
shaft. 

But this added weight and fletching partially defeats your 
purpose - arrow speed. Within the standards of safety, to 
keep from cutting your bowhand fingers, keep your arrow 
length as short as possible and thus bold the weight as low as 
possible. 

Whether to use three fletches or four is another personal 
choice.Some compound shooters prefer three because they are 
angled 120 degrees apart versus 90 degrees or 105 degrees for 
the two four-fletch styles and will be less apt to turn the vanes 
into the cables. On the other hand, four fletches will have a 
lower profile (under the theory that four smaller fletches will 
equal the effects of three larger fletches). Shoot whichever 
system works best for you and gives you the least worry. 

You will need to practice and experiment to reach a highly 
tuned system. The results are worth it, for you'll be getting the 
best performance you can from your archery equipment. 
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•Needle Bearings 
•String Buttons 
•Snap In Handle Section 
•Standard 5/16 by 24 

J 
Stabilizer Inserts 

•Built In Speed Brackets 
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Mfg. under Allen 

Pat. No. 3,486,495 

Pt. No. 3,756,600 

Windplane? 

Accuracy? 

Sharpness? 

penetration? 

FEATURES 
•Weight Range -

35-60 lbs. 
eAxel to Axel -

45%" 
•Draw Lengths -

25" to 32" 
eNew Aluminum Limb 

Design with a Life
time Guarantee 

•Wasp Power Limbs 
have a faster re
covery than con
ventiona I limbs re· 
suiting in a faster 
and quieter com
pound bow 

Aerodynamic design and bal· 
ance guarantees against wind
plane 
Close tolerance machini ng 
(+.0005") gives target arrow 
accuracy. 

Razor edges provide this most 
importanf asset. 
Nose of the WASP is de
signed to stretch the hide upon 
entry, giving deep penetra
t ion. 

The WASP has three blades and weighs 100 
grains ...•• $7.00 - 1/2 doz. 

The SUPER SIX WASP has 6 blades and 
weighs 115 grains ••••• $10.50 • 1/2doz. 

EXTRA BLADES AVAi LABL E 

1 WASP ARCHERY PRODUCTS A. Box 760, Bristol, Conn. 06010 
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(continued from page 35) 

incorrect belief, according to McCrary. 
"Roy says manufacturers and bowhunt
ers wanted a long slicing surface and a 
certain amount of broadhead width. A 
solid blade with the desired length and 
width would be too heavy to shoot, so by 
making the barbed design they reduced 
the grain weight and got the necessary 
width while retaining the basic 
strength," McCrary adds. 

The old barbed heads were thus a 
style of cutout design, but true cutouts 
with a forward sloping rear edge of the 
blade basically began with the Bear 
Razorhead in the early 1950s. The 
Goshawk is another early example of the 
true cutout design. 

Grain weights vary considerably; 
samples in various collections range 
from 60 grains to well over 380 grains. 
Most manufacturers today stay basically 
within the 100- to 150-grain range. 

The designs are endless. There's a 
head that opens like a scissors, heads 
that look like maple leaves, nylon heads 
for small game hunting, heads with 
spiral blades, heads that look like cork
screws, one head that looks like a pizza 
cutter, heads that look like rocket ships, 
and heads that defy description. Some 
look like they could easily be sharpened; 
others look like they couldn't be 
sharpened in a million years. 

Most oollectors have established a 
basic genealogy for the major heads ... 
the 1940 Double Wing Sure Thing begat 
the 1942 Triple Wing Sure Thing begat 
the 1946 Triple Wing Never Fail, ad 
infinitum. (To some, ad nauseum.) 

"The fun is in establishing, on a 
written-down record basis, the evolution 
of these things, seeing how they changed 
and developed, seeing how various suc
cesses or failures influenced the manu
facturers' thinking and pro.duction," 
said Jim Ellis, Paterson, New Jersey. 

A bunch of ABCC members got 

BUllB-ICILL DEER LURES 

The 11~wer/ul NATURAL aroma ol' SURE
KILL BUCK and APPLE lures auracts deer 
from great distances. A few drops applied to 
hat brim or boot GUARANTEES to mask all 
human odor so tha l deer approach unafraid 
for close-in shots. even in a uown winu 
Thoroughly field tested and recommended by 
veteran hunters.SURE-KILL DEER LURJ-:s 
are as important as your gun or bow Also 
used ror Elk .Moose and Bear 

SVlfB .. JCILL auc~ .. ~URE t200 
APPLE lURE UC" 
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Deer Run Products 
166 GRANITE SPRINGS RD. 

YORKTOWN HTS. N.V. 1059& 

•This whimsical broadhead. 
made by Mel Mueller, has it all -
a front light for night shooting, 
radar screen, homing device so you 
can always find it, wind velocity In · 
dicator, wind direction indicator, a 
level in the left rear corner so you won't 
cant the head, a hooded sight squarely 
in th~ middle of the head just behind the 
homing device and a rear view mirror in the 
rear right corner "so you can see the kind of 
idiot that would shoot this head," Mueller says. 

together in May at Bernie Giacollctto's 
Bowhunter's Festival at Clinton, Indi
ana, to swap everything from lies to 
broadhead descriptions to broadheads 
themselves. Most brought along a couple 
of old broadheads they couldn't identify, 
hoping that some other member could 
help them. 

"You know what they look like?" one 
woman said, pointing to four broadhead 
collectors huddled on hands and knees 
around a small cardboard box. "They 
look just like boys playing marbles." 

Then she shook her head in amaze
ment. 

They might be amazing . . . those 
metal and plastic dreams and realities. 

But that opinion hit home. I was one 
of those four and I was having fun . 

THI PROFESSIONAL TM 

BROADHEAD SHARPENER KIT 
• Prod""" razor sharp eden fuur and w.fe: tllan tnY 

other commercial sba.rpenet. 

• Convenient! Plup direclly into your auto Clptttle 
liJhler. Also •vllll•l>l t In 110 AC !01 shop••· 

Satisfaction 
Guaranteed 
or Money 
Refunded 

$29.96 

Order Direct, or Check Your Local Dealer 
Rator Stro11 

for tho prof•sslonol tourh - /\ 
rn~or strop ls lncludrd with each 

1har1~ncr. 

Donald C. Mou 
2055 E. Canal, Turlock; Calif. 96380 

Phone: (209) 68-1-6453 

So the next time that woman says 
something about "marbles," I'm going to 
lean across the breakfast table and hit 
her right on the ear. . 

And then I'm going to go down in the 
basement and play with my marbles ... 
er, broadheads. · 

If you're interested in broadhead ool
lecting, write to Jim Ellis, Membership 
Chairman, ABCC, 39 Highland St., · 
Paterson, N. J. 07524 and he'll send you 
information on the American Broadhead 
Collecto;r's Club. The ABCC is now just 
over a year old and has members all over 
the United States and a few in Canada. 
In addition to McCrary and Ellis, 
officers are Dave Elliott, Houston, 
Texas, vice president; Mel Mueller, 
Danville, Ill., secretary-treasurer. 

TROJAN 
ARCHERY 

Complete line Of Archery Needs 

Premium Quality Arrows 
Port Orford Cedar 

Aluminum 
Fiberglass 

SEND FOR OUR ALL NEW, 
48-page catalog, FREE 

TROJAN 
ARCHERY CO., INC. 

110 Main St., Toronto, Ks. 66777 
Tel. (316) 637-2202 
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Here is the latest addition to the HOWATT line of 
"America's finest and most beautiful bows." 

The Super Diablo Compound T I D is a bow that clearly reflects 
the skill and experience gained from more than 

30 years as a leader in the design and handcrafting of 
superior archery gear. 

The beautifully sculptured and exquisitely finished 
handle section is made of laminated imported 

hardwoods. Warm to the touch and exotic in appearance, it requires 
no insulation in cold weather as do metal handles. 

HOWATT pioneered the use of 3M glass for limb construction 
and the Super Diablo Compound T ID limbs are made in the time-tested 

manner utilizing the finest materials. The limbs 
are not slotted since experience indicates that slotted 

limbs invite cracking and twisting. Though modestly priced. this 
lightweight, clean ly designed beauty invites comparative speed tests 

with any compound bow on the market. We are proud to inc lude 
the Super Diablo Compound T ID in the family of 

traditionally superior bows handcrafted by HOWATT 

Available In factory set peak draw weights to6D lbs. and maximum 
draw lengths to 32". 

Limb• are detachable for quick and easy restringing - no spec la I 
stringer required. 
White limbs are avallable for target tournament archers. 

Stabilizer Insert is standard for attaching stabilizers, flH
connect, fish reel, etc. 

May be ordered pre-drilled at the factory for inst.allation of various 
adjustable cushion plungers at slight addltlona1·cost. 

Overall length 48". 

Cl.A.~ON 

HOWATT 
Archery M•nuf•cturlng. Corp. 

Licensed under Allen Pat. No. 3466495 P 0 80X 2631, YAKIMA, WA$Ml1'j(;f0Pf 98902 
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BOW TESTS (continued from page 41 J 

and Formula 4 rewritten as follow.s: 
Efficiency % = W a v2 x 100 

450800 x Es 
Efficitmcy = 484.75 x 173.452 x 100 

450800 )( 43.23 
Efficiency = 74.8% 

We can compute bow efficiency for 
different arrow weights and respective 
velocities and show that efficiency 
increases with arrow weight. Thi.~ is true 
up to a point generally well beyond 
common practice in matching arrow 
weight to bow draw weight and draw 
length. Usually the peaking of the cffi-

New use 
for old toot. 

Hunters, Tune Up and "tune in" to 
another use for the Potawatomi Bow 
Square. 

Now, compound bow shooters 
can also use the bow square to 
accurately set and check the tiller. 

By s napping it to the bow string at 
the right location, both hands are 
freed to check bow specifications 
and make the proper adjustments to 
suit any style of shoot ing. 

See It at your favorite archery shop 
or write for details: 

PRODUCTS 

Precision Companions tor Archery 
R.R. 7, Plymouth, JN 46563 

Dealers & Distributor discount price 
sheets available upon request. 

perfect hunting companion . -
l o .. ·e 

'l/ITar. ..... ~ .... ~.er 
Bring a Jon-e "personal radiator" with you to 
the blind and keep warm on cold days. 
Fully guaranteed, a Jon-e Warmer heats without 
flame all day on 1 fi lling of Jon-e Fluid. Never 
wears out ... comes with carrying bag. Enjoy 
ALL cold weather sports with a Jon-e. Available 
at sporting goods counters. 
Jon·e fluid (8 oz. can) (16 oz. can) 

Stand. Size
Giant Size-

.. 

Aladdin Laboratories, Inc. • 620 S. 8th Street • Minneapolis, Minnesota 
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ciency curve occurs at much heavier 
arrow weight than is ever practically 
:shot from the bow because you en
l.'OUnter the problem of an extremely 
slow arrow. 

We like to see arrow velocity and bow 
efficiency tested and presented for a 
range of arrow weights encompassing 
variations of shaft size that typically 
might be shot from a given bow under 
field and hunting conditions. Usually 
this will cover a range of 100 or more 
grains and provide an excellent index to 
the bow's performance. 

Most experimental data is subject to 
some, hopefully small, experimental 
error. To compensate for this, it is 
common practice to run duplicate tests 
and average the result~. Depending 
upon the consistency of velocity read
ing.~. we will shoot a given arrow from a 
minimum of three times to as many as 15 
to 20 times to assure ourselves that the 
results are representative. If at all 
possible, we like to see arrow velocity 
readings fall within a maximum range of 
1.5 feet per second before averaging for 
the experimental val ue. In many in
stances, we have had repetitive shots 
correlate within a total spread of 
velocity of 0.5 feet per second. 

Another authoritative check on the 
validity of experimental velocity deter
minations is readily obtained by a plot of 
the experimental data for various arrow 
weight~ and the use of a curve-fitting 
techniq ue ba~ed on Dr. Paul Klopsteg's 
concept of "virtual mass." This term is 
interchangeable with "cffectiw mass" 
which i.~ probably in wider use. The 
original introduction appeared in an 
article entitled "Physics of Bows and 
Arrows" by Paul E. Klopsteg, published 
in the American Journal of Physics, 
Volume 11, Number 4, August 1943 and 
was repeated In a book he co-authored 
entitled "Archery - The Technical 
Side." 

The author defines "virtual ma.~s" as 
"a mass, if it were moving with the 
speed of the arrow at the instant the 
latter leaves the string, would have pre
cisely the kinetic energy of the limbs and 
the string at that instant." 

Dr. Klopsteg let "K" represent the 
virtual mass of a bow, and wrote: 

rW = Y2(m + K)V2 
where W = energy required to bi:ing 
the bow to full draw 
r = fraction of input energy remain
ing after deducting hysteresis loss 
rW = available energy 
m = mass of the arrow 
V = velocity of the arrow 
He further determined, by testing a 

large number of bows, that K, the 
virtual mass, was essentially a constant 
(as its designation might indicate) for a 
given bow. 
· Note that by using "available energy," 
Dr. Klopsteg avoided the inclusion of 
the hysteresi:; loss in the "virtual mass." 

Archery World 

Hysteresis in the self bows of that era 
was significant, and as near as I can 
determine measured bow efficiencies 
were not always penalized by being 
based on the total work exerted to draw 
the bow. Instead, efficiency was calcu
lated from a base value of total 
expended energy minu.~ the amount of 
energy lo.st to hysteresis in the limb 
material. Hence it represented "net effi
ciency" rather than "overall efficiency." 

In present practice, where modern 
materials and construction have greatly 
reduced hysteresis loss in conventional 
bows, it is more common to include the 
effect of hysteresis loss in the value of 
"virtual mass" and also to express effi
ciency as an "overall" value. This will 
account for the fact that excellent con
temporary efficiency values lie in the 
mid-80 percentile range, while research
ers like Hickman and Klopsteg mention 
efficiency values of 94 percent. The 
dillerence can probably be attributed to 
the disparity between "overall" and 
"net" efficiency. 

If we rewrite the Klopsteg formula 
and include the hysteresis effect we have 

Formula 5) Es = 1/2{m + K)V2 
where Es - stored or potential energy 
(area under the force-draw curve) and 
the other values are as previously stated. 

USE OF 'VIRTUAL MASS' VALU E 

Now when we calculate "virtual 
mass" from chronograph data it may 
have a somewhat higher value, but its 
characteristic as a constant should not 
change, at least for conventional bows. I 
have found that for compound bows the 
values of virtual mass obtained from 
experimental data appear to have a 
wider variation from a mean value. This 
is probably due to variation in friction in 
the compounding system from shot to 
shot and fro m arrow to arrow. This 
means that extension of arrow velocity 
data based on the virtual mass of the 
bow will be somewhat less dependable. 

The principle use of the "virtual mass" 
value for a bow, other than direct 
comparison for evaluation, is in the 
extension of arrow weight-velocity 
curves for a given bow and for curve 
fitting when plotting experimental ar
row weight-velocity data. We use it 
upon occasion for the first purpose, but 
we employ it for curve fitting for every 
arrow weight-velocity chart that is pre
pared. 

The technique is based on the 
following manipulation of form ulae (1) 
and (5): 

1) Ek = Y2mV2 
5) Es = 1/2(m + K)V2 
rearranging Formula (5) we have: 
Es= Y2mV2 + V2KV2 
substituting from 0): 
Es= Ek+ Y2KV2 
again from (l) we have: 
V°2 = 2Ek 

rn 
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substituting for v2 
Es = Ek + E_ 2Ek 

2 -
~·· m 

or Es· = Ek .. '+ K x Ek 
m 

and K x Ek = Es - Ek 
m 

Solving for K (the virtual mass) 

Formula (6) K = m( ~~ _ J 
From our force-draw cu rve and 

·chronograph tests all data is known and 
we can compute the virtual m8$ (K). In 
this instance, if we express the mass of 
the arrow in grains, the virtual mass will 
also be in grains since the conversion 
factor (&om slugs to grains) will appear 
on both sides of the equation and cancel. 
Therefore ... 

K(grains) = wk = w a(grainsG~ - ' 

Es is the stored energy from the force
dra w curve in foot-pound~. Ek is the 
kinetic energy of the arrow in foot
pounds derived from the chronograph 
test~ and Formula (1). 

Sample: 

Wk = Wa(;~-v 
Wa = 454.5 
Es = 43.23 
Ek = 33.03 
Wk = 454.5( 43.23 _ ~ 

33.03 ') 
Wk = 454.5(.309) 
Wk = 140.44 grains 
Note: The average value of virtual 

mass calculated for feather fletching for 
this bow was 143.8 grains. 

Now that we have determined the 
virtuaf mass for the bow - we use the 
average value calculated from all arrow 
weights and velocities as tested on the 
chronograph - it is possible to select 
any arrow weight we desire and com
pute the velocity for that arrow when 
shot from the test bow under the same 
conditions of te.~t. 

We use Formula (5) for this purpose 
and solve for V (the arrow velocity): 

(5) Es~ l/2(m +K)V2 
y2 = 2Es 

iTITI 
(7) V ~J m2~ K 

Again, this is expressed i:n the absolute 
system - in order to use grain ~ights 
for "m" and "K" we must enter the 
conversion factors: 

Formula 8) V = 

V - 67L4 

Wa +Wk 
V will be in feet per second 
Es will be in foot-pounds 
W a and Wk are in grains 
To use Formula (8) for curve fitti ng 

when plotting e.~perimental data it is 
only necessary to select convenient 

DEALERS ... 
Write for our Wholesale 

Catalog 
Authorized 1 • , 

• I I 
Dealers • .... "il~ /' 
Onl ... . . \ "f'" ->~ ,t 

Y • ~ I 
1~~~'<'-,'i'J.. I S 

Please! ..:':.! '?JP."· ··-~ Dame 
. 1. ·: ay "K '' · ~:/~ Service 

lj ,'lffti 

GROVES • Spitfire Bows 
• Compounds in stock!! 

NEW VINYL MINI VANES 
• Very Flexible 

•Durable 
•Quantity Prices 

•Priced like feathers 

9 Models 
Quantity 
Prices !,.=;;;;;iiijiiiiii'-

FOR THE SERIOUS HUNTER 
• Quality Steel 

•Holds an Edge 

165 Grain ~ 
Field Points~ 

• Blued Finish •Taper Hole 

High Impact 
Styrene 

Bow Wall Racks 

Butyrate 
•All Sizes & Colors 

•Deep Throat 
Manufacturers Write For 

~ Quantity Prices 

~n~"f~ 
ARC HERY COMPANY 
r~oule I [fox &J • Potlatc11 ldano 83855 
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NEW!! We have added interchangeable 
screw· in adapters for glass end metal 
shafts, plus nock and point adapters. 
Writ e for a brochure, or see your dealer 

Arrow 
Points 

25 
Styles 

Screw-a-part 
Fish Point 

Blued Steel 
$1.00 P. pd. 

FUR TRACERS 
They show up like a lighted candle! With 
self-adhesive, they 11rc quick. easy to ap
ply. Instructions Included. $3.00 for one 
dozen 4~" str" s· 

Specify white, yellow, 
red , orange, o r hot pink 

SWEETLAND PRODUCTS 
101 0 Arruwsrni th Street 
Eugene, Oregon 97402 

Telephone: (S03) 345-0928 

With 
hi-tensile 
aluminum 

alloy pistol 
grip handle. 

Long, thin 
sight window, 

bl·radlaf shelf, In 
lustrous, non

reflectlna black. 
Non-stacking full

working recurve lnter
chanreab I e JI mbs In 

hunter brown. 
Lenrth, 60", 3·plece take. 

down for easy packing. 
Choice of draw welahts from 

25 to 65 lb. In 5-lb. steps. 
Rlaht hand draw only. 

A winner for hunting or target. 

9 5 at Your Dealers 
including Fed. Excise Tax 

If not in stock order direct 
I ew carrying carton with plastic hilndle 

-----------Plas/Steel Products, Inc. 

Send Bushwhacker Bow __ draw wt. $39.95 
postpaid. Enclosed is Money Order or Check. 

_____ State ip_ 

---------------

BOW TESTS (continued from page 69) 

values of arrow weight at uniform incre
ments over the approximate range of the 
test. With the virtual mass determined 
from the average of test data, the 
oorresponding velocities are computed 
and plotted along with the strictly 
experimental points. 

Sample: 
Wk = 143.8 grains 
Es = 43.23 
Wa Wa +Wk V 

350 493.8 198.6 
400 543.8 189.3 
450 593.8 181.2 
500 643.8 173. 9 
550 693.8 167,.._.6..__ __ 

Example: V = 671.4 j Es 
w +wk 

v = 671.4 
8 

V ~ 198.6 ft. per second 

CURVE AVERAGES OUT ERROR 

The curve through the calculated 
velocity values will be an average arrow 
weight-velocity curve for the bow tested 
and should average out most individual 
experimental error. 

The same technique is used for the 
plot of efficiency versus arrow weight 
using the uniform increments of arrow 
weight and the virtual mass as follows: 

Efficiency = jk x 100 

Efficiency = 100 ~ V2mV2 \ 
lh(m + K)V2} 

(9) Efficiency = 10 (___m__) 
m + K 

Since the conversion factors cancel . . 
Efficiency ~ 100 f. W a ) 

\Wa + .Wk 
where W a is the arrow weight in 
grains 
Wk is the virtual mass in grains 
Since these values are already avail-

able from the velocity calculations, it 
requires but a flip of the calculator to 
obtain the efficiency curve. 

W a W a + Wk Efficiency 

350 493.8 70.9 % 
400 543.8 73.6 % 
450 593.8 75.8 % 
500 643.8 77. 7 % 
550 693.8 79.3 % 

Sample: 

Efficiency = 100 ~i~~s) 
Efficiency = 70.9 o 

W c believe that performance data 
derived in this manner is the most rep
resentative data possible, and for this 
reason the Archery World bow tests arc 
prepared employing this technique. 
Certainly it requires more effort, but it 
tend~ tu point up erroneous data so that 
it can be rechecked or eliminated. We 
feel that the end result is representative, 
comparative and credible. 

NFAA (Continued from PQge 53) 

coso and Mary McCoy shared the 
women's purse of $400. 

Aside from Monday's on-again, off
again rain that can at best be described 
as "torrential," the shooters were pleased 
with the nine scenic courses and four 
days of fair , though very hot, weather. 
A steady week-long wind challenged the 
shooters qn two open courses; the re
maining targets were well-wooded. 
Four-position shooting on all targets 
kept the tournament well on schedule. 

It was a superlative effort on the part 
of the sponsoring Jay Peak Lodging 
Association and NFAA officials, whose 
on-the-spot maintenance crew.~ through
out all the courses seemed to alleviate 
problems before they started. What 
hegan as a good tournament on Monday 
became one of the best by Fridayl 

hy Phyllis Butters 
The winners: Pro division - men un
limited, Gale Cavallin, 2780; men limi
ted, Dave Grimsley, 2639; men bow
hunter, Bob Jensen, 2075; women un
limited, Eva Troncoso, 2731 ; women 
limited, Marita Gilmer, 2457. Open 
division - men unlimited, Terry Rags
dale, 2796; men limited, Dick Phillips, 
2708; men barebow, Al Tuller, 2631 ; 
men bowhunter, Cal Vogt, 2550; wom
en unlimited, Barbara Morris, 2746; 
women limited, Lois Potter, 2558; 
women barebow, Gloria Shelley, 2224; 
women bowhunter, Jeanne Owen, 
1846. Amateur division - men un
limited, John Ashburn, Jr. , 2778; men 
limited, Luke Wood, 2784; men bare
bow, Don Morehead, 2612; men bow
hunter, Charles Maloney, 2196; women 
unlimited, Michelle Sanderson, 2689; 
women limited, Barbara Brown, 2305; 
women barebow, Eunice Schewe, 2132; 
women bowhunter, Deborah 'Half
penny, 1537. 

Young adult division - unlimited 
boy, Robert Ambrose, 2758; unlimited 
girl, Vanessa Womack, 2509; limited 
boy, Jeff Bloomer, 2506; limited girl, 
Cheryl Eye, 1219; harehow boy, Dion 
Heinz, 2388; barebow girl , Stacey 
Minarcin, 1146. Youth division - un
limited boy, Bill Shain, Jr. , 2739; 
unlimited girl, Janet Cochell, 2543; 
limited boy , Patrick Quinn , 2730; 
limited girl, J anis Gilchrist, 1294; baie
bow boy, Scott Saxton, 1742. Cub 
division - unlimited boy, John Clifton, 
2580; unlimited girl, Martha Seals, 
1372; limited boy, Darren Meier, 2716; 
limited girl, Melissa Rogers, 1589; bare
buw hoy, Mark Castle, 2087~ barehow 
girl, Denise Menz, 1530. 

IF AA world field champions - bare
buw male, Mike Flier, 2493; barebow 
female, Jo Dolive, 1252; barebow jun
ior, Cindy Cisek, 1961; freestyle male, 
Richard Johnson, 2698; freestyle female, 
Barbara Brown, 2305; freestyle junior, 
M. Smith, 2077; bowhunter male, Don 
Proctor, 1710. 

Archery World 



TEL TALE 
NOCK POINTS 

Used by Champion 
Jack Lancaster 

Keeps Peep Straight 
Allows Hunting With Peep 

and J.C. Release 

ORDER-
R-10 for all Releases 

• 13/64 for 12/64 
nocks - fingers 

• 15/64 for 14/64 
necks - fingers 

• 18/64 for 17 /64 
nocks - fingers 

$2.20 pkg. of 3 
Patent Pending 

)})= J c Mfg. Co.==j 

5435 w. 55th Avenue 
Arvada. Colorado 80002 

303·42 l ·2646 

Dealers, Distributors Invited 

PAT.PEND. 

$20,000 INDOOR TOURNEY 
The "Spirit of '76" $20,000 indoor tour
nament will be held January 9-10-11 at 
the Sheraton-Cleveland Hotel, Cleve
land, Ohio. There is $10,000 in prize 
money for the Fleetways Systems, Inc., 
open part of the event, and $10,000 for 
the PAA Indoor Championship part. In 
addition, the top shooter wins the use of 
a new car for one year. 

The Fleetways Open has $5,840 for 25 
places in men's shooting, with $1,000 as 
top. Women's shooting pays $1,985 to 
eight places, with $600 top. The PAA 
segment men's division pays $7 ,200 to 25 
places, with $1,500 top; women's pays 
$2,800 to 12 place.s, $1,000 top. 

There will also be four flights with 
cash and merchandise for top 10 places 
in each flight. 

Registration fee is $10. Total entry fee 
is $50 in open and PAA divisions. Regis
tration fee must be in the PAA office by 
Oct. 31. Mail to PAA, Box 7609, Flint, 
Michigan 48507. 

McKINNEY, BUTZ WIN AT BATAVIA 
Tim McKinney, with a 589, and Ann 
Rutz, with a 576, won their divisions at 
the Batavia, New York, shoot in June. 

ROTARY RELEASE 
MARK II· TC 

with Micro-Adjustable 
Trigger 

(Florida residents 
add 4% sales tax I 

1he ORIGINAL COVY Arrow Straightener 
THE ONLY ONE that 'REALLY WORKS' 

Pet.No. HH8f4 

Once 1t1•ln you can relum JIOU' ·~ to perlKt llt1W/f1htn•N with ~ ~ in1drument. 
Pnllfen by - 10 )nt ol UH with Htl•fttelion fully gua,,UrtHd, ,,.. odt;Jlnal COVY come• t4J VOii 
fot rm. low ptfott of ta:t.so. ComH complete with one buahlng (Olde, by out.Ide •hllff 
dlametff o' aupply •hate number.} A.ddlflon•I bu•hing• awallable, al/ aiiru, fOf' t f.fflJ each. 

SH you' d••,.r or ardtH direct, Include • f.21J polJUtge. Calif i.llldltnf• add IJOfo 

COVY ARROW S11WG1111111R-RO. lax 498-Moraga, Catifomia M556 
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Winds up to 25 miles per hour affected 
shooting. 

Trailing McKinney were Bill Free
man, 582, Al Lizzio, 581, and Greg 
Shumaker, 579. Trailing Butz were Dot 
He.sskamp, 563, Marilyn Nicholas, 560, 
and Jody Holder, 554. 

Don Parker, with a 576, won the 
men's sportsman division; Chris Metzer, 
with 473, won the women's division. 

HARRIS, McKINNEY WIN KOKO 
OPEN 
In an event shortened to one-and-a-half 
rounds from rain, Bill Harris, with 443 
won the· men's championship of the 
Koko Open, Kokomo, Indiana. He beat 
Ed Rohde, who also notched 443, in a 
shootoff. Betty McKinney, with 422, 
won the women's division. 

Following McKinney were Judi Web
ber, 420, and Dot Hesskamp, 109. Fol· 
lowing Harris and Rohde were Tim 
McKinney, 442, and Hugh Shaw, 441. 

CHAPMAN, EDWARDS WIN 
ARIZONA PAA 
Bill Chapman, with 294-296/590, and 
Maureen Edwards, with 273-253/526, 
won their respective divisional titles at 
the 1975 Arizona Professional Archers 
outdoor championship. Cal Werde
baugh, with 291-295/586 and Dick 
Tone, with 282-285/567, were second 
and third men. Marion Rhodes, 267-
245/512 was second to Edwards. 

Other divisional winners were Tex 
Heinzelman, open men, 275-280/555; 
Betty Minnich, open women, 240-255/ 
495; Martin Sliwinski, intermediate 
boys, 280-278/558; Lynette Edwards, 
intermediate girls, 275-260/535; Mark 
Vancas, amateur men, 291-289/580; 
Irene Lorensen, amateur women, 278-
285/563. 

TO MAGAZINE RETAILERS: 
Archery World Magazine is pleased 
to announce a "Retail Dlsplay 
Allowance Plan" available to retail· 
ers interested in earning a display 
allowance on Archery World Maga
zine. To obtain details and a copy 
of the formal contract please write 
to the Marketing Department, Ka
ble News Company, Inc., 777 Third 
Ave., New York, New York 10017, 
our national distributor. Under the 
retail display allowance plan In 
consideration for fulfilling the con
ditions of the agreement you will 
be entitled to receive a display 
allowance equal to 10% of the 
cover price tor each copy sold. This 
plan will become effective tor all 
Issues you receive subsequent to 
Kable News Company, lnc.'s writ· 
ten acceptance on our behalf of 
your application. 

Archery World 

You1 Robin Hood Dcalc1-
a OM-1lop IOUICC '°' all 

you1 Glchay MCd/ 
Walk in to a Robin Hood Dealer and browte through our new catalog. 
You1l be surprised at the selection of quality archery tackle available 
to completely outfit yourself foi bowhunting or target shooting. 

II/lake it easy on yourself. Get it all at your Robin Hood Dealer. 

ROBIN HOOD HIDDEN HUNTER 
CAMOUFLAGE INSULATED SUIT 
Warm hunting in cold weather. Has many extras. 
Water repellent cotton Poplin with five ounces of 
Dacron fiberfill. Amazing number of useful pockets 
including flannel·lined hand warmer pockets, a 
vinyl lined game pocket in back, a sleeve pocket, 
and many more. Sold as a suit or separately. 
S·M·L·XL 

ROBIN HOOD BLACK HUNTER BOW 
Noted for its really smooth performance 

and reasonable price. Richly grained wal· 
nut riser and power-packed laminated 

limbs with black fiberglass. Length: 54", 
58" - Weight: 35 to 65 lbs. 

ROBIN HOOD 
CHISEL POINT 

One of the strongest broadheads on the 
market. The only one to feature hollow· 

ground major blades and a rounded point to 
reduce the possibility of bone shots. 

BOWHUNTER OEER LURE 
Power of attraction second to none. Different blend 

of pure musk. Gets fantastic results year round 

·~~~~-~<><>d. 
~ W ~ :K::.ic.; 

215 Glenridge Avenue 201-746-1920 

on all big game. 

BOWHUNTER APPLE SCENT 
Produced to meet hunters demands for a 

natural scent guaranteed not to spook 
big game. Montclair, N.J. 07042 

Write to us for the name of your nearest Authorized Robin Hood Archery Dealer. 



TRADING POST GETS ACTION WITH BUYING AND SELLING 

Rates are 50c per word, minimum 20 words. 10% discount for three consecutive inser
tions and 15% discount for six consecutive insertions. YOU MUST send cash with order 
to ARCHERY WORLD, 534 N. Broadway, Milwaukee, Wis. 53202. 

Books and Catalogs 

TARGETS. Complete line, fast service. Best prices. 
Field, Hunter, Animal, PAA Flint, FITA, NAA. 

Deer. Safari, Big Game. Cardboard, paper. Free 
catalog. Finnwood Products, 516 Mill St., Cin
cinnati, Ohio 45215. 

WINEMAKERS - Free illustrated catalog of yeasts, 
equipment. Semplex, Box 12276E, Minneapolis, 

Minn. 55412. 

FREE DISCOUNT ARCHERY CATALOG. Bows: Wing, 
Bear, Olympus, Easton aluminum and Dura-Fibre 

glass arrows. Robert's Archery Co., Smith Rd .. 
Palmer, Massachusetts 0 l 069. 

SAVE - 50% and more! Used bows, demonstrat
ors, famous brands, bargain prices! Giant 200 

page catalog. 25 cents covers mailing. Kittredge 
Bow Hut, Mammoth, R 2. California 93546. 

For Sale 
WHOLESALE, QUALITY ARCHERY PRODUCTS. 

Stabilizers, fish reels, bow strings and stringers, 
finger slings, leather goods, aluminum arrows, etc. 
Dealer & jobber in.quiries invited. For more infor
mation write: Springer Archery Supply, Inc., 16084 
Hannan Rd., Romulus, Mich. 48174. 

TWO NEW COMPOUND spray lubricants in large 
cans, ARCHER'S AID regular, 15 oz., 100% sili

cone, $3.49 pp. And ARCHER'S AID super, 16 oz .. 

a long lasting, dry lubricant that won't collect dust 
and debris, $3.89 pp. Send to: Van-An Distribu
tors, Route 11, Box 1756-6, Springfield, MO 
65803. Dealer Inquiries Welcome. 

DEERHUNTERS! Build portable tree stand for ap
proximately $10 from hardware store materials. 

Plans $1.25. E-Z Source, Box 10650-P, St. Louis, 
Missouri 63129. 

PERSONALIZED. Metal Social Security Plate, gold 
finished, solid aluminum. Send $2.00 plus 25 

cents postage, name and social security number, to. 
LIZ-ANN, Dept. B, 1213 Plainfield St., Johnston, 
Rhode Island 02919. 

FIVE INCH oie cut leathers, parabolic commercial 
grade, right wing red, green, black, orange, 

yellow and white. Packaged per 100. one color, 
$7.95 per 100. Customized Arrows, 3058 W. Sher-
wood, Roseburg, Oregon 97470. · 

Taxidermy 
WORLD'S LARGEST, most complete Taxidermy 

Supply House. Has everything! Big lull color 
catalog only 50 cents. Vandyke's, Woonsocket 10, 
South Dakota 5 7 385. 

Emblems and Patches 

EMBROIDERED PATCHES - Club emblems, custom 
embroidered from your artwork or presen't em

blem. ANTHONY EMBLEMS, Box· 7068, Grand 
Rapids, Michigan 49510. 

Need help? Call us. Want to help? 
Call us. 

Red Cross. The Good Neighbor. APlilllic"~~~ m! 

binders, 
socents shipping 
Wis. residents, 4% tax 

TOTAL 

The Archery World binder. 
Distinctive brown simulated leather, 
embossed in gold. Quality vinyl, 
easy to clean, resits smudges. Pro
tects 12 magazines (two years). 
Handy for future reference. 
Each -- $5 U.S., $7 Foreign 

$__ NalJ"le------------------~ 

$__ Address--------- - --------$ __ 

$ __ CitY--------- --State---ZiP--
AW-10·75 

Send your check or money order to Archery World, 534 N. B'oadway, Miiwaukee. Wis. 63202 
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to affect any scores. 
The field was more of a problem. lt 

was uneven; a Mexican shooter stum
bled in a hole walking to the target and 
broke her wrist. The backdrop for the 
targets bordered on a public street, and 
that bothered some shooters. But on the 
whole, the world tournament was a fine 
affair, well hosted and well run. 

Oh yes, the records: 
Women's champion Zebiniso Rusta

mova, USSR, 2465, beating Emma 
Capchenko's 2381 set in 1971; her 590 at 
90 meters, and her 618 at 60 meters. 
Linda Myers 608 at 50 meters, beating 
Doreen Wilber's 587 set in 1971. Rus
tamova's 661 at 30 meters, breaking 
Nancy Myrick Crossin's 649, set in 1969. 

Darrel Pace's 2548 total, 569 at 90 
meters and 656 at 50 meters, plus his 328 
single at 50 meters, and his 698 double 
at 30 meters and 354 single at that dis
tance. Wojciech Szymancyzk's 626 at 70 
meters, beating John Williams' 620. 

The United States men broke their 
own team record of 7194, set in 1969, 
with a 7404 .here. They aL~o set a single 
FITA record of 3757, breaking the 3676 
mark set by Italy. The USSR women's 
team established a new mark with 7252, 
breaking the 6907 set in 1971 by Poland. 
North Korea was second at 7135 with 
the U.S. women third at 7078. 

MEN'S DIVISION 90m 70m SOm 30m TOTAL FINAL 
Darrell Pace, 282 312 328 344 1266 
USA 287 313 328 354 1282 2548 
Richard McKinney, 264 301 307 341 1213 
USA 273 311 314 347 1245 2458 
Kauko Laasonen, 272 300 304 342 1218 
Fin. 280 307 307 338 1232 2450 
Rodney Baston, 263 302 309 334 1208 
USA 278 288 318 346 1230 2438 
Sante Spigarelli, 293 306 308 332 1239 
Italy 272 280 303 343 1198 2437 
Doug Brothers, 260 298 312 333 ·1203 
USA 278 299 308 341 1226 2429 
Hirose Akira. 273 310 300 335 1218 
Japan 256 298 312 343 1209 2427 
Ron Lippert, 261 304 299 335 1199 
Canada 276 289 313 344 1222 2421 
W. Szymanczyk, 258 318 302 332 1210 
Poland 264 308 296 339 1207 2417 
Tezima Masaki, 255 288 294 337 1174 
Japan 284 299 308 334 1225 2399 
WOMEN'S 
DIVISION 70m 60m SOm 30m TOTAL FINAL 
Zebiniso 296 314 299 329 1238 
Rustamova, USSR 294 304 297 332 1227 2465 
Valentina Kovpan, 279 305 301 331 1216 
USSR 280 305 300 329 1214 2430 
Hi Han Sun, 280 307 294 317 1198 
N. Korea 285 306 292 320 1203 2401 
Min Kim Hyang, 282 301 287 336 1206 
N. Korea 283 303 283 320 1189 2395 
Linda Myers, 273 308 296 319 1196 
USA 283 278 312 324 1197 2393 
Irene Lorensen, 288 302 269 326 1185 
USA 282 301 301 318 1202 2387 
Lucille Lessard, 268 301 302 325 1196 
Canada 265 295 L78 330 1168 2364 
Wirwe Holtsmeier, 271 293 269 325 1158 
USSR 287 297 299 316 1199 2357 
Irena Szydlowska, 266 304 266 323 1159 
Poland 281 298 285 331 1195 2354 
Yung Djang Sun, 270 305 254 321 1150 
N. Korea 279 291 287 332 1189 2339 
Ruth Rowe, 223 261 290 315 1089 
USA (15th} 285 315 279 330 1209 2298 
Jodi Crowl, 261 283 282 321 1147 
USA(l8th} 259 284 269 324 1136 2283 

Archery World 

•Jean Lee Lombardo, East Longmeadow, 
Mass., the NAA women's champion 1948-
1951 and second-place finisher in 1952, was 
initiated into rhe Archery Hall of Fame at 
the awards banquet. Initiated posthumously 
were Mrs. M. E. Howell, who was NAA wom· 
en's ch8rnP 17 times between 1882 and 
1907, and Dr. Paul Crouch, a long·time NAA 
director and archery activist for more than 
40 vears until his de8th a couple of years ago. 

NATIONAL (Continued from page 45) 

dence and some with not quite that 
much. Eight of them broke on the line 
Tuesday, but this was credited primarily 
to overdoing the effort~ to pick up arrow 
speed through too light a string or too 
few strands in the string. Vic Berger said 
that a shooter should use at least eight 
reasonably thick strands on a 45-pound 
bow, and if a thinner strand is used you 
might need to go as high as 16 strands. 

There were also several "V-Bar" 
double counter balances being used. 
This unit is in the shape of a "Y." It gives 
additional stability because it gets some 
of the weight out to the side of the bow 
and changes the vector of the reaction 
forces. 

WOMEN'S AMATEUR FITA 900 900 TOTAL 
Irene Lorensen 1242 800 825 2867 
Doreen Wilber 1190 781 807 2778 
Lucille Lessard, Can. 1176 788 809 2773 
Linda Mbers 1177 774 791 2742 
Joan Mc onald, Can. 1158 788 765 2741 
Judy Parnham 1151 780 793 2724 
Juliette Rochon, Can. 1155 757 789 2701 
June Mitchell 1138 762 793 2693 
Ka\herine".Sarver 1107 785 782 2674 
Luann Ryon 1061 782 778 2631 
MEN'S AMATEUR 
Darrell Pace 1316 857 859 3032 
Richard McKinney 1258 842 842 2942 
Ed Eliason 1238 841 839 2918 
Doug Brothers 1224 820 845 2889 
Rodney Baston 1216 829 842 2887 
Joel Leeker 1215 821 837 2873 
John Pelletier. Can. 1200 821 832 2853 
Glenn Daily 1193 828 829 2850 
Rl?n Lippert, Can. 1195 823 828 2846 
Mike Gerard 1169 833 842 2844 

WOMEN'S PRO 
Judi Webber 1115 795 801 2711 
Ann HU' 1Q45 743 769 2557 
Linda arten 1040 745 762 2547 
MEN'S PRO ,, . 
John Williams , ... 1232 837 854 2923 
James McKinney 1196 822 827 2845 
Bill Bednar 1162 832 851 2845 
INTERMEDIATE GIRLS 
Sandra Van Kilsdonk 1187 783 811 2781 
Jodi Crowl 1154 768 761 2683 
Lynette Edwards 1114 757 762 2633 
Carole Cheuvront 1096 755 775 2626 
Kathleen Grondin 1058 752 790 2600 
Susan Skiera 1046 746 772 2554 
INTERMEDIATE BOYS 
Richard Bednar 1211 841 842 2894 
Tony Reamer 11 70 796 796 2762 
Kevm Clark 1120 770 828 2718 
Pete Weaver 1111 775 817 2703 
Sert Majetic, Jr. 1067 808 789 2664 
Richard K. Smith 1094 758 777 2629 
JUNIOR GIRLS 
Susan King 1215 829 832 2876 
Robin Wools 1109 759 821 2689 
Kathy Daniel 1097 776 807 2680 
JUNIOR BOYS 
Tim Weaver 1282 859 849 2990 
Thomas Stevenson , Jr. 1217 820 815 2852 
Ga~ Hater 1176 802 816 2794 
CA ET IRLS 
Sandra King 1189 772 789 2750 
Vickie LeBlanc 1087 739 744 2570 
Terri Pesho 1030 700 706 2435 
CADET BOYS 
Marty Sliwinski 1290 851 848 2989 
Mike Wrocklage 1120 756 761 2637 
Lon~Kin' 1054 751 720 2525 
CRO SBO MEN 900 American TOTAL 
Richard Lambert 824 794 784 813 3215 
Tom Hock 763 779 752 767 3061 
Randi Kremer 775 767 714 7S8 3014 
CROSSBOW WOMEN 
Carol Pelosi 735 768 777 754 3034 
Beverly Hock 748 651 671 691 2761 
Grace Kremer 662 699 657 693 2711 
Lambert won the 
Queen's Round. 

Kings Round; Pelosi 

TEAM CHAMPIONSHIPS 
Men's official - The Cincinnati Archers (Brothers, 
D. Pace, Wray, Kramer), 2220; women's official -
PheasCfale Archers (Crowl1 Myers, Parnham, Kelly), 
2066; Intermediate boy s - Cincinnati Junior 
Olympians (Smith, Elliott, Blaze, K. Pace}A 2115; 
intermediate girl's - Camelback Archers • " (Van 
Kilsdonk, CheuvrontJ Wendorf, lske), 2014i. unof
ficial men's - Canaaa #3 (Lemay, Gamble Mallett, 
Horvath), 2168; women's unofficial - Michigan (L. 
Grondin, K. Grondin, Meyers, Weldon), 1826; pro 
men's unofficial - PAA Men (Freeman, Berger, 
Brown, Robinson), 2125; pro women's unofficial 
- East-West Pros (Brown, Rhodes,. Minich), 13.85; 
intermediate boy's unofficial - Misfits· (Anderson, 
Runge, Weseley, Tucker), 1734; junior boy's 
unofficial - Michigan Juniors (Grondin, Meyer.s, 
Hagler King) 1768. 

' CLOUT CHAMPIONSHIPS 
Senior women:. Sharon Simmonds, 286; Donna 
Dennington, 245; Frances Martin, 242. Senior men: 
Rod Baston,1,279; Lother Jaeckle1 Canada, 268; Bob 
Elkovitch,1, .!66. Intermediate girls: L:anette Sim
monds "63; Teri Franklin, 234; Sandi Van Kils
donk. 2-20. Intermediate boys: Ron Costello, 266; 

Shot·Mer Shot 
Consistency 

Dyn·O·Mite Release 
Zero in with tl1is new Oyo~O~Mite bow string release. h h~s no movinCJ parts. The 1wo-pieca 
c.ast aluminum. fin9~r comfortable release is ~uarnnteed 1,1nc.onditionally for 1 year ;::gainst hrci\k· 
age. Its use avoids frayed bow ~trings. It h.ls .'l convenicn• 1hong loop eye (nol showr.) thtlt 
makes the relea'5e prDC.tir.cilly los.s·free. An <1ddr:d advantaye to the thong attaichment, is the 
"biliry to trans.ier \I yrec>I a1Pount of the efforr nccd~d to maintain s.trin9 tvnsion, to the upper 
Mm, Jhis. fealute \11lows for a delicate release without the dis.advantage or s1rainecl ~inger mus.des. 
The bow ralaasc ledge is easi~y adivs•ed for fast or slow release wi1h a m~chined 
set screw. This provides the ability of shot-aftet-sho1 consis.tericy. No instruction~ are necessary 
as this bow relc,)se is a n~lur&I extension to the desired• release io both fiald .Jnci 
target archery. 
Patent No. 3768456 

Send $9.9S plus SOc hondlin9 to: 
ROGUE BASIN DEVELOPERS 22.5 S.W. Wc~tcrn Ave., Giants Pass, Oregon 97526 
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.Brian McGulrl, 242; Allan Schlein, 149. Junior girls: 
Robin Wools 254: Susan Majors; 234; Shirley 
Wrocklage, 200. Junior boys: Glenn Meyers, 314; 
Tim Weaver, 312~ Bill Blaze, 298. Cadet bobs: 
Lonn~ Kin~ 16 ; Mike Wrocklage, 154; ill 
Peck ·am

2 
1 5 .. Crossbow' T.om Hock, 256; Grace 

Kremer, 03; Randi Kreme~ 175. 
NEW NAA R CORDS 

Amateur women: Irene Lorensen, Single flTA, 
1242, and 50 meters, 311; .Irene Lorensen, Single 
900, · 825, and 40 yards, 287. Pro women: Judi 
Webber, Single 9001 795; 50 yards, 274; 40 yards, 
288. Intermediate girls: Sandra Van Kilsdonk, Sin~le 
FITA, 1187; 70 meters, 296: 60 meters, 2 5. 
Amateur men: Darrell Pace, Sin81e FITA, 1316; 90 
meters, 309; 70 meters, 333· 5 meters 327. Pro 
men: John Williams! Si~le FITA, 1232J 9o meters, 
293; 70 meters, 3 l; ngle 900, 85 ; 40 yards 
294. Intermediate bor: Richard Bednar 'r total 
aggregate score 289 ; Ton~ Reamer Fl A 90 
meters, 284; Richard Bednar, 00 Round 40 yards, 
292. Junior girls: Susan ISmg, Ju~lor 90Q .total, 
829j ~30 yards,. 292. Cadet boys: Marty Shwm·skl, 
Iota agfiregate. 2989; 900 Round 30 ~ards-, 285. 
Clout: obin Wools, junior girls, 54; Glenn 
Merrs, junior boys, 314; Lonny King, cadet boys, 
16 • 
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I 

WITH PURCHASE OF 

MODELT 
COMPOUND BOW 

1 DOZEN "GAME-GETIER" 
ALUMINUM ARROWS
YOUR LENGTH, SPINED 

TO BOW; OR CUSTOM, 
DELUXE, PADDED 

COMPOUND CASE. 

SPECIFICATIONS 

· ~o:~s5:.i~~ ~k~~i~~;.4~'H4~· L.H. 
• Draw lenglhs of 25 to 26", 26 to 27", 

27 to 28", 28 to 29". 29 to 30" eM 30 to 31 ", 
• One year, 100% guarantee, 

$JMp!Uit<ll tt•I) eccenlric tor 
•HY hook-vp tOI) tf#IGl•l\C)' 

·················-·······-······-······ 
DRAW WEICHT ( CHECK ONE ) 

DRAW LENGTH ( CHECK ONE ) §LjaJ§D~ 
lfil @D~~ 125 261 

lea 201 l2e3ol I l3o 31 I 
ORDER FORM 

~Specify: 0 Right Hand 

0 Left Hand 

Addr•ss 

City 

Zlp 
Order Total $. ______ _ 

Illinois resld~nls add 5't lax $. _____ _ 
Grand Total .,__ _____ _ 

free offer selection -------------
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CHICAGO ARCHl!RY CENTER 
7179 W. GRAND AVli. 
CHICAGO, ILL. 60635 

Phone: 637-6633 

natneS ••• noles •• JmWS •• .18118S ••• ll 
news ... names ... notes ... news ... na 

NEW KANSAS DEER RECORD 
Robert Brock of Goodland, Kansas, set a new bow hunting deer 
record for that state, taking a non-typical mule deer in 
Sherman county during the 1974 archery season. The deer 
scored 224-6/8 points, breaking the long-standing record set in 
1966 by Ralph Stum of Ness City. Stum's deer was scored at 
211-6/8. 

OPERATION WHITETAIL -
BOWHUNTING RESERVE 
Operation Whitetail, a non-profit organization sponsored by 
the Sportsmen's Clubs of Texas, offers 10,000 acres of wood
land to bowhunters only during the 1975-76 season. The land is 
separated into four pastures including areas for hunting from 
blinds only and areas for stalking or blinds. 
. A special deer season from October l through October 31 

may be hunted by reservation only. Regular deer season is from 
November 15 through January 4, no reservation required. 
Hunting for other animals (rams, sheep, goats, hogs, etc.) is 
open October 1 through March 31 by reservation only. The 
daily fee is $15, with special rates available for longer hunts. 
There is no replace111ent fee on deer. 

Over 100 deer were harvested through Operation Whitetail 
in 1973 and 1974. Including deer, rams, goats and hogs, the 
past three-year kill ratio is 22.2 percent. For more information 
or reservations, write: Paul Ross, SCOT Project Superinten
dent, Rt. I, Box 47-A, Bronson, Tex. 75930; or call: 
713/584-2248. 

GORDON IN NEW LOCATION 
Gordon Plastics, maker of Bo-Tuff and Glashafts, has moved to 
a new plant of 14,000 square feet with 1,800 square feet of 
office and laboratory space. Their new address is Gordon 
Plastics, Inc., 2872 S. Santa Fe Ave., Vista, Cal. 92083. One of 
the new things to come out of their plant is an all new concept 
in arrow shafts - the glass-carbon arrow. Lighter than 
aluminum and tough as fiberglass, it is reasonably priced. 

CANADIAN CHALLENGE 
The Archers of Caledon, Toronto, have invited archers around 
the world to participate in a mail tournament. The round to be 
shot is the Canadian 120(), which is six arrows per end on a 122 
cm face, IO-ring scoring. For men, it is five ends at 70 meters, 
five ends at 60 meters, five ends at 50 meters and five ends at 40 
meters. For women and juniors, the distances are 60 meters, 50 
meters, 40 meters and 30 meters. 

Registration fee is $1.00 Canadian currency payable by 
international money order to the Archers of Caledon. Money 
must be accompanied by signed and witnessed score cards and 

f red~y feather Says ... 

"All our mail says pretty much the same thing. BRIGHT WAY 
ground base feathers are the best in feather fletches. Say that 
and you have said it all." 

TEXAS FEATHERS 1ncoRPORATED 
BOX II 18 BROWNWOOD IL X.,\ 16801 

Archery World 

received no later than Nov. 15. Prizes will be for first through 
third places in men, women, junior and husband/wife 
divisions. A commemorative plaque will go to the club with the 
most participants. ../ · 

Send your entries to Mrs. Diana Johnstone, Tournament 
Director, 55 Tedder St., Toronto, Ontario, Canada M6M 4X2. 

MILE HIGH OPEN 
The Golden Mesa Recreational Ranch in Golden, Col., will 
host the Mile High Open Tournament October 25 and 26. The 
tournament, which is sanctioned by the NF AA pro division, 
will feature a 600 Vegas Round with limited and unlimited 
divisions and a guaranteed purse of $3,000. Entry fees are: pro, 
$35; unlimited, $25; amateur, $15; cub, $5. For more 
information, write: Mile High Open, 19000 W. 58th Ave., 
Golden, Colo. 80401; or call, 303/279-4546. 

WILD TURKEY BUCKLE 
An authentic Austin Nichols collectors belt buckle is being 
offered through the National Wild Turkey Federation, a non
profit conservation organization. Made for 1-%" belts, each 
buckle weighs six ounces. Specify brass or pewter finish. Five 
dollars each or two for $9 (add 50 cents postage and handling 
for each item). Order from: National Wild Turkey Federation, 
Dept. AW, P.O. Box 467, Edgefield, S.C. 29824. All proceeds 
used to manage the federation's \vild turkey management and 
restoration areas. 

HERTER'S SPORTSMANS CATALOG 
The 1976 edition contains many new items as well as thousands 
of old standards for the outdoor enthusiast: hunting, fishing, 
archery, camping, backpacking, clothing, reloading and 
specialty items. Send $1.00 (refunded on first $10.00 order) to 
Herter's, Inc., Dept. AW, Waseca, Minn. 56093. 

ULTRA PRODUCTS CATALOG 
Ultra l'r~ducts "Spirit of '76" catalog is now available free. It 
has 68 pages of bowh~un.ting accessorie$, target accessories, 
general outdoor and camping items, plus tips on tackle setup 
and basic bowhunting techniques. You can get a copy by 
writing to Ultra Products, Dept. AW, Box 100, Fairfield, Ill. 
62837. 

NEW IMPROVED 

BPE Hunting Sight 
$1Q95 

• Machined from black anodized aluminum 

• 5 color coded sight pins 

• Quick detach and master correction features 

• HS·1 fits most predrlllea bows. HS·3 self 
adhesive. HS-4 Jennings mount. 

• Perfect for Compouno Bows 

e Many Other Quality Accessories 

BOB'S PRECISION ENGINEEfllNG 
32tl Garti•ld I l!:Mporia, Ka Mas 66601 

(316) 3'2·33$4 0•3'3-3763 

October/November 1975 

The.>c des;9n'S ore- Sill< $Cr~enecJ on hi()h ciuol•ly 9otmG"ts to 9;ve ex<.eUent 
woshob1My S. remo;n <olorlost. Ple-<1se odd SOC to help cover sh;pp;nq. .......................................... -s;n···maci····ic;····;ci<:i···· 
White Shooting Shirt $7.25 
50-SOcJacron cotton 

Tank Topi $5.50 
50-50 docron cotton noa 

montreal 
$4.00 

noa 

montreol 

USO -

_ ______ _ STATE _____ _ 

ZIP ____ _ 
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POSITIVE CENTER RBLEASE 

Only $17.95 Pat. Pand. 

•Very easy to use. 
e one moving part: nothing to wear 

o ut. 
•Won't damage bow string using 

release without rope. 
•won't lose your arrow letting down. 
• Used as Instructed, it's a draw 

check. 
•For hunting o r target. 
•Pulls over 100 lbs. 

See your dealer or o rder from: 

M.R. Gazura Mfg. Co. 
345 S. White Horse Pike 
Hammontol\ New Jersey 08037 
(8091 561-0e92 

KILBEAD'S © 

.Aaa~~ 

IH!1llli!ti~ 
~ ..e-,/!Jt tY' ~ &t' WRITE US 

TAUEFLIGHT 
MANUFACTU•ING COM .. ANY, INC. 

lllANITOW1$ M WATlU . WISCONSIN Ul45 

nanes •• .notes. . .news •• .nanl8S •• .n 
news ... names ... notes ... news .. . na 

"HUNT COLORADO" WINNER 
Jack C . ~igman, Sr. of Elyria, Ohio, has won the "Hunt 
Color ad? contest sponsored by Robin Hood Archery, Inc. of 
Montclair, N.J . Pigman will enjoy a free hunt in Colorado with 
John Lamicq, Jr., one of the top bowhunting guides in the 
coun~y. ~ assisti.ng In sponsorship of the contest was John 
Lam1cq Gwde Service, Grand Junction, Col., and Bowhunter 
Deer Lure, Canajoharie, N.Y. 

Full AdJuat Precia/on ArchetY Products 
Manufacturers of Hunting Sigh", Pr9cision Tournament Bow 
Sights, Sight Apertures, Stabilizer Rods, Arrow Strai9hteners 

and other Archery Products 
Stt '(OUr Dealer or Write Direct for Fre. Brochures 

Full Adjust Products 
915 North Ann Street Lancaster, Pa. 17602 

Ph e 717· 97·6441 

COMPOUNDS-JENNINGS MODEL(]) 
$119.95 3 or more $110.95 

Specify: Right or Left Hand 
Draw weight 40 to 60 pounds 
Draw length 27 to 31 inches 

Shipped same day . Send money order, include 5% postage 
New York State residents include 7% sales tax 

COMPOUND HEADQUARTERS 
P.O. Box 7525 

Rochester, N.Y. 14615 

Archery World 

You 'I I get more 
enjoyment from, and 
strengthen your under· 
standing of, archery and 
the outdoor world with 
these specially selected 
books. Build your per· 
sonal library from this 
list of great books. 

AJfCllERY 
M/D"ID 

1502. DEER HUNTING. Norman 
Strung. Tact ics for hunting all N. 
Am. deer, focusing on whi te-tailed 
and mule deer. Tracking, spotting, 
aiming, using guides, hunt ing laws. 
Also, bow hunting and game man· 
agement. 
238 pp., i llus. $7.98 

1008. BOWHUNTER'S DIGEST. 
C. R. Learn. Carries the reader pro
gressively from basics through pro· 
ven techniques and equipment used 
by today"s foremost bowhunters. 
Success secrets, several chapters on 
arrows. Camouflage and fashions 
for field. Bowfishing. Bowhunting 
associat ions. surveys, safe1y. Manu· 
facturer addresses. 
288 pp .• illus. $6.95 

1010. NAA INSTRUCTOR'S 
MANUAL. By Patricia Baier. Julia 
Bowers, C.R. Fowkes. Sherwood 
Schoch. Edited by Ruth Rowe. A 
ton of knowledge covers step-by.step 
instructions, safety. bracing, equip· 
ment, problem corrections, archery 
games, bow tuning, coaching, tour
nament management, publ icity, 
clinics, more. 
141 pp., illus. $10.00 

1011. NAA- THE ARCHER'S 
HANDBOOK. 4th Edition. Con· 
tains NAA const itution, bylaws, 
rules and regulations for f ield. tar· 
get, indoor clout and flight shooting, 
instructions of laying fi eld course. 
Olympic rules and more. 
108pp., il1us. paper .$3.00 

ALL NEW ..• JUST OFF THE PRESS 
1519. THE SPORTSMAN'S COMPLETE BOOK OF TROPHY AND MEAT 
CARE. Bv Tom Brakefield. This book gets going right where most sportsman's 
literaturs leaves off - after the successful hunt - to guide the complete sports-

> man in commemorat ion of his successful hunt, both on rhe table and on the wall. 
Includes a guided tour of a trophy roam to set the stage for selecting a taxider· 
mist, what to expoct from him, how to enhance a trophy's appearance, details 
on skinning with special emphasis on the knife. Then, cutting and "boning out" 
meat; 21 basics on proper freezing: defeachering and cooking game birds; field 
dressing, cleaning and skinning small game. 
224 pp., 150 illus .• index, hardbound $8.95 

ookshe 
cises. teaching progrossions. 
162 pp., illus. softbound, $3.50 

1015. NATIVE AMERICAN BOWS, 
THEIR TYPES AND RELATION· 
SHIPS. T. M. Hamilton. Detai led sys· 
tematic study of bows used by West· 
ern Indians and Eskimos. Author . 
archaeological researcher. tells why 
bowmakers wrought as they did. In
cludes info on slef·bow, reinforced, 
composite and double-curved bows. 
148 pp., illus. c3sebound, $10.00 

8012. WHITTLIN', WHISTLES 
AND THINGAMAJIGS. Harlan G. 
Metcalf. A "do-it-yourself " primer 
tells you how to make and use wood 
bows and arrows (complete wit h 
patterns), boomerangs, throwing 
slings, blowpipes. javelins, spear
throwers, whip-darts and slingshots. 
How to make and use everything 
you wanted to try as B kid, but 
never did. 
190 pp., illus. $10.00 

1025. ARROWS AGAINST STEEL: 
The History of the Bow. 
Vic Hurley. An overview of how t he 
bow has affected human history 
from the bow's A fr ican origin c. 
7000 8.C. Shows how i t aroused 
men into flight. into exploration 
and exchanges of ideas. 
238 pp., $5.95 

1026. EVERYTHING I KNOW 
ABOUT BUCKS WITH A BOW. 
Bob Kirschner. A uthor, who has 
taken 12 bucks out 'of 16 years of 
hunting, believes success can be 

GET YOUR SET OF HUNTING POSTERS NOW! 

Become a skilled bowhunter, with all the special knowledge a bow-
hunter needs. This set of eight 11" x 17" posters w ill take you fram 
the firsr level ta a skilled marksman in the field. And they teach you 
how to handle your trophy, take care of the wild maar, and !Jflr it into 
steaks and chops. Two basic shooting technique posters. plus deer 
anatomy, backyard hunting practice, tree stand shaoting, field dretr 
sing g;Jme, processing game and hunting safety. 
Special haavy paper, Set, $3.00 

TARGET POSTER SET 

This set of nine 11" x 17" posters covers the basics 
of shooting a baw, then gives yau an in·depth explanation 
of the d11ve/opment of intermediate and advanced shouting form 
fitted to your personal style, and cancludes with a strike pattern analysis. 
Learning approach is entirely positive, 
helping you build upon yovr shooting form strengths. 
Special heavy paper. Set, $3.50 

achieved through better under-
1014. TARGET A ACHE RY. Mar· st anding of t he outdoors, animal 
QDret L . Klann. Assists t he prepara· habits and chaltlcterlst ics with 1518. HUNTING THE AMERI· 5008. HOME BOOK OF COOKING 
tion of teachers and co<1ches in arch· di fferent weather conditions, CAN WILD TURKEY. VENISON AND OTHER NATURAL 
ery. Helps target archers improve proper scouting, selec ting right Dave Harbour. Crisp hunting star- MEATS. Bradford Angier. A new book 
personal skill and understanding. equipment. Gets into skinning, ies show how to outwi t the wi ly of wild game recipes to delight the 
Suitable for beginner or advanced. meat preparation and storage. t1.1rk.ey with such detail that gourmet. Includes tips on elimina-
Target techniques, equipment, com- Book designed to be taken into sounds and smells of the woods al· ting waste and ways to store for 
mon shooting problems. rules and the field . most drift from the page. future feasting. 

..... scor ing, scientif ic aspects. exer· 104 pp. , i llus. . paper. $2.20 256 pp., illus. $8.95 192 pp., illus. $7.95 ·······························-·-································································································· 
Please send your complete book list 0 Please send the following books or poster sets: 

No. Title:---------- ---$ __ _ 
No. Title $. _ _ _ 

No. Title $---
Wisconsin residents, add 4% sales tax $ _ _ _ 
Shipping charges, add 50 cents per order 
(no shipping charges for orders over $10) 
Enclosed is my check 0 money orderO 

$--
for $---

Address-------------- ----- ------' 

City ____________ State Zip, ___ _ 

Send order to: ARCHERY WORLD Book Shelf 
534 N. Broadway, Milwaukee, Wis. 53202 AW·10-75 

~---------....__-~,--~-~-



SENSATIONAL 
COMPOUND BOW OFFER 

Huge Inventory featuring: 
BEAR - ALLEN - CARROLL -

JENNINGS - KAMACT -
PRECISION - WING - ACT NOW! 

Turn Your Old Bow Into Immediate Cash I 

Order your new compound bow from one of the 
nat ion's Jargest t rade-in dealers. 

Write a description of your present bow, regard
less of make or condition 

and send it to the address beiow. 
Or, save time by call· 

ing (412) 834-5281 and d iscuss your next bow 
with John Kleman. 

Here are a few comments from our list of sat· 
isfied trade-in customers . . . 

"/ couldn't be-
1/eve what they 
offered me for 
my old Kodiak 
hunter on a 
trade. I can't 
see how they 
made a profit. " 

"I never thought 
my seven year old 
Shakespeare hunt
ing bow was worth 
).(!fY much. But, 
here I am with a 
top brand com
pound for half 

"I was considering 
one of those inex
pensive compounds 
until/ heard what 
I could get on a 
trade for my Pear
son Renegade. For 
a little more mon
ey, I now have one 
of the best com
pounds available. " 

Bob Seymore 
Indiana, Pa. 

the money I 
thought it would 
be. " 

Paul Reyno lds 
Garden Grove, 
California 

Herb Albaugh 
Fairmont, W. Va. 

Call (412) 834-5281 - Ask for John Kleman and see 
for yourself . •• 

We are an official Bear Compound re
pair and service center. 

When in the area, you owe it to yourself to stop and 
visit our new modern display room -

everything for t he archer. 500 
bows on d isplay. 

Feline Archery Company Inc. 
220 WILLOW CROSSING RO. 
GREENSBURG, PA. 15601 

Giant 164 page catalog - $2.00 
Money refunded on first order. 
Dealers - No Charae. · \ , 
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on the • • 
market 

SUPER·S BROADHEAD 
The Savora Super-S broadhead has four presharpened 
replaceable blades of high carbon Swedish steel. The one
piece metal body has a self-contained broadhead insert unit as 
part of the body for screw-in systems. Total unit with blades 
weighs only 137 grains. Blades hook under double wire ring in 
groove, are locked in place when head is screwed Into arrow 
shaft. Full i.nfo available from Savora Archery, Inc., Dept. 
AW, 11039 118th Place N.E., Kirkland, Wash. 90833. 

RICKARD TRIGGER RELEASE 
The Rickard Universal Trigger Release (RUTR) is held by the 
second, third and fourth fingers and triggered with the index 
fln~er . Relea~e mec~a?lsm use~ two opposed steel ball bearings 
which essentially ehmmate string wear. Adjustable trigger and 
other features allow RUTR to be used horizontally or 
verti~ally, left or right hand. For target or hunting. Made of 
alu~m':1m and steel, carries a five-year guarantee. Suggested 
retail, including Federal Excise Tax, Is $29 .97. Full Info 
available from RUTR, Dept. AW, P.O. Box 4223 Lantana 
F1orida 33462. ' ' 

STAG TREE SEAT 
The Stag tree seat is a strong metal unit with 360-degree swivel 
seat and foot support all the way around. Collapsible ~nd 
compact for easy carrying. Weighs 16 pounds. Locks to tree 
with chain . Suggested retail is $69.95. A smaller model the 
Little Buck, weighs 12 pounds, retails for $49.95. Cat Ciaw 
climbing steps, recoverable and reusable, also available. Full 
info from Stag Mfg., Inc., Dept. AW, P.O . Box 45915, 
Houston, Texas 77045 . 

PROTECTO COMPOUND CADDY 
Protect _your compound bow, arrows, sight, quiver, other 
accessones from damage with ABS high-impact plastic 
Compound Caddy from Protecto Plastics. Case measures 
l :Sx56x6 inches. Outside has mar-proof finish. Key locks it for 
protection. Fo~m-type padding inside keeps all equip ment in 
place. JTB Junior Case is for women, juniors and male archers 
using bows with shorter draw. Easy to handle measuring 
12x29x6 inches. Contact Protecto Plastics, Dept. AW, P.O. Box 
68, 201 Alpha Road, Wind Gap, Pa. 18091. 

Archery World 

TIEFEL MINI STAND 
The Tiefel Mini Tree Stand is 19 Inches by 17 inches by 14 
inches, including adjustable-height seat. Tubular aluminum 
framing, loop chain fastening system. Plywood stand. Sicle 
support arms give foot brace· for security when you sb~t. 
Suggested retail is $45.00. Full info available from Tiefel's 
Tree Stands, Dept. AW, 87 Fillmore St., Rochester, N.Y. 
14611. 

• rlf 

l~ 

DODD RELEASE 
Two special alloys of tool steel, heat treated to different hard
nesses, are combined to make the Dodd Release one which 
should last forever. Simple to use. Push into bow string and it 
latches. After shooting, the catch is held open by a stainless 
steel spring. Should it oounce back closed , pull trigger and the 
catch opens. Trigger travel and tension fully adjustable. Cable 
handle. Pull test is 400 pounds. Unconditionally guaranteed. 
Contact Dodd Archery, Dept. AW, Box 72, Newton, Kansas 
67114. 

BONNIE BOWMAN TWO-PIECE BOW QUIVER 
The "PAT'S 7" two-piece bow quiver holds seven arrows. 
Rubber arrow holding unit is specially molded from a rubber 
compound that has a "memory," so can accommodate arrows 
from 1816 aluminum to 11132" woods, holding firmly but 
letting you remove them easily. Broadhead cover is of tough 
ABS material. Quiver has two-year guarantee; fits all Jennings 
compounds including metal hunters, "S" handles, Model T, all 
PSE compounds, Browning, Astro, Martin Cougar. Designed 
to fit left or right hand bows with arrows pointing up or down, 
whichever you prefer. Suggested list price below $15. Dealer( 
distributor inquiries invited. Full info available from Bonnie 
Bowm an Archery, 5105 East 12th St., Oakland, Cal . 94601. 

RAMBOLAY HUNTER COMPOUND 
Selling for less than $170, this new compound hunting bow 
weighs just under four pounds, measures 45 inches axle to axle, 
and comes with a 15-pound draw weight adjustment (you 
order your draw length). Handle and limbs finished with black 
or green "wrinkle" paint . Bow has a 5 lft-inch sight window 
and can be ordered with stabilizer bushing, drilled for sight 
mount and adjustable rest hole. For more Information, write 
Rocky Mountain Archery Manufacturing Co., Dept. AW, P.O. 
Box 208, Rangely, Colo. 81648. 

October/November 1975 

FOl FAST 

ACCURATE SHOOTING •.• 

• lalanced three finger octlon 
• Smootfl arrow releaM 
• Sa t iefoetlon 1111oronteed $I .DO 

.AW1'1obl. ibt orch.r'( Oftd 1porti1"19 good• 
ct•ol• f'\ - 0< w rl,. 

NOCK RITE COMPANY 
3120 Cre•fvlew Circle 

8rool<fleld, Wis., U. S. A. 5300.S 

ALLEN 
COMPOUND BOWS 

IN STOCK FOR 
IMMEDIATE SHIPMENT 

Staples Archery Shop 
7710 Woodlawn Dr. 
Mpls., Minn. 55432 
Tel: (612) 784-9590 

WE USE THE GREATEST CARE TO MAKE 

BOW LAMINATIONS 
OF THE HIGHEST ACCURACY AND QUALITY OF MATERIALS 

"Per/eccion u a Cltallenfe'' 
A bow Is no better than t he Laminations used in its 

constructi on. 
We have a supply of k iln·dried hard Maple and Laminated 

"Super f lex Actlonwood" Maple available tor Lamination making. 
Some of thi s wood has ooen made in t o fin ished Lam inations and 
ls k ept i n stock t o help us fl it orders promptl y. 

We h ave a stock of colorful woods for handle making. A lso 
Urac 185, Bo-T uff, Fadeout Laminations, many sizes of Wedges 
and Speci al L amination s. T he crossbow makers fi Ke the Fade· 
o u t Lams. 

You are we l come to sen d for a pr i ce list. CVl\9 

The Old Master Craf ters Co. 
130 Lebaron St., W aakepn, DI. 60085 
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ARCHERY ORGANIZATIONS -
FABULOUS MONEY SAVING PLAN 

•LAY AWAY 
•CREDIT ~ B.A. M.C. 

4718 S. Orange Ave. Orlando, Florida 
Phone 305 851 4440 32806 

I ndlvidually hand ~rafted of 
high carbon rustproof steel. 
Holds e fine edge even al~• 
the most rugged use. The 
hendles are shaped to in· 
sure a perfect grip. The 
sheaths are individually made 
of heavy top·grade cowhide 
and are comoured to lit 
the knife. 

Moi1111 #910 
THE CAMPER 

Bladt: 4%" Handle: 41/t" 
Combines the curved sweep 
of the skinning blade with 
the slender blade of a gen· 
eral purpose knife. Used as 
a skinner-it works equally 
well on big and small game. 
birds, and s'port fish. 

$17.00 pp 
Sheath included 

JET·AER CORPORATION PAfERSON NEW JERSEY 075-14 

GetThatDeerl 
New Crow's Nest ... finally, a tree stand 
that can be U8ed effortlessly by anybody! 

• Stand or sit • Easy up, easy down 
• Lightweight, dt1rable aluminum construction 

• Easy to carry • Can be used as a litter for game 
SEND FOR A FREE BROCHURE 

rMa~~™P'ACiiNn~TRIBS---~ 
I 4990 South 2nd St. PMilwaukee, WI 63207 I 
I oame I 
I addre,ss I 
I ·t t t · I 
~~----~~---~----J 
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WANTED 
TWO SALESMEN 

One for the state of Florida 
and one for the state of 
Georgia. Complete line of 

BINGHAM TARGET COMPOUND archery products - high 
This bow features exotic wood riser with commissions paid. You must 
a special, glass laminated spine; white be a self-starter and eager to 
glass on limbs. Comes with stabilizer make money. Send resumes 
and carrying case, equipped with Berger to: Salesman 
Button and F1ip Rest. In 10-pound 
increments of draw weight, up to 32 CI 0 Archery World 
inches of draw length. Right and left 534 N. Broadway 
hand. Suggested retail $279.95, but will Milwaukee, Wi. 53202 
be available during a special intro- All inquiries held in strict 
ductory period for $223.50. Full info confidence. 
available from Bingham Archery, Dept. F;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;~ 
AW, 3013, Ogden, Utah 84403. I 

KOLPIN BOW SLING 
Wide nylon web strap with double snaps 
at each end permits easier carrying of 
heavy compound bows, etc. Suggested 
retail $4 .95. Full info available from 
Kolpin Manufacturing, Dept. AW, P.O. 
Boll 231, Berlin, Wis. 54923. 

WILSON BROS. ARROW REST 
The new Arrow Flight Control rest is 
available only on Black Widow bows, 
factory installed. Rest moves in and out 
with plunger for better arrow flight. 
Three sizes of arrow support vanes, right 
or left hand. Full info available from 
Wilson Brothers, Dept. AW, Rt. 16, Box 
200, Springfield, Mo. 65807. 

HUNTER II REST 
Designed for use with or without 
cushion plunger. Positive vertical and 
horizontal locking adjustments. Rest and 
side support gives with the shot for 
optimum arrow flight. Full info from 
Golden Key Archery, Dept. AW, 1851 
S. Orange Ave., Monterey Park, Cal. 
91754. 

Now, TWO GREAT 
ARROW HOLDERS 

from R & D Products 
New! Modet 70 
Arrow Holder 

the Nelson 
Arrow Holder 

.... ..a.sw" 

Like Having Another Handf 

• Holds arrow on bow rest 
for instant shooting 

• Silent release with 
absolutely no drag. 

• Wear a mitten on bow hand 
• Adjustable to any arrow 

diameter 
Model 70 Arrow Holder $2.00 

Complete with Mounting 
Bushing and Screw 

Nelson Arrow Holder $2.00 
Jiffy Clip $1.00 ea. 

See your dealer or write: 

R & D Products 
P.O. Box 154A 
Euless, Texas 76039 

Archery World 
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PACER 
The latest addition to the PSE· line, and the only bow in 
its class with fully laminated, weight-adjustable limbs, 
Pacer Is already famous for its clean, uncomplicated 
design and high rellability. With no complex tiller 
design, the Pacer can Never be Out of Balance, 
and requires virtually No Tuning or Maintenance. 
Amazing 50% Let-Off and non-critical 
tuning provide easy, accurate shooting 
under any conditions. Uses the same 
stunning die-cast handle with 
replaceable grip as our exquisite 
Citation models. Available in 
draw lengths from 26 to 31" in 
whole-Inch increments, and 
draw weights from 35 to 70 lbs., 
in 10 lb. weight ranges. 

~·PJ( 

PROFICIENCY 
A more sophisticated model than the 

Pacer, the Proficiency otters all the 
same desirable features, plus Full Idler 

Wheel System for greater stored energy 
and efficiency, and new PSE Speed 

Brackets for superior velocity. Improved 
design includes the same one-piece, 

die-cast handle as our Top-of-the-Line 
Citation, with integrally molded limb sockets 

tor precise limb alignment, and the lnn0vatlve 
pivoting speed-bracket E-Whee.1 adjustment 

and quick, simple cable replacement. Available In 
draw lengths of 26, 27, 28, 29, 30, & 31 ", and draw 

weights from 35 to 70 lbs., In 10 lb. weight rang·es. See your 
dealer or write for our new color catalog for complete E:letalls. 

PRECISION 
.SHOOTING 
EQUIPMENT 



"I took my first design for this bow to Mozambique 
in 1965 and it proved itself on the fierce Cape 
Buffalo, considered by many to bethe most 
dangerous of them all. This was our first 
3 piece take-down bow. Everyone has a 
favorite and I guess Kodiak is mine ... 
lstillhuntwithone!' f ~~ 

Bowhunlers like 
the flexlbility of 
the Take-Down 

bows. For example, 
you can use three 

different length 
limbs in one Kodiak 

bow handle and have 
a 60", 62" or 64" bow

diffe<ent limb lengths 
and draw welghls for 

target, field or hunting. 
There is a choice of 8 
Victor Kodiak handle 

colors to choose from. 
They are made of 

lightweight, durable 
magnesium for long file 

and wear. See the Victor 
Kodiak Take-Down Bows 

at your Bear Archery 
dealer's. Bear Archery bows 

have been proven on 1he 
game trails of the world 

by Fred Bear. 

beiir Archery, Dept. AW-10 
Rural Route One, 
Grayling, Michigan 49738 -Send mo you1 latest catalog. 

I do-_ do not..._..o.~~ a bow now.""""'-
11 "Yes," brand name _ __ . _ _ _ 

PLEASE PRINT 
•' 

My age __ _ 

------ -- - --~------- -
DIVI S ION ~ VICTOR COMPTOMETEA CORPORATION 

If you ere not helping to uve hunllng, 
you ere helptn11 to outlaw Ill Join th.o 
fight, Join the Fred Bear Sports Club. 

Your local Seo.r dealer hos· opplloatlons, 
or w1Jte lor one to ua h11re In Gro\lllng. 


